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PREFACE

Aside from the one case of the gerrymander in Massachusetts

which gave rise to the term itself, but little has been written col-

lectively upon the
.
general subject, at least prior to the famous

decision of the courts in the state of Wisconsin. For this reason

the material herewith presented had to be gained by patient and

careful research throughout the records of the various states and

territories considered. There had been no fixed starting-point,

previously determined, which would suggest the probable origin.

The elaborate completeness and successful skill displayed in manip-

ulating the districts in Massachusetts in 1812 was the best of proof

that the practice had antedated that time. It seemed that in all

probability the gerrymander had had a growth that had culminated

in the case which to-day does not deserve its distinction. The
researches for this investigation have, therefore, gone into the early

history of our nation, into and beyond, and have sought to pene-

trate the details of elections in colonial times, recognizing that the

social, religious and political practices observed in national history

have had antecedents and connection with the customs of the

earlier period. It became necessary to consider representative

government from its inception in America. The looseness with

which the term "gerrymander" has been frequently used, so as to

include political corruption of various sorts, has materially added

to the difficulty of this study.

Since the beginning of the art of gerrymandering, districts have

continued to be thus formed, even to the present time. This mono-

graph does not propose to cite and examine each appearance of the

practice in -recent decades. Such a work would involve but little

more than a catalogue of instances, becoming tiresome by their

similarity. In recent years a new element, not essential to this

study, was introduced when the courts set aside unjust apportion-

ments. Such legal decisions, however, may be expected as a logical

result of legislation herein noted or as rising from similar legislation

subsequently enacted.
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4 PREFACE

The writer has sought to follow the workings of the gerrymander

from its origin to the time when it became throughly established

in the body politic of this country. The reasons for concluding

this study with the year 1840 will be given more fully in the follow-

ing pages. It will be impossible and unnecessary to devote the

same attention and space to each occurrence of the gerrymander.

Material is not equally abundant in all states and at all times. The

so-called gerrymander, sometimes referred to as the only instance

prior to 1812, which Patrick Henry has been accused of devising,

is considered in detail, since the conclusions reached herein are

different from those of other writers, and for the additional reason

that the case has been made conspicuous by biographies of Patrick

Henry.

I desire to make grateful acknowledgment of the valuable assist-

ance given me by Professor J. F. Jameson and by some members

of the faculties of history and political science of the University of

Chicago, and by Mr. A. B. Adams. I am also indebted to my old-

time college professor, Henry M. Whitney of Branford, Conn., for

his careful and helpful reading of the monograph. Let me also

acknowledge the professional courtesies of the librarians of the

Newberry Library, the Wisconsin State Historical Society, the

Library of Congress, the Maryland State Historical Society, the

Pennsylvania State Historical Society, the New Jersey State Library

at Trenton, the New Jersey State Historical Society at Newark,

the Lenox Library, the New York State Library at Albany, and the

University of Chicago Library.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The gerrymander is a political device of far-reaching effect. It

sets aside the will of the popular majority. It is a species of fraud,

deception, and trickery which menaces the perpetuity of the Repub-

lic of the United States more threateningly than does, perhaps, the

injustice of unjust taxation, for it deals more fundamentally with

representative government. An absolute monarchy may be decidedly

unfair, unreasonable, and may violate every principle of enlightened

government without being subject to the charge of inconsistency

with its general purpose. But the government of a people who are

enjoying political freedom must be administered according to well-

recognized and equitable principles. If this is done, it matters not

how legislation is effected. The citizens may assemble en masse, as

in a town-meeting, to enact direct legislation; they may send to the

seat of government representatives to whom they have delegated

their civic powers; or they may agree to allow the majority to exer-

cise the functions of lawmakers by invoking the initiative and

referendum. Whatever the form may be, when once the govern-

ment of the United States or any part thereof has been determined

and established it should not be altered without the consent of the

people secured without any deception.

Any political trick or fraudulent practice which stealthily seeks

to destroy established principles of republican government is a

flagrant wrong that threatens the perpetuity and stability of our

political institutions. Men are aroused to drastic action when they

conclude that their rights have been usurped. The stuffing of

ballot-boxes and the swearing to false election returns may result

in temporary anarchy. Such practices are to be deplored not only

because of the attendant evils but as indicating the inability of men
honorably to abide by the workings of self-imposed laws.

A far greater danger to democracy than the foregoing arises

from the corrupt form of legislation which results in a gerrymander.

7



8 THE RISE AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE GERRYMANDER

To produce this injustice the machinery of government is evoked.

The law which establishes the districts is passed with the deliberate

design of elected lawmakers. This evil is insidious because it is

cloaked -under the guise of law. For that particular reason it is

anarchistic in its effect. A political injustice is given the stamp of

government and is embodied in a law. That laws can be perverted

to the establishment of a flagrant wrong upon a state or community

jeopards the perpetuity of the republic and incites to anarchy.

One of the most unpatriotic acts of legislation possible is a

gerrymander.

This political strategy seeks to prevent a just recognition of the

expressed will of the legal voters. A gerrymander is intended to

disfranchise the majority or to secure it an influence disproportion-

ate to its size. In the former case its design is to produce a mild

revolution by establishing a government of the minority, and in the

second instance it tyrannizes over the minority by defrauding that

party of a portion of its proper representation. The rule of the

majority is accepted as being the choice of the party with physical

power to enforce its laws, come what may. Legislation by the party

of the minority has no such guarantee for its enforcement. And
those laws, in so far as they embody the principles of the minority,

will be considered by the majority of citizens to be detrimental and

disastrous to the nation at large.

As the gerrymander thus involves the peace and prosperity of

the state and nation, it produces results which are not exclusively

political. Economic policies are involved, and economic history is

affected. Such national questions as concern the tariff, the policy

of reciprocity, the building of inter-oceanic canals, the trusts, and

the monetary system may be determined by congressmen from

gerrymandered states and may be decided against the will of the

people. An interesting study would be to trace the economic changes

which have resulted from the election to office of the minority.

From the part the gerrymander plays in determining the election

of the minority, or an undue representation of the majority, it may
at first sight appear that the gerrymander is an evil attributable to

party-politics. The gerrymander is a recognized evil, while political

parties are as desirable as is a republic. An interest in public

affairs leads to discussion; a difference of opinion is created. Those

of the same opinion associate with others like-minded, and the
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a
existence of political parties thus becomes the outgrowth of free

speech and a free government. Dispense with parties, and govern-

ment will speedily become despotic. This study would seem to

indicate that the gerrymander is a product of human cupidity and

desire to gain power, and could, therefore, be eliminated from politics

without affecting the existence of political parties.

A study of the gerrymander clearly involves a political phase of

legislation. But it includes, as well, the treatment of certain ele-

ments which belong to American constitutional history. That

latter field of learning rightly includes the written constitution of

the federal government, the constitutions of the separate states,

the methods and organization of party-politics. And as has been

tersely said in reference to that study, it includes even "the prac-

tices and usages of the government of the people." 1 The same

investigator continues: "If the story of the parliamentary Reform

Acts is a part of the Constitutional history of England, that of the

state acts successively widening the suffrage to complete democracy

is a part of the Constitutional history of the United States. If the

history of the Redistribution Acts belongs to the one, that of the

gerrymander belongs to the other."

The striking similarity existing between the rotten boroughs of

England and our gerrymandered districts was perceived at an early

day by American politicians. The districts which gave rise to the

term gerrymander had been established by law but a few weeks

when they were compared to the corrupt English districts. A con-

temporaneous newspaper referred to the party-leaders who were

responsible for the enactment of that law and pertinently asked:

"Would not such persons as readily profit by rotten boroughs as

ever any British minister did?" 2

Lawmakers have repeatedly recognized the evils of the gerry-

mander and have endeavored to prohibit this form of corrupt legis-

lation. From time to time, in various state constitutions, clauses

were inserted which sought to forbid the practice of the gerry-

mander. It is a topic which has been widely discussed in consti-

tutional conventions. And, as we shall see, some states, before the

beginning of the nineteenth century, had so worded their constitu-

1Essays in the Constitutional History of the United States, edited by Professor J.

Franklin Jameson, preface, xi, xii.

2New England Palladium, May 19, 1812, article entitled "Senatorial Districts."
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tions as greatly to lessen the possibility of the formation of a gerry-

mander.

We shall see that the gerrymander became increasingly effective

and generally employed. Finally the atttenion of Congress was
called to this political evil six decades ago and action was taken by

that body to suppress it. To that end Congress enacted a law

requiring the state legislatures to limit the size of districts designed

for the election of federal representatives. From 1842 single-member

districts for the election of congressmen have been established to

accord with the law. 1 The bill was passed, we are told, "after

great excitement in Congress, in answer to a demand for fairer repre-

sentation and a chance for the minority." 2 But this restriction by

federal legislation was unavailing. Senator Charles R. Buckalew, in

1867, delivered an address upon the subject in the halls of Congress.

He gave it as his opinion at that time that during the preceding ten

years no state from Maine to the Pacific Ocean had been fairly and

honestly apportioned for the election of federal representatives. 3

The gerrymander came to be so successful a factor in the politics

of the United States that it was exported and adopted by foreign

countries. By 1871 the gerrymander was generally practiced in

Switzerland and France. The degree of perfection which it had

attained there at that time was such as to warrant the conclusion

that Europe was familiar with the practice before that date. 4

The evils of political inequality and attendant economic dis-

turbances, produced by the gerrymander, so threatened the welfare

of the nation at a later period, as to call forth a philippic from the

White House. President Benjamin Harrison in a message to Con-

gress called attention to the flagrant evils of the practice and inti-

mated that the time was ripe for further legislative restriction. In

that connection he wrote: "If I were called upon to declare wherein

our chief national danger lies, I should say without hesitation, in

the overthrow of majority control by the suppression or perversion

of the popular suffrage." 5

iRevised Statutes of United States, section 23, p. 5.

2Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, VII, 235, An Essay

on Proportional Representation, by President E. J. James.
3Congressional Globe, July 11, 1867; first session, 40th Congress, 575. Buckalew's

Proportional Representation, 17.

4The American Law Review, January, 1872, VI, 384-5. Professor Ware gives dia-

grams of districts with reference to foreign writers.

5Messages and Papers of the Presidents, edited by Richardson, IX, 208-11, President

Harrison's Third Annual Message, dated December 9, 1891.
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It is proposed in this monograph to outline the workings of the

gerrymander from its earliest ascertained practice until the begin-

ning of the fifth decade of the last century. By 1840 the gerry-

mander was generally practiced by all the states that used election-

districts. Moreover by that time it was fully recognized as an evil

of the republic which demanded legislation to prevent it. The

almost universal effort to eliminate the gerrymander from the

elections for the choosing of presidents is believed by many to explain

the preference for the mode now followed for the choice of electors.

As early as 1832 all the states, with two exceptions, were choosing

their electors for the election of president and vice-president by

general ticket. Those two states were South Carolina and Mary-

land. 1 In the former the electors were chosen by the legislature

until after the Civil War, but Florida adopted the system which

South Carolina discontinued. 2 Maryland, until recent years, was the

last state to be districted for the choice of electors, and before the

election of 1836 it had abandoned that method. 3

The reason for voluntarily preferring, as the nearly universal

mode for the choice of electors, the system of a vote at large may
not be clear. Electors had been chosen by state legislatures and by

districts. Among the statesmen who unite in attributing the cause

for this preference to the gerrymander, was President Benjamin

Harrison. That eminent authority declared that the general ticket

was chosen in order to remove "the choice of President from the

baneful influence of the gerrymander." 4 There seems to be little

direct evidence on this point. There appeared a need for a uniform

method by the states. The method preferred might have been any

one of the three formerly followed. Some of the districted states

objected to a divided vote coming from their commonwealths when
other states were casting a solid vote. And thus uniformity was

rather insisted upon by the districted states. The states which had

legislatures chosen by districts so successfully gerrymandered as to

give the party in the minority in the state the majority in the legis-

lature would undoubtedly have preferred districts for the election

*A History of the Presidency, by Edward Stanwood (1901), 165.
.
President Harrison

omits Maryland from the exception; Messages and Papers of the Presidents, IX, 208.
2Stanwood's History of the Presidency, 327.
3Ibid., 164-5. The legislature of Michigan divided the state into districts for the

choice of electors for the year 1892.
4Messages and Papers of the Presidents, IX, 208.
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of electors as well. But in most instances the gerrymanders merely

increase the number of representatives of the numerically larger

party. May it not be surmised, then, that states without gerry-

mandered districts and those where the districts simply gave an

undue proportion to the majority, these two forming the larger

number of all the states—can it not be presumed that these states

would prefer a solid vote for president to one divided by districts?

And thus the custom would gradually be formed of choosing electors

at large in many of the states and ultimately in all. However that

may be, we note a uniformity for some cause or other that reduces

the possible number of gerrymandered districts, a condition which,

joined to legal restrictions, tends to exert a restraining influence

upon the formation of the gerrymander.

The period chosen as the limit of this history was partly deter-

mined upon from the fact that the single-member districts for the

election of federal representatives were required by Congress in

1842. This law not only limited the size of the district, but a pro-

vision also required it to be composed of contiguous territory. 1 The

law is important as an attempt to forbid the practice of the gerry-

mander. It is also noteworthy in that it has so signally failed of

its purpose. As has been previously indicated, congressional dis-

tricts have been repeatedly gerrymandered since 1842. It is prob-

able, therefore, that the operation of the gerrymander has been

widened by this enactment of prohibitive design. This has been

accomplished by fastening districts upon every state. Had this

law failed to pass Congress, some states would doubtless have con-

tinued to elect their congressmen by general ticket. 2 Notwith-

standing the federal law, the practice of South Dakota and of Wash-

ington, ever since those states have been in the Union, has been

to elect their congressmen by general tickets. 3 Yet the law has

had the effect of reducing the possibility of resorting to the use of

the gerrymander wherever districts are formed.

By 1840, also, the state constitutions were generally attempting

iThe Revised Statutes of the United States, section 23, p. 5, an act dated June 25, 1842.

2 Forney in Political Reform in Representation of Minorities (1894), 17, says: "In
the report on Representative Reform made to the United States Senate in 1869, of which

Mr. Buckalew was chairman, it was said, 'Single districts will almost always be unfairly

made. They will be formed in the interests of party and to secure an unjust measure of

power to their authors, and it may be expected that each successive district apportionment

will be more unjust than its predecessor.'"

^Nation, October 30, 1902, article by Elmer C. Griffith.
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to prohibit the gerrymander in districts for election to the legisla-

ture. Still another reason for closing this history with the year

1840 rests in the conditions of the political parties at that time and

since. For a few years after the Revolutionary War the Federalists,

under the leadership of Washington, were strong. When the

decline of that party began, however, it was exceedingly rapid.

During "the era of good feeling" party distinction had nearly

ceased. But that political calm was followed by the appearance

of several new parties; factions everywhere nourished. In 1824

the electoral vote was divided among four candidates. Then a

period of general social discontent seemed to sweep over the whole

world in 1830. Paris was in a turmoil of social commotion. The

reform movement spread to America, where it partook of a social

more than a political nature.

It was in this vortex that the Antimasonic party had its birth.

The Masons were considered to be well-to-do, and were looked upon

as favoring something of an aristocracy. Being a secret society,

their fraternity was somewhat exclusive. The Antimasonic party

began as a social movement, but gradually took on the form of a polit-

ical party. It was the first appearance of a third party in America.

The success and reverses of the Antimasonic party were peculiar,

and a third party was an unknown quantity at that time. It was

difficult to gerrymander a state under those conditions. But by

1840 two great parties had settled down for a steady and continu-

ous struggle for political supremacy. With general political stability,

elections could be predicted with greater promise of success. When
parties become established, the change of voters from one to the

other is a very small per cent. 1 And the results of an election can

be safely predicted within certain definite limits. This possibility

of framing a successful gerrymander appears to appeal to the major-

ity of legislatures, and thus the number of cases is naturally increased.

When the gerrymander has been so widely practiced as to become

an object for federal legislation, it has shown a high degree of devel-

opment, and the purpose of this investigation has been reached if

the workings of the gerrymander are traced to such a time.

The sources used in this study have been the laws and resolves

of the several colonies and states, the Journals of their legislatures,

the various state constitutions, debates of constitutional conven-

1 Proportional Representation, John R. Commons, 78-80.
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tions, 1 state histories, contemporary newspapers, election returns,

and biographies and correspondence of prominent men of those

years. Much of the material is necessarily of a local nature. The

incomplete histories of states and of sections of each state have

greatly increased the difficulty of gathering material. Much inves-

tigation has been pursued which was productive of only negative

results. Frequently ungrounded charges were made by one or the

other party against its opponent for campaign purposes. In other

cases the gerrymander has proved a boomerang to the party which

passed the legislation establishing it. In such instances the results

would indicate that no violence to equity or injustice to the majority

had been contemplated. 2 In many of the states the election returns

for earlier periods are not to be found, even in the state archives.

In addition to tracing the constitutional history of the gerrymander,

to noting its origin and development, an effort has been made in

the treatment of this subject to indicate from time to time public

sentiment upon the gerrymander. The growth of public opinion

and political morality is valuable and presents an almost untouched

field for the historian.

JThe Proceedings and Debates of Constitutional Conventions included in the period

under consideration, other than those for the first constitution of each state, are the ones

found under the following named states and dates: Massachusetts, 1820; New York, 1821;

Virginia, 1829-30; Pennsylvania, 1837, 13 volumes.
2The Bucyrus Journal, Ohio, of November 28, 1879, contains an article on the subject

of Redistricting the State. It says: " No existing party has ever yet permanently profited

by making, in its own favor, an unjust division of the state into Congressional districts."

The reference cites numerous cases in Ohio subsequent to the year 1852. A reprint of

this newspaper article, published as a four-page pamphlet, is in the Library of Congress.



CHAPTER II

THE DISCUSSION, ORIGIN, AND DEFINITION OF THE TERM GERRYMANDER

The word gerrymander is one of the most abused words in the

English language. The ignorance and carelessness with which it

has often been used are surprising. It has been made the synonym

for political inequality of every sort. It has been applied to simple

divisions of political units, regardless of motive; the term has been

unnecessarily limited to districts formed either for state or federal

elections; and states wherein no artificial districts have existed,

but where each county has had separate representation, have been

described as gerrymandered states. The frequently incorrect use

of the term by able writers, as noted in the following pages, requires

notice in order to furnish a proper understanding of its actual sig-

nificance.

This word, nevertheless, is a technical term and should be used

in a purely scientific sense. It does not include all political evils.

Results similar to those occasioned by the gerrymander may be

produced by various means. The will of the majority may be

defeated, for instance, by a miscount of the ballots. Political

inequality, like disease, may assume a variety of forms. It is as

incorrect to endeavor to make the word gerrymander all-inclusive,

applying it to every sort of political inequality, as it is unscientific

and untruthful to bring every form of disease under the category

of measles. Unequal representation results from various causes.

Many of these have been at work since the formation of the Union.

But the general result of unequal representation can not be taken

as prima facie evidence that a gerrymander has existed and has

produced the given result. The case must be diagnosed and the

correct scientific term should be properly applied in defining and

describing the cause and source of the unnatural result.

Various states at times have allowed all of their counties equal

representation in the legislature. 1 This is a mode of unequal repre-

iSectionalism and Representation in South Carolina, Dr. William A. Schaper, in the

Report of the American Historical Association, 1900, I, 410, 411, 417. Also "A Defense

15
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sentation similar to that of allowing two federal senators to each

commonwealth. In both cases equal representation for geograph-

ical or political units is sought, and representation is not made on

the basis of population. The unit, be it the county or the state,

has the same political value throughout the state or the nation in

the same way that a dollar has the same purchasing value regard-

less of the size of the coin or token of that denomination. And
consequently the United States is never said to be gerrymandered

into districts consisting of separate states for convenience of holding

elections to the federal senate. And the word gerrymander like-

wise fails to describe the inequalities of voters in county representa-

tion in the states.

Furthermore, if the counties are kept intact and are assigned an

unequal number of representatives, how can the state be considered

to have been gerrymandered? 1 In 1695 the three counties of South

Carolina were granted disproportionate representation, as had also

been the case in 1682. 2 In the earlier instance the inequality was

so great that the law was disregarded in the election of 1683. How-
ever unfair the apportionment may be in such cases, even though it

is unequal from design, no gerrymander is formed. There exists no

artificial division of the political units; neither are the boundaries

of the districts temporary, as was the case of the district in Massa-

chusetts which first suggested the name. Whatever inequality of

representation may occur is not effected by the alteration of estab-

lished political boundaries, nor by creating artificial limits through

the grouping of several political units.

The word gerrymander was coined in Massachusetts in the

of the Revolutionary History of the State of North Carolina," J. S. Jones (1834), 289, 290.

Of the year 1775 Mr. Jones says: "The Congress, the old Council, and now the Council

of Safety, all voted upon the principle that the territory of the state, and not the people,

was the essence of representation," 200. The next year Jones County, "with a population

of scarcely more than 3000, has as much influence in the state as the county of Orange,

with a population of 25,000, and the Borough of Halifax, with scarcely any white population

at all, balances, in the House of Commons, one-half of any county in the state." "This
inequality of representation is an evil," he goes on to say, "which should be removed when-
ever the people shall have thrown off the despotism of party," 290.

!The Boston Centinel reported that Maryland was gerrymandered in 1816 because

the Democratic congressmen outnumbered the Federalists; whereas the two branches of

the legislature were strongly Federal. Niles explains that this condition was the result

of county representation. Niles' Register, XI, 146-7, November 2, 1816. National Intel-

ligencer, November 14, 1816.
2Bishop's History of Elections in American Colonies, in Columbia Studies, III, 41, 42.

Similar inequality prevailed in New Jersey in 1799, cf. Porcupine's Works, X, 407-8.
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spring of 1812. 1 The apportionment act which divided the state

into districts that suggested the name was enacted February 11th

of that year. Some of the districts were formed into fantastic

shapes. Towns were separated and single towns were isolated from

their proper counties.

The outer district of Essex county, or the convex district as it

was earlier called, 2 presented a most distorted contour. One of the

editors of the Boston Weekly Messenger, 3 Nathan Hale, published a

map exhibiting the two Essex districts, in the edition of that paper

of March 6th. The map was displayed by J. G. Cogswell, afterwards

librarian of Astor Library, at a dinner party held at Colonel Israel

Thorndike's in Summer street. It was examined and discussed.

Some one remarked that the outer district but needed wings to

resemble a prehistoric monster. This suggestion was at once acted

upon by the artist, Elkanah Tisdale. When a name for the figure

was called for, some one proposed the term salamander. That word

suggested to one of the party, probably Mr. Alsop, the term which

is now universally employed. 4 Governor Gerry's name was used,

since he had allowed the bill to become a law. 5

The accompanying illustration is reproduced from the newspaper

which first printed the cartoon of the famous Essex district. The

photograph was made from the Boston Gazette of March 26th, 1812. 6

*Many writers referring to this subject give the date incorrectly, varying from 1811

to 1814. The first known use of the word in print appeared in the Boston Gazette of

March 26, 1812, in the heading, "The Gerrymander." The article was accompanied by a

diagram of the district to which the word was first applied.

2The Weekly Messenger for March 6, 1812, says: "The county of Essex has been
divided into two districts .... to which the ingenious carvers have been unwilling to

assign names. The district of which the extremes are Salisbury, on the north side of the

Merrimack River, and Chelsea, . . . .may be properly called by the name which children

give to a letter in the alphabet, 'Crooked S'; or one district may be denominated concave

and the other convex, as one of them fits into the other very much as the half of a small

egg may be put into half the shell of a larger egg."

3History of the Fields and Mansions of Middlesex, S. A. Drake (1874), 320-2.
4John Ward Dean, in the New England Historical and Genealogical Register, 1892,

XLVI, 374-83, discusses fully the question of authorship of the name, the project which
resulted in the law and the claims of various artists to the design. The same article

appeared in 1892 as a privately printed pamphlet of eleven pages, entitled "History Of

the Gerrymander," by J. W. D. The account narrated above is the conclusion arrived

at by Mr. Dean.
5The Boston Gazette of March 26, 1812, suggested in place of gerrymander the term

"gerrymania." The last syllables, it affirmed, would be expressive of the ferocity of the

monster on the approach of April. It humorously declared that the word Gerry was closely

related to the French and Spanish words for war; and therefore, the complete word gerry-

mania would be expressive of ferocity and the rage for war which had seized the governor

and his party.
6The dimensions of the original newspaper print are six inches by six and three-quarters.
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The intervening space between the wings and the towns was

supposed to present a caricature of Governor Gerry. The nose of

the figure is at Middlesex and the chin at Lynnfield. 1

The word was immediately picked up by the Federalist press

and widely used, in connection with the gerrymander illustration,

for campaign purposes. 2 But the Democratic newspapers were

!The American Historical Record, II, 69, "The Gerrymander" (1872).
2The Lenox Library of New York possesses a tracing of a broadside referring to the

famous gerrymander. This broadside was circulated at a subsequent period when it was
feared the Democrats would restore the gerrymandered districts. It contains, in print,

a history of the law of 1812, and a statement of the political conditions. This text is

copied word by word in the American Historical Record of November, 1872, I, 504-7;

but the illustrations there given are different. The designs of the broadside consist of a

map of the two Essex districts and the fantastic gerrymander figure. The tracing is prob-

ably from the broadside of 1823. See the New England Historical and Genealogical

Register, XLVI, 380.
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loath to apply their governor's name, thus modified, to a partisan

division of the state into districts. About a year after the word

was coined, the Federal newspaper which first made use of the

term announced that the word gerrymander was then universally

in use as a synonym for deception. Referring to the cheat which

had been imposed upon the people by the senatorial districting, it

said: " When a man has been swindled out of his rights by a villain,

he says he has been gerrymandered." 1 But that general use must

have been of short duration.

The word coined from the name has been the means of most

widely perpetuating the memory of Governor Elbridge Gerry. In

contrast to the partisan districting of Massachusetts there should

be recited the noble and illustrious deeds of that eminent statesman.

Gerry was a graduate of Harvard University. 2 He was a member
of the Continental Congress and of the convention which formed the

Constitution of this nation, he signed the Declaration of Independ-

ence, he was a member of the famous X. Y. Z. commission, sat in

Congress, presided over Massachusetts as its chief executive several

terms, and was Vice-President of the United States. 3

One of the valuable services Elbridge Gerry rendered his country

seems to have been almost completely forgotten. He, it was, who
made the first motion in Congress which favored the founding of

the Library of Congress. 4 On the sixth day of August, 1789, Con-

gressman Gerry presented a motion for the appointing of a com-

mittee to consider what books were needed by members of Congress.

It is quite likely that Governor Gerry was not the originator of

the famous apportionment law of 1812. 5 However, he gave the

measure his approval sufficiently to allow it to become a law. Before

this bill was debated in the legislature, Governor Gerry was accused

of engendering political animosities and party spirit. It was thought

that some of the laws he had recommended were partisan in nature

and were intended materially to aid his party. 6 It is possible that

iBoston Gazette, April 8, 1813.
2New England Historical and Genealogical Register, XLVI, 382.

3The Art of Gerrymandering, by Walter C. Hamm, Forum, IX, 538, July, 1890.
4William Dawson Johnston's "History of the Library of Congress," I, 18, 19 (1904)-

Annals of Congress, I, 679; II, 1550; Gazette of the United States, New York, June 26,

1790.

5The Life of Elbridge Gerry, James T. Austin, Boston, 1829, II, 347. Lossing's

Pictorial Field Book of the War of 1812, 210.
8New England Palladium, Boston, January 24, 1812.
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Gerry's name was used in the word coined to describe partisan

election districts for the reason that he was thought to be a pro-

nounced partisan in matters which had arisen prior to the district-

ing law. Mr. Gerry confesses, however, that he does not deny a

position taken by Mr. Madison, namely, "that the majority will

generally violate justice when they have an interest in doing so." 1

It has been supposed that the real originator of this Massachu-

setts law of 1812 was the Honorable Samuel Dana, 2 who presided

over the Senate at that time. Other names, however, have been

suggested. One of these is hinted at when a Boston newspaper

indirectly charges Judge Story with having formed the plan. 3 Story

was in the legislature and was Speaker of the House until January

18th. At that date he resigned his seat in the legislature to become

a justice of the United States Supreme Court. 4

The newspapers of those times in describing the districts, even

prior to the passage of the bill,
5 made use of such expressions as

"cutting up counties and carving out districts"; "carvings and

manglings." Reference is made to Essex as having been "cut up
like a conquered province." 6 The writers of that period understood

a gerrymander to imply artificial and arbitrary boundaries of dis-

tricts as distinguished from districts composed of separate and

individual counties.

Districts would not seem, therefore, to be gerrymandered unless

they were established especially for election purposes and were

formed intentionally in a particular manner for partisan advantage.

A writer in recent years 7 refers to states where the distribution of

the vote of the two rival parties exists so uniformly throughout the

state as to carry the election for the same party in all or nearly all

districts, whatever the form of the districts may be. 8 In such states,

iRise and Growth of American Politics, Ford, 46.

2History of the Fields and Mansions of Middlesex, S. A. Drake, 320.

Columbian Centinel, May 23, 1812: "It would be well, however, if we could so ascer-

tain beyond a doubt the real Father of this unnatural monster, that we might hold him up
to everlasting scorn and contempt. He must, and he shall be found out and exposed

—

and it shall be left to an impartial public to Judge of this most wicked Story."

4New England Historical andlGenealogicaFRegister, XLVI, 378.

5Columbian Centinel, January 25, 1812.

eSalem Gazette, March 27, 1812.

?The Atlantic Monthly, 1892, LXIX, 680, "The Slaying of the Gerrymander."
8The states of Kansas, Minnesota, and Texas as districted at that time are cited.

Massachusetts and New York, in 1892, for the same reason gave disproportionate returns.

Forum, 1890, IX, 541-2. The Democratic party of Kansas, from the admission of that

state to as late a period as 1894, was without party representation in Congress. That
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he remarks, the "natural gerrymander" exists. The two words he

employs seem a contradiction of terms. A gerrymander is not a

natural condition or division. It is always formed with design and

in preference to other divisions which would be more favorable to

the opposition.

Numerous works can be cited in which the term gerrymander

is used unscientifically or with a meaning other than the one employed

in this study of the gerrymander. 1 Elections and conditions to

which they refer are omitted here, as their incorrect use of the term

would seem to have been established.

It is the aim of the party forming the gerrymander to make its

votes count the most in the election and the vote of the opposition

as little as possible. This result is usually accomplished by form-

ing into a few districts territory where the vote is overwhelmingly

in favor of the opposition; and on the other hand by spreading out

the dominant party's vote so as to carry the remaining districts by

a safe but small margin. It is a system of political discrimination,

an undue advantage being taken of a rival. Where the gerry-

mander gives results as planned, it is as fatal to the minority as the

secret rebates are to the less fortunate rival corporations. Compe-

tition may be said to cease, being stifled for the time being; corrup-

tion follows, and an honest treatment is unknown wherever dis-

crimination of any kind prevails.

In view of the foregoing pages explanatory of the coining of the

word and its meaning, the conclusion is reached that a gerrymander

is the formation of election districts, on another basis than that of

single and homogeneous political units as they existed previous to

the apportionment, with boundaries arranged for partisan advan-

tage. 2

party, however, regularly cast from one-third to two-fifths of the total vote of the state.

An address to members of the constitutional convention of the state of New York, by
the Proportional Representation Society, New York, probable date, 1894, Lenox Library.

*In the excellent monograph by Dr. William A. Schaper, "Sectionalism and Repre-
sentation in South Carolina," Report of the American Historical Association, 1900, I, 347

f

the word is used in an unwarranted sense. The writer there mentioned had reference to

the inequality of representation which arose from other than artificial districts. Dr. Orin

Grant Libby, Report of the American Historical Association, 1896, I, 331, is also in error

in supposing that the gerrymander is of "increasing importance after 1814." It is difficult

to imagine more frequent instances than had already occurred in the state of New York,

and during "the era of good feeling" there was but little occasion to resort to the gerry-

mander.
2The principle of the gerrymander also appears in districts formed for administrative

purposes. Such a case was the famous school district of Mason City, Iowa, of 1872. The
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town had a population of about 1,400 and had erected a school building at a cost of $32,000

That the financial burden might not fall heavily upon the town, territory in the extreme
southwest corner of the county, and lying far distant from the school, was included in

the district and was connected with Mason City by a narrow strip of country. Most of

the land thus included was owned by non-residents. This district was continued until

1885, when townships were erected. School districts of irregular shapes are, however,
frequently formed for the convenience of the school patrons.



CHAPTER III

THE GERRYMANDER IN COLONIAL TIMES

Representation had a gradual growth during the colonial period.

In the early history of some colonies, all the freemen met to formu-

late and agree upon their laws. 1 At a later period proxies were

admitted, and from this beginning and the example of English

practices representation sprang. In many of the colonies only the

lower branch of the legislature was elected. The unit of represen-

tation was usually the county, town, or parish. Most frequently

the political unit employed for election purposes was the county.

The history of one colony will well illustrate the development of

all. A review of the mode of representation followed in Virginia is

presented, as that colony was prominent in methods pertaining to free

government. The first House of Burgesses, which met in 1619, was

composed of two members from each settlement or plantation. Ten

years later the number varied from one to six for each plantation. 2

Counties were laid off in 1634 and were granted from one to eight

representatives. 3 This division was made by the governor and

council. 4 The assembly assumed this power temporarily in 1691

and divided a county, thereby forming the new county of King and

Queen. 5 To encourage settlement on the frontiers, a law was passed

in 1705, providing that no county should be divided unless eight

hundred tithables, or tax-payers, remained in the upper county so

formed. 6

County representation in Virginia was limited to four burgesses

in 1645, except in the case of James City. 7 In 1661 a law gave no

county over two representatives. Jamestown was allowed one, as

was every county which laid out a hundred acres and contained one

iBishop in Columbia University Studies in Political Science, III, 33.

2Hening's Statutes, I, 138, gives list.

sibid., I, 224.

4Ibid., I, 427.

sibid., Ill, 94.

eibid., Ill, 284.
7 Ibid., I, 300. This county was given five burgesses and another additional member

for Jamestown.

23
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hundred tithables. This rate continued unbroken until the Revo-

lutionary War. In 1661 there were eighteen counties; thirty years

later the number had increased to twenty; they then elected a

House of forty members. By 1775 the counties amounted to sixty

and elected twice that number to the House of Burgesses.

As in the history of Virginia, so in the other colonies, the usual

political unit of representation was the county or the town. Occa-

sionally districts were formed by uniting several units. Thus in

Massachusetts in 1765 an act of the legislature incorporated certain

territory under the name of Paxton and gave it " liberty from time

to time to join with the town of Leicester and the district of

Spencer in the choice of a representative or representatives." 1

Another instance may be cited from the province of New Hampshire.

In 1776 a communication was addressed by members of Dartmouth

College to the citizens of that colony. The address contained a

protest against a provision which allowed district representation

Many western towns had been united for the purpose of sending one

representative to the present assembly. This mode of representa-

tion was complained of, as it deprived the towns of individual repre-

sentatives, 2 although the union of towns was probably not made
for partisan purposes. And we are told that the people of Hanover

were called to elect at a meeting a representative to the Assembly

on November 27, 1776. They met pursuant to the call, but refused

so to elect for several reasons. Among their objections they gave

this as one: " Because the precept, in consequence of which this

meeting was called, is inconsistent with the liberties of a free people,

in that it directs to have different corporate towns (which have a

right tc act by themselves in all cases) to unite for the purpose of

choosing a representative and councilor." 3

When the political unit was thus represented, not joined with

other units, the towns or the counties corresponded to election dis-

tricts of more recent times. The changing conditions which pre-

vailed in a new country made the boundary lines of counties and

precincts unsettled and changeable. An early governor of Virginia

gives the following description of his colony. 4 Settlements were

made along the rivers; the interior was shunned from fear of the

1Laws of Massachusetts, 1765.

Provincial and State Papers of New Hampshire, X, 230-231.

3Ibid., 235 seq.

4Spotswood's Letters, Virginia Historical Collection, new series, I, 36-38.
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Indians and for lack of roads. In the formation of counties, settle-

ments which had established courthouses were joined by less favored

communities. The counties at the mouth of the James River, being

populous, were small. The upper or back counties extended to

extravagant length. Some were ninety miles long; a few were

divided by rivers. Some counties might contain seventeen hun-

dred tithables or tax-payers. The parish of Varina on the upper

James River numbered nine hundred tithables, while an adjoining

parish, which was nearly surrounded by Varina, included but seventy-

two voters.

Such political units were grossly unequal in number of settlers

and in area. But the inequality was a condition due entirely to

the settlements' being sparsely populated. It was frequently neces-

sary that counties be divided. When George Washington was first

elected to the House of Burgesses of Virginia in 1758, the county of

Frederick, which he represented, consisted of eight of the present

counties of two states. 1 Likewise the original county of Baltimore

has been subdivided into four and probably five counties. 2 Thomas

Jefferson, writing in 1774, explained how the colony of Virginia

had no western boundary. 3 This made the western counties indefi-

nite in extent. Some of them were settled "many hundred miles

from their eastward limits."

At the present time the boundaries of counties are rarely modi-

fied. But in the colonial period necessity required that they be

frequently adjusted. This custom of changing county lines was

frequently abused and was made a means of securing political

advantage, precisely as in after years district boundaries were

changed and altered for the same reason. Governor Spotswood, of

Virginia, writing in 1710, says that the voters frequently considered

the attitude taken by the various candidates for the House of Bur-

gesses upon this question of the division of old parishes. It was

often the sole issue upon which the election turned. 4

Political parties as organized machines, operating throughout all

iThe Frederick county of 1758 has been divided into Frederick, Clarke, Warren, Shen-

andoah and Page counties in Virginia, and Berkeley, Jefferson and Morgan counties in

West Virginia. Virginia Historical Collections, XI, 116.
2L. W. Wilhelm in Johns Hopkins Studies, series 3, p. 374. Maryland Archives, 1671,

p. 318.
3Ford's Writings of Thomas Jefferson, I, 441.
4Virginia Historical Collection, new series, I, 20, Governor Spotswood to Council of

Trade, dated October 24, 1710.
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colonies and states, can not be said to have existed prior to the

Revolution. But in the colonies distinction was frequently made
between the prerogative and measures of the governor and those

of the people; in other words, between the representative of the

crown and the democratic branch of the government. It was to

be expected that an effort would be made to modify the bounds of

election districts whenever the political advantage of one of these

rival parties dictated such changes.

Many interesting cases might be cited where additional repie-

sentation was given to particular counties for political reasons.

An early incident of interest occurred in New York in 1702. 1 The

practice of refusing to establish additional election districts when
convenience and justice required was followed by the governors

whenever they feared the new members would not support their

policy. 2 Towards the close of the colonial period the royal gov-

ernors were forbidden to assent to any measure of the legislature

which increased the number of members. 3 Likewise the legislature

of the same colony in a partisan manner apportioned the number

of representatives to the different counties. 4 And local and personal

ends occasionally defeated a more equitable division of counties

and parishes. A member of the assembly might object to a change

in his county, as his seat would thereby be jeoparded. 5 Examples

of this kind are not multiplied, here, since they do not come under

the head of the gerrymander. They are closely allied to it, however,

and may have been suggestive of the other mode, now under dis-

cussion, each producing similar results.

The earliest practice of the gerrymander, which this investiga-

tion has revealed, developed in the colony of Pennsylvania. In

1701 provision was made by the Charter of Privileges, granted by

William Penn, that the assemblies should consist of four persons

from each county and two from the city of Philadelphia. 6 After

the Delaware counties had been allowed to withdraw from the

colony, the number of representatives from each county was

increased in 1705 from four to eight. There was little, if any,

xNew York Colonial Manuscripts, IV, 958.
2Writings of Thomas Jefferson, Ford edition, I, 441.

3Greene's Provincial Governors, 147-8.

Pennsylvania Magazine of History, XXIII, 27-34.
,

^Virginia Historical Collection, N. S., I, 36, 38-9.
6Poore's Charters and Constitutions, Charter of 1701, section 8.
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injustice at the beginning arising from this apportionment. It was

doubtless so designed that the city might have its separate repre-

sentatives. It was a feature of the combined town and county

system of government obtaining in Pennsylvania. But this was

the beginning of political strife between the counties of Bucks,

Chester, and the county of Philadelphia separated from the city,

on the one hand, and Philadelphia on the other.

The province of Pennsylvania seems never to have been free

from a dissenting party since the very earliest times. Opposition

to the proprietary had developed and for a considerable period

controlled the Assembly. The evil effects of party spirit were plainly

visible in 1709. 1 The formation of the assembly of this province

during the colonial period has been carefully investigated. 2 The

three eastern counties, with the city of Philadelphia excluded, became

jealous of the growing importance of the city. Many of the early

immigrants had settled in Philadelphia and the rapid growth of

population there threatened the political supremacy of the counties.

To retain their rule they continued this provision of the charter

and kept Philadelphia separated from the county. This is also

the beginning of hostility and rivalry between the city and county

of Philadelphia which continued long afterward and was frequently

recalled in the constitutional convention of 1837. 3 This early

separation of county and city was very similar to the gerrymander

formed by the convention of 1837 in the interests of the rural com-

munities, a case that will be considered later.

So pronounced was this political inequality that the city joined

with the western counties, as they were erected, in the demand
for adequate political recognition. But the three eastern counties

previously mentioned were mindful of the difficulties which had

arisen when the Delaware counties were a part of the colony and

they accordingly determined to retain their supremacy and not

surrender it to the city of Philadelphia. Not until March 15, 1771,

!The History of Pennsylvania in North America by Robert Proud, 2 volumes, Phila-

delphia, 1798, II, 44.

2"The Pennsylvania Assembly Prior to the Revolution," by C. H. Lincoln, in the

Pennsylvania Magazine of History, XXIII, 23-34. The revolutionary period in that

colony is more exhaustively treated by the same writer in "The Revolutionary Movement
in Pennsylvania, 1760-1776," publication of the University of Pennsylvania series in

History, No. 1, 1901.
3Proceedings and Debates of Pennsylvania Convention, 1837, VIII, 210-214.
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was the city given additional representatives. 1 Five years later

the assembly gave the city four more members. And after having

controlled the government of the colony for three-fourths of the

century the three eastern counties, Chester, Bucks, and Philadelphia,

exclusive of the city, lost their power and the balance of the prov-

ince was in the majority. In apportionments in the nineteenth

century the city was joined to and separated from the remainder

of the county alternately. The practice of separating the city from

the balance of the county originated in these early years when
factional strife dictated the continuance of the apportionment.

An occurrence of the gerrymander, of especial interest, appeared

early in the colony of North Carolina. As early as the year 1732

the governor was engaged in dividing precincts for his own political

ends. These precincts had been established by law. He was
charged with altering old and establishing new precincts for the

purpose of securing a majority of the members of the lower house

or a minority sufficiently strong to block legislation. Some pre-

cincts were formed which contained not more than thirty families. 2

A serious objection was raised to such procedure at that time. It

would create a lower house in accord with the upper. There would

then be no check to the governor's designs and ambitions. This

might be done if the governor and three of the council should divide

a precinct, " whose inhabitants for some particular ends may be

at such governor's and council's devotion," into ten precincts.

That would have been sufficient to secure a majority in the lower

house strong enough radically to oppose the people. 3

In other colonies the same question arose and was finally settled

by the crown. The assemblies wanted the power of establishing

electoral districts as a means of helping the assembly to gain still

greater power. The governor and the crown opposed such assump-

1 Votes and Proceedings of the House of Representatives of the Province of Pennsyl-

vania, VI, 693.
2Colonial Records of North Carolina, III, 380-1, under date of November 17, 1732

two members of the council and the attorney general write: "The governor has . . .
\

proceeded with the advice .... to divide old precincts established by law, and to enact

new ones in places, whereby his acts he has endeavored to prepossess people in a future

election according to his desires, his designs herein being (as we verily believe) either to

endeavor by his means to get a majority of his creatures in the lower house, to support

him in his arbitrary measures," or to block legislation "For we are well assured

that he has earnestly promoted such petitions .... where there was no necessity for

such precincts; on the contrary some have not above thirty families inhabiting them."

See The Provincial Governor, by E. B. Greene, Harvard Historical Series, VII, 147.

scolonial Records of North Carolina, III, 383-4.
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tion of political power on the part of the colonies. In New Hamp-
shire this contest between the governor and the assembly in 1745

resulted as usual in the victory of the executive. In other colonies

this power was not denied to the assemblies until near the close of

the colonial period, when the opposition to the crown was becoming

acute. 1

Thus less than a quarter of a century after. the granting of the

charter to William Penn, Pennsylvania had dissimilar election dis-

tricts which were continued for partisan political purposes; the

rural population in the east was arrayed against the urban. Phila-

delphia was growing rapidly and the purpose was to set the city by
itself out of its county and thus subordinate the city with its popu-

lation and wealth to the combined eastern counties. This plan

seems to have been continued for the express purpose of preventing

a representation based on population. It was to the interest of

one class of citizens and against a rival portion. These were cer-

tainly partisan election districts, artificial and heterogeneous.

In the case of North Carolina, as early as the year that the charter

for Georgia was signed the governor of that colony was establish-

ing election districts in a most arbitrary manner for the expressed

purpose °of aiding his faction in the legislative bodies of the colony.

The governor of North Carolina was dividing election precincts in

his day much as Governor Gerry's legislature divided counties in

Massachusetts in 1812 for election returns. By dividing old elec-

tion districts and by establishing new districts for partisan pur-

poses he was gerrymandering his state in a most thorough manner.

It is interesting to note that the occasion for this North Carolina

partisan districting was a phase of the struggle that finally ended

in the independence of the thirteen colonies.

!The Provincial Governor, Greene, 147-8.



CHAPTER IV

THE GERRYMANDERS FROM THE TIME OF THE REVOLUTION TO THE
YEAR 1812

The state constitutions which were adopted by the thirteen

colonies made the various territorial divisions of the states the

political units for election to the lower house of the legislature. In

both Pennsylvania and Georgia the legislative body was unicameral. 1

Four states established artificial senatorial districts. They were

Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, and Virginia. 2 The
possibilities of the gerrymander were little understood and conse-

quently not feared at the time of the colonists' war with England.

Two of the four states which formed artificial districts made very

simple and necessary groupings.

A constitution had been proposed for Massachusetts in 1778 and

provided for twenty-eight senators to be elected from five districts,

but the constitution was rejected. 3 The first constitution of Massa-

chusetts, in 1780, gave representation to each county separately,

with the one exception that the counties of Dukes and Nantucket

were joined. 4 Such a union was due to the size of these two coun-

ties. New Hampshire, with but five counties, was permitted to

divide them. Districts numbering not more than ten nor less than

five might be established. 5 The first districts formed, however,

under the
,
constitution consisted of separate counties. The con-

stitution adopted six years later required the division of the state

into twelve districts. 8 The first constitution of the state of New
York, in 1777, admitted of four large districts for the election of

members of the upper house of the state legislature.

Virginia had had a long and important history by 1776, and was

iHorace Davis in Johns Hopkins Studies, III, 469.
2William C. Webster, Annals of American Academy, IX, 391.
3"The mode of election of senators pointed out in the constitution is exceptionable."

Memoirs of Chief Justice Parsons, 360.
4Poore's Charters and Constitutions, 961.

sConstitution of 1784; Poore, II, 1284.

«Ibid., 1299.
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thoroughly schooled in politics. The two parties in the state legis-

lature at that time consisted of the inhabitants of the rich and

populous cities engaged in enterprises of trade and the growing of

tobacco; and the settlers of the western half of the state. Slaves

were owned by the former and used in the cultivation of tobacco,

while in the back counties the population was almost entirely white.

At the May convention of 1776 Virginia was divided into twenty-

four senatorial districts. 1 This division gerrymandered the state.

No county was divided and the districts consisted of from one to

three counties. The gerrymander was formed by throwing large

numbers of the opposition into a district and far fewer inhabitants

of the dominant faction into other districts. This division of the

state gave the counties lying below the falls of the rivers, and con-

taining a fighting population of nineteen thousand men, half the

Senate; while the balance of the state with its thirty thousand

men had but twelve senators. 2 The distance these latter had to

travel to reach the capital gave an additional advantage to the

tide-water districts. In the eleventh district the fighting popula-

tion numbered five hundred twenty-six and by the first federal

census the full population was 10,373. In the twenty-second dis-

trict there were at that time 2,824 fighting men and in 1790 a popu-

lation of 36,854. The first-named district was in the tide-water

region. The latter was between the Alleghany and Blue Ridge

Mountains. Jefferson says the senators elected from this minority

of the state, living between the coast and the falls of the rivers,

would form the laws and appoint the various state officers. That

their interests would be vastly different from those of the western

counties was generally conceded. 3 For want of national political

parties it was the populous slave-holding eastern counties in oppo-

sition to the more scattered western population with few or no

slave inhabitants. These sectional divisions continued until at last

the west separated itself and formed the state of West Virginia.

We have now reached the reputed gerrymander of Virginia made
for the first federal election in that state. The assertion is made
by contemporaries of Patrick Henry, by men of national promi-

nence, that he gerrymandered Virginia in 1788 with the intention

JHening's Statutes, IX, 128.
2Works of Thomas Jefferson, Washington edition, VIII, 360, and Ford's edition, III,

87. The chapter is his Notes on the State of Virginia, written in 1781 and enlarged in 1782.

3Ford's Jefferson, III, 222, 223.
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of keeping Madison from a seat in Congress. 1 We shall proceed to

consider the justice of this accusation. As it is a famous case, it is,

therefore, discussed in considerable detail.

The relations, to begin with, which existed between Henry and

Madison should be noted. Madison upheld the federal constitution

and was an intimate friend of Washington. Henry was without

doubt the most influential and prominent character, after General

Washington, in the state. Washington had said of Henry: "He
has only to say, let this be law, and it is law." 2 He was taking an

active part in politics. He had vigorously opposed the adoption

of the federal constitution. 3 Men accused Henry of having preferred

separate confederacies to the constitution without amendments. 4

His refusals to accept his appointments to the federal convention

and to a seat in the United States Senate were construed to imply

a hostility to the federal government. Certain it is that he was

advocating men and measures that were Anti-federal.

The election of senators to Congress had occurred in the Vir-

ginia legislature on November 8, 1788, at which time R. H. Lee

had received ninety-eight votes and William Grayson, eighty-six;

James Madison had but seventy-seven votes. The two men elected

were Anti-federalists. The day on which Madison was nominated

Henry vigorously opposed his election in the House, because of his

being a Federalist. 5 Madison credited his defeat on this occasion

to Henry. 6 Possibly it is partly due to this opposition to Madison

that his friends concluded Henry would endeavor to defeat him for

a seat in the federal House of Representatives by a partisan group-

ing of other counties with Orange, Madison's home county.

The legislative procedure which determined the districts may
help to throw light upon the question. It was the first act of this

iTyler's Patrick Henry, 313.
2Bancroft's History of the Constitution, II, 483.
3His speeches in opposition are to be found in Eloquence of the United States, I,

compiled by E. B. Williston, Middletown, Conn., 1827.
4The Pennsylvania Gazette, January 28, 1789, gives a reprint of an extract from a

pamphlet which was published in Virginia, concerning "the proceedings of the House of

Delegates of the 30th of October and 14th of November last." This pamphlet predicted

that Madison would be elected by a large vote.
5The Pennsylvania Packet and Daily Advertiser (afterward called the United States

Gazette), December 5, 1788, contains an extract of a letter on this subject written November
8th by a member of the assembly at Richmond to some one at Winchester. It is also pub-
lished in the Pennsylvania Journal and the Weekly Advertiser of December 6, 1788.

6Writings of James Madison, by order of Congress, Lippincott, I, 444, Letter to Thomas
Jefferson under date of December 8, 1788.
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session. Resolutions advocating the division of the state into ten

congressional and twelve electoral districts, with one representative

and one elector to be chosen from each district respectively, were

agreed to by the committee of the whole House, October 28th,

and by the House on the 31st. 1 It was determined that the basis

of the apportionment should be "the returns of the militia or any

other official mode of ascertaining the number of white inhabitants

in each county." 2 It was ordered that a committee composed of

the following named gentlemen report a bill pursuant to the reso-

lutions: Messrs. Bullitt, Corbin, David Stuart, Monroe, Grayson,

Zachariah Johnson, Burnley, Clay, Richard Bland Lee, Pitt, Selcien,

Strother, McClurg, Larkin Smith and Thomas Smith. 3

The bill was reported by Mr. Bullitt on November the 5th, for

its first reading. 4 From that time until its final passage it under-

went several modifications and amendments. 5 In the original rough

draft of the bill the districts are left blank. 6 Enclosed with it is a

paper of " Amendments to Election Bill," filling in these blanks.

The districts therein given stand as they were finally passed in the

act, except that Norfolk Borough was added to the eighth and

Williamsburg to the tenth; these two are not specified in the act

The measure was voted on in the lower house on the 14th; and the

Senate on the 19th reported it back with amendments. The final

vote in the House was on the 20th. Considering the time spent

upon the measure and the number of amendments made, 7 the pro-

visions of the bill must have been carefully considered. A member

iJournal of the House of Delegates, October 28, 31, 1788; also the Virginia Herald
and Fredericksburg Advertiser, November 20, 1788; and the Pennsylvania Packet and
Daily Advertiser, November 20, 1788.

2Manuscript of the Journal of House of Delegates.
3Journal of House; and the Virginia Herald and Fredericksburg Advertiser, November

20, 1788.
4Charles Lee wrote to Washington, October 29, that Mr. Corbin had introduced in the

committee of the House a bill providing for ten districts. The matter was progressing

slowly, he said, and adds that Mr. Corbin "seems to me not to have the confidence even of

those who are friends to the fair trial of the new government." Mr. Corbin voted with
the Federalists and it may be that his prominent connection with the bill in its early stages

led Mr. Theodorick Bland to believe the Federalists were proposing the districting bill.

Sparks' "Correspondence to the Revolution; Letters to Washington," IV, 240.
5Journal of the House, 1788. The passage of the bill in the House on the 14th is

referred to by Colonel Edward Carrington in a letter to Madison on November 15th,

quoted in W. W. Henry's Patrick Henry, II, 431, from Rives' Madison.

^Atlantic Monthly, LXX, 413; article by Professor J. F. Jameson.
7The bill was amended in the House November 7th and 11th; and before the Senate

passed the bill November 19th that body amended it, and the House adopted the amend-
ments. Journal of the House, 1788.
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of the assembly, under date of November 8th, writes concerning this

topic. After giving an account of the election of the two United

States senators and having described Henry's opposition at that

time to Madison, he refers to the districting bill. Concerning it he

says that it has been " referred to a committee of the whole house

and will undergo great investigation." 1 Such seems to have been

the history of the passage of the bill.

Among the number who intimated that the bill, before it was

passed, would gerrymander the state, was an Anti-federalist. Theo-

dorick Bland wrote to Richard H. Lee from Richmond, on the ninth

of November, that the bill was progressing rapidly, and that the

districts were being carefully laid out with a view to include the

most important Federalists. He was of the opinion, however, that

the bill, "which is entirely of their carving," would be more ingen-

iously framed before it was given to the public. 2

The two parties seem to have been very evenly represented on

the committee which drew up the bill. Bland appears to have

been of the opinion that the Federalists predominated. The past

preference of the members of the committee which drafted the bill

as shown by the vote in the House on the 14th indicates that seven

were Federalists and eight were Anti-federalists. 3 From this cri-

terion it is apparent that the Federal members were: Z. Johnson, D.

Stuart. T. Smith, R. B. Lee, Fr. Corbin, Burnley and Larkin Smith.

The Anti-federalists were: French Strother, Green Clay, William

McClurg. Cuth. Bullitt. James Monroe, Jabey Pitt, Miles Selden,

and Grayson. It is thus impossible to find any support for Bland's

accusations against the minutes. The committee had a voting

Anti-federal majority of one. And in the legislature that party

outnumbered its rival by many members.

The charges of partisanship, brought against the Anti-federalists,

are more numerous. But some of the writers who made the accusa-

tions simply repeated what some one else had written to them.

i'fhe Pennsylvania Packet and Daily Advertiser, .December 5, 1788. The Pennsyl-

vania Journal and the Weekly Advertiser, December 6, 1788.
2The Southern Literary Messenger, January, 1859. 43, 44; Selections and Excerpts

from the Lee Papers. Quoted in Kate Mason Rowland's Life of George Mason, II, 308-9.

That writer does not think the state was gerrymandered. She says: "The division of

Virginia into Congressional districts at this session, of which George Mason speaks, has been
instanced by a recent writer, upon very insufficient grounds, as the earliest example of

gerrymandering."

'Atlantic Monthly. LXX. 413.
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The charges as recorded may be reduced to two sources, those from

persons at Mount Vernon and those made directly or indirectly by

Mr. Madison. .

The first contemporary evidence against the Anti-federalists is

a letter written by Washington from Mount Vernon under date of

November 14, 1788. In a letter to Benjamin Lincoln he wrote

that Virginia was to be divided into districts. It was feared, he

said, that the districts would be u
so arranged as to place a large

proportion" of Anti-federalists in office. 1 It would seem to be

impossible to say what the source of Washington's information was,

but it was received before the bill was passed. The next report

also emanated from Mount Vernon. Writing from there on Novem-
ber 29th, to Jefferson, D. Humphreys announced that Henry was

reported to have formed the districts in such a manner as to exclude

Madison from Congress. 2

One would naturally expect that Madison would be consider-

ably interested in the districting bill. It is not odd that he should

write from Philadelphia, December 8th, to Jefferson and describe

to him how Henry had associated Orange with counties which were

"most devoted to his (Henry's) politics." And Madison concluded

that the " temper of the district" was so opposed to him, that to

canvass it, would be unavailing. 3 However, he tells us he would go

to Virginia, " where my friends, who wish me to co-operate in put-

ting our political machine in activity as a member of the House of

Representatives, press me to attend." 4

One or the other of these two letters to Jefferson undoubtedly

gave him the information which he passed on to William Short.

Jefferson wrote to him from Paris on the ninth of February, 1789. He
announced that Henry had placed Orange, Mr. Madison's home
county, with other counties in which Henry's influence predom-

inated. 5

Of these four letters here reviewed, two or three can be traced

to Mount Vernon and the remainder to Madison. Washington,

writing before the bill was passed and while it was still being

amended, intimated that the state was being gerrymandered. The

1 Sparks' Writings of Washington, IX, 446-7.

Bancroft's History of the Constitution, II, 485.
3Writings of James Madison, Lippincott, 1,-444.
4Rives' Life and Times of James Madison, IT 655.
5 Ford's Writings of Thomas Jefferson, V, 71.
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others accuse Henry directly and limit their observations to Madison's

district.

In addition to this correspondence, an open discussion on local

party questions in Virginia was carried on through the newspapers

during the first months of 1789. In the columns of one of them
there appeared a series of articles signed by "Decius," a writer who
upheld the Federalist party. In one of his communications he

accused Henry of having gerrymandered Madison's district. This

charge was made after the election had been held. In a reply 1 to

Decius a writer requested him to give a " geographical description

of the districts in which Mr. Madison is chosen, marking out the

limits of each county, and the artificial or natural boundaries of the

whole—and also Mr. Madison's place of residence; this will prove

to the world the partiality of the late assembly I acknowl-

edge," he said, " myself a stranger to the district, but from your

account in your ninth number, 2 I suppose it must be districted into

a thousand eccentric angles."

To this request that his statement be substantiated by proof

Decius replied that he had not objected to the present shape of the

districts. It was an attempted gerrymander and not an actual

gerrymander of which he complained. He said it had been pro-

posed to add Cumberland county to the Madison district, although

it was " foreign in its situation." And Prince Edward county,

where Henry lived, was "a corps de reserve" to be used where

needed. 3

Thus it is that Decius, a Federal writer, objected to some pro-

posed form of districts, but not to the arrangement of counties as

established by the law. The number of amendments that were

made to the bill would indicate that the form in which the districts

were finally established was other than that which had been deter-

mined upon at first. And it is very likely that the Mount Vernon

iThe Virginia Independent Chronicle, March 11, 1789, "To Mr. Decius," Hanover,

1789, signed, I. W.
2Ibid., February 25, 1789; "Decius, No. IX, To the Printer, January, 1789."
3The Virginia Independent Chronicle, April 8, 1789; Decius, No. XVIII. He says:

"In respect to the district I am called on to give a geographical description of, I believe

it cannot be shown where I have objected to its present shape. I confess I am entirely

satisfied with its limits and boundary as things have turned out. But as it was attempted

to be formed (which is all I ever objected to) it would not only have described eccentric

angles but most effectually deprived the people of that particular part of the state of their

choice of a representative in Congress."
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and Madison rumors of a gerrymander had arisen from districts as

previously contemplated but never established.

An address was published over two weeks before the election

which called upon the "several religious denominations" in Madi-

son's district to seat Madison in Congress. It exhorted the voters

to "correct the errors of the Assembly, and recall them to a sense

of their duty/' and thus they can defend themselves from "every

violation of their rights, arising either from party spirit or the over-

grown influence of individuals." But the address contained no

direct charge of a gerrymander. 1

As we have considered the nature of the references which imputed

to Henry a partisan division of the state, it will be necessary also

to understand the relative condition of the two parties in the state

and to determine what the form of the district was. The only vote

on these party lines previous to the enactment of the districting

law was taken on the adoption of the federal constitution. 2 Accord-

ing to that vote the delegates of five counties in Madison's district

voted against the constitution, one county divided its vote and

two supported the constitution. 3

Madison's was the fifth district and consisted of Amherst, Albe-

marle, Louisa, Orange, Culpeper, Spotsylvania, Goochland and

Fluvanna counties. 4 The accompanying map of the fifth district

and some adjoining counties is reproduced from Carey's Atlas of

1818; counties which had been divided since 1788 are given as they

stood at the date of the apportionment. 5

Colonel Carrington, writing on the fifteenth of November to Mr.

Madison, stated that an effort was made to place Fauquier county

in this district. He maintained that Fauquier was geographically

more united with Orange, Mr. Madison's county, than was either

Amherst or Goochland. 6

In regard to Colonel Carrington's assertion it should be observed

that one county intervened between Orange and Fauquier, as also

between Orange and Amherst or between Orange and Goochland.

!The Virginia Herald and Fredericksburg Advertiser, January 15, 1789.

2Virginia Historical Collections, N. S. IX, 345, 346; X, 363-6.
3Rives' Life and Times of James Madison, II, 653.

*Hening's Statutes at Large, XII, 653-4.
5Jefferson's Virginia contains a map of the state with the boundaries of counties not

indicated.
8Rives' Life and Times of James Madison, II, 654. W. W. Henry's Patrick Henry,

II, 432.
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It would be difficult to say which one of the three was the most

remote from Orange. The charge, then, as implied by Carrington

does not stand. Moreover, Fauquier had about twice the number

of fighting men that Goochland claimed and nearly three times

THE FIFTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF VIR- J

ginia in 1788-9, with some adjoining coun- oline and Essex of the
TIES

- seventh district were
MAP OF M. CAREY & SONS, 1818, MODIFIED.

resulting district would not have been compact; Essex had

voted against the constitution in the convention, and would

have endangered the Federalist success in the fourth. If the

Anti-federalists were gerrymandering the state this suggested

change would seem to have been a good district for them to make. 1

But had Fauquier been substituted for either county, as suggested,

iThe fourth district was composed of Prince William, Stafford, Loudoun, Fairfax,

King George, and Fauquier counties; the seventh district', of Essex, Richmond, West-

moreland, Northumberland, Lancaster, Gloucester, Middlesex, King and Queen, King

William, and Caroline counties.

the number of inhabit-

ants as given by the first

census. This substitu-

tion would have mate-

rially raised the total

population of the dis-

trict. And had Fauquier

been substituted and

taken from the fourth

district it would have

been difficult to make
the latter a compact

district. Westmoreland

and Richmond, of the

seventh district, might

have been added to the

fourth to keep that dis-

trict Federalist and com-

plete in population. That

would make the fourth

a long, extended district

and would have left Lan-

caster by itself. If Car-

added to the fourth the
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the fifth district would appear to have been still safely Anti-federalist,

judging from the vote of 1788. According to the map, the bound-

aries of the district were natural and equitable enough.

The population of the fifth district made it normal in size. Let

us give our attention to the state as a whole. Dividing the districts

on the basis of the vote cast four or five months earlier on the adop-

tion of the federal constitution, five districts were surely Federal.

The following tables indicate the strength of the parties in the dis-

tricts, on the basis of the vote of June 25 at the convention:

District I contained 8 Federal counties, 1 divided.

IV " 3 " " 1 " 2 Anti-federal.
a VII 11 7 " " 1 " 2 u

a Ylll " " " 1
"

" X "5 " " 2 " 2 "

This makes a total for. the five districts of twenty-nine and a half

Federal counties, six divided, and six Anti-federal counties. The

seemingly certain Anti-federal districts were as follows:

District II with 4+ Anti-federal counties, 1 divided, 1 Federal.
u V " 5 u

1 " 2 "

" VI " 8 " " 1
"

a u § 11 " 1 " 1
11

The total for the four districts is twenty-five and a half Anti-

federal counties, four divided and four Federal counties. The

third district was uncertain. According to the convention vote, it was

easily Federal. However, the county of Rockbridge had instructed

its delegates for the Anti-federalists, but had voted with the Feder-

alists. Botetourt had been with Henry's party, but voted with the

party of Madison. Perhaps the district might be said to favor the

Federalists. 1

According to the preceding tables, six Anti-federal counties were

assigned to five Federal districts and four Federal counties to four

Anti-federal districts. Six counties with a divided vote were given

to the five Federal districts and but four of that kind to the four

Anti-federal districts, and two of the four thus divided had instructed

for the Anti-federalists.

!For a discussion and presentation of the statement of the vote reference is made to

Orin G. Libby's Bulletin of the University of Wisconsin, I: "The Geographical Distribu-

tion of the vote of the Thirteen States on the Federal Constitution, 1787-8," 86-92. On
page 86 he omits Fayette county from his list of counties with a divided vote. The total

of counties with a divided vote is ten.
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According to a previous statement, the basis of apportionment

might be the militia returns or the census of white inhabitants.

The five districts which have been placed in the Federal column in

the tables contained a white population at the time of the first

census of 235,823; the four Anti-federal districts numbered nearly

as much, or 210,826. Here again the advantage in the state at

large would seem to be with the Federalists. The white population

of Madison's district was almost identical with that of the fourth

and the ninth districts. 1

The charge that the state was gerrymandered is unwarranted,

and as concerns Madison's district in shape and population it was

normal. The Federalists had no more ground to affirm that the

fifth district was gerrymandered than that the sixth also was formed

in a partisan manner. District six was Patrick Henry's home
district, all the counties of which voted solidly against the constitu-

tion on June 25th, yet Botetourt, Greenbriar, Berkeley, Rocking-

ham and Augusta counties were all Federalist and enough of them

might have been substituted into this sixth district to form it into

a Federalist district. Madison's district contained likewise a pre-

ponderating number of Anti-federal counties, five as against two

Federal, with an eighth county divided.

The ninth district, which was adjacent to the sixth, included

eight Anti-federal counties, one with vote divided and one Federal.

The practice followed in forming these two districts, the sixth and

the ninth, is the opposite from that of the gerrymander. Henry

declared that in twenty counties adjacent to Prince Edward county

at least ninety-five per cent, of the people were Anti-federalists, 2

and then he formed them into one solid and another nearly solid

Anti-federal district.

The conclusion of the question of a gerrymander in 1788 in Vir-

ginia is this: Five districts would seem to be surely Federal, with

another, the third district, favorable to that party, and only four

appeared overwhelmingly Anti-federal, including Madison's dis-

trict. The fifth district, Madison's, was not made by " ingenious

and artificial combinations," as has been affirmed. 3 The district

JThe white population of the various districts given in order was as follows in 1790:

68,559; 51,757; 59,925; 49,600; 49,856; 59,395; 39,450; 47,467; 49,818; 30,747.

2W. W. Henry's Life of Patrick Henry, II, 429, a letter written by Patrick Henry to

Colonel Lee from Richmond, November 15, 1788.
3Rives' Life and Times of James Madison, II, 653.
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was compact and of contiguous territory. Fauquier, the Federal

county which had been suggested for the district, had never been

joined with any county south of itself. Decius charges gerry-

mandering not from the actual district but from one that he says

was proposed. The other main charges that the state had been

gerrymandered were ante-election reports. Would it not seem

that the accusation was based on fear and a deliberate plan, per-

haps, to seat Madison in the federal Congress?

The result of the election was three representatives of Henry's

party and seven of Madison's, including Madison himself. 1 The

vote in the fifth district on February 2d gave Madison a majority

of three hundred thirty-six votes over Monroe. 2 And thus was

fulfilled the prediction that the district would elect Mr. Madison. 3

The attitude of Virginians themselves toward the evils of the

gerrymander is shown in that this apportionment was characterized

at the time as a violation of the rights of a free people due to " party

spirit or to the overgrown influence of individuals." 4 Decius describes

it as an attempt to deprive the people of a fair choice. He said the

idea of forming a district in any particular way was evidence that

the decision of the natural majority was to be destroyed. This was

denying to the people the right to choose their representatives. 5

The election of Mr. Madison was accomplished, it was said, partly

because of the indignation aroused by the election charges of a

scheme of partisan districting. 8 The accusations that Patrick

Henry gerrymandered Virginia have come down to us from a time

prior to the inauguration of our first president. But little effort

'W. W. Henry, op. cit., II, 441.
2The Virginia Herald and Fredericksburg Advertiser, February 12, 1789. The vote

was as follows:

Counties Madison Monroe
Albemarle 174 105

Amherst 145 246

Fluvanna 42 63

Goochland 132 133

Louisa 228 124

Spotsylvania 115 189

Orange 216 9

Culpeper 256 103

1,308 972

3The Pennsylvania Gazette, January 28, 1789.

*The Virginia Herald and Fredericksburg Advertiser, January 15, 1789.

5The Virginia Independent Chronicle, February 25, 1789.
6Gay's James Madison, 126.
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heretofore seems to have been made to verify those claims. In

dealing with this general subject it has seemed fitting to challenge

those statements against him and to present all the material avail-

able on either side of the question.

Virginia had earlier in the year been divided into twelve dis-

tricts for the choice of electors of president and vice-president.

Each district consisted of two senatorial districts. It was acknowl-

edged that the arrangement was consequently " unequal and unjust,"

but that it had been adopted only because of the shortness of the

time which remained before the election would occur. 1

As the senatorial districts were gerrymandered it can be easily

seen that the electors' districts were grossly unfair, although pos-

sibly made so from causes other than partisan. Half of the districts

would seem to promise, from the vote of ratification on the con-

stitution, that they would elect Federalists. The first district,

which was Anti-federal, was considerably distorted.

Little interest seems to have been taken in this election, although

Henry was endeavoring to cast the vote of the state for Clinton for

vice-president. 2 It is asserted that in many counties not over a

half of the voters and in others not twenty per cent, cast a ballot. 3

The constitution of New York in 1777, as we have seen, divided

that state into four large districts for the election of twenty-four

senators. 4 When the state was districted in 1789 for the election

of congressmen counties were divided, 5 and gerrymandered. This

is the first instance of such division of political units after the year

1776. The federal constitution had recently been adopted by New
York on July 26, 1788, through the support, necessarily, of the Fed-

eralist party. Because of the opposition to the national constitution

its friends were alert to the possible results of the approaching elec-

tion and were desirous of securing to their party the control of the

new government thus provided for.

Six congressional districts were formed January 27, 1789. The

second district included the city and county of New York and the

!The Pennsylvania Packet and Daily Advertiser, December 5, 1788.
2W. W. Henry's Patrick Henry, II, 431. A letter of Colonel Edward Carrington to

Madison, November 9, 1788. Of the sixty-nine electoral votes in Virginia for vice-president,

Clinton received thirty-five, Ibid., 441.
3The Pennsylvania Packet and Daily Advertiser, February 10, 1789.
4Poore's Charters and Constitutions, II, 1334.
5Laws of New York, 1788-89.
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county of Westchester with the exception of five towns. These

excluded towns, together with the county of Dutchess, constituted

the third district: Albany county was divided into the fifth and

sixth districts, with the Hudson River between them. The second

and third districts undoubtedly were gerrymandered. Such was

the charge made by the New York newspapers at the time. And
the charges would seem to be substantiated by an examination of

the election returns. The year previous, 1788, New York city and

county had elected nine Federalists to the assembly, Westchester

six Federalists and Dutchess county seven Anti-federalists. 1 The
districts as they were now established had uneven population

according to the census of 1790. The third district exceeded in

population that of the first, second and fourth; so it would not seem

that it had been increased by five towns of another county to give

it equal population with other districts. It is very probable that part

of Federal Westchester was added to Anti-federal Dutchess in order

to make the district Federalist. Each district was allowed to elect

its representatives from the state at large. To procure this pro-

vision the bill as reported to the assembly by the committee was

amended. 2 This concession might possibly seem to indicate an

admission that the state was districted with a view of procuring

certain election results. The Assembly had a majority of Anti-

federalists, while the Senate was Federal and controlled the legis-

lature. We are told that " party lines were distinctly developed." 3

The Federalists seemed ready to resort to various schemes to elect

their candidates. To defeat Clinton for the office of governor they

supported, in the spring of 1789, Judge Yates, who had opposed

the adoption of the federal constitution. 4
' The counties of New

York, Westchester and Dutchess later in the year returned major-

ities for Yates. 5 But the election returns in a particular election

are not essential to show partisan motives for unnecessarily divid-

ing a county by lopping off five of its towns.

The first attempt of legislation to prohibit the pronounced

methods of the gerrymander was made in Pennsylvania in 1790.

xThe Hudson Weekly Gazette, June 10, 1788.
2Ibid., January 20, 1789.
3The History of Political Parties in the State of New York, J. D. Hammond, 1850,

I, 35.

4Ibid., I, 39.
5The Hudson Weekly Gazette, June 4, 1789.
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This is also the state which seems to have had the first partisan

districts. In that year the second constitution of the state was

framed. Charges had previously been made publicly against the

legislature, which at that time consisted of a single house. It was

asserted that laws had been enacted "for the purposes of party and

to aggrandize the interests of influential individuals." 1

The convention met and on December 11th a committee of nine

was appointed to report a draft of a constitution. The report was

made ten days later. The committee proposed a constitution

which provided 2 that senatorial districts be formed and recom-

mended that each elect one member. Where that was not con-

venient, adjoining counties could be joined into a district to elect

not over three senators. 3 This draft was modified into a suggested

constitution, in which the sections under discussion were amended

by the addition of a clause prohibiting the division of the city of

Philadelphia or of any county, and the maximum number of sena-

tors from any district was increased to four. 4

That instrument was further amended into the form in which

it appears in the adopted constitution, providing that state senators

be chosen by districts; when the districts included more than one

county the counties so employed were to be adjoining; and no

county nor the city of Philadelphia was to be divided. 5 An anti-

gerrymander provision of this sort would have prevented the parti-

san districts which were employed in the early years of the century

as we have previously noted. Documentary evidence of that

time is wanting to prove that this provision was formed to prevent

the use of the gerrymander, 6 although we find nearly half a century

later such a claim made for this constitutional provision.

At the constitutional convention of 1837 of the state of Penn-

sylvania, it was proposed to alter the seventh section of the first

article of the constitution and allow the division of a county or

!The Pennsylvania Gazette, April 29, 1789; "To the Citizens of Pennsylvania."
2Article I, sections V, VI.
3Extract from the Minutes of the Convention, Joseph Redman, Secretary, reported

in the Pennsylvania Packet and Daily Advertiser, December 22, 1789. Also The Pro-

ceedings relative to Calling the Conventions of 1776 and 1790 (Harrisburg), 155.

Pennsylvania Packet and Daily Advertiser, February 27, 1790. The Proceedings

relative to Calling the Conventions of 1776 and 1790, reported February 5, 1790, sections

adopted, p. 179.

Pennsylvania Constitution of 1790, Article I, section 7.

6The Proceedings relative to Calling the Conventions of 1776 and 1790.
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city when either was entitled to two senators. 1 In this connection

a member of the convention, Mr. Agnew, explained that the clause

concerning division of political units had been incorporated in the

constitution in 1790 because "it was supposed that it would prevent

gerrymandering." 2 The weakness in the adopted constitution

consisted in the provision that a district might be formed sufficiently

large to elect four senators and thus counties might be grouped for

partisan purposes, as really occurred later. But Pennsylvania

made no provision prohibiting the division of counties in Con-

gressional districts, and the following year the state was divided

into districts in a manner that divided one county. Philadelphia

city was joined to Delaware county to form one district, and the

balance of Philadelphia county with Bucks county constituted

another district. 3 And even an apportionment act assigning state

senators was enacted in 1822 whereby the city of Philadelphia was

separated from the county. 4 The city was probably considered a

political unit on a par with a county, as it had almost invariably

been enumerated separately from the county. However, the con-

stitution would be violated when the city was districted apart from

the county.

Some counties of Pennsylvania had been divided into election

districts in 1785. 5 These were found to be so inconvenient that

they were altered a year later. 6 This experience in the state may
have accounted for the provision to prohibit division of counties

and to require that counties be adjoining. Perhaps this clause in

the constitution of Pennsylvania was due to the party spirit shown

in the recent apportionment act of New York for members of Con-

gress as explained in the preceding pages. The effect of the require-

ments has been to discourage the practice by increasing the diffi-

culty of creating violent partisan districts. Whether we agree with

Mr. Agnew's statement made in 1837 or not, certain it is that this

provision in the Pennsylvania constitution was the first constitu-

tional measure in all the nation which would place a limitation upon

the working of the gerrymander.

Proceedings and Debates of Pennsylvania Convention, 1837, VIII, 198.

Proceedings and Debates of Pennsylvania Convention, 1837, VIII, 205-6.
3Law of Pennsylvania enacted March 16, 1791.
4Law of Pennsylvania enacted March 25, 1822.
5An act to regulate the general elections of this commonwealth and to prevent frauds

therein, September 13, 1785.
6Laws of Pennsylvania, September 19, 1786.
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Whatever may have suggested the idea to the law-makers of

Pennsylvania in 1790, the wisdom of the restraining clauses upon
the power of the legislature appealed almost immediately to two
other constitutional conventions. Tennessee followed the example

of Pennsylvania and early in the year 1796 inserted in her con-

stitution the districting provision of Pennsylvania, word by word,

omitting reference to any city, and limiting a district to three

senators. 1 The state of Kentucky incorporated a like provision

in its constitution in 1799. 2 These two states undoubtedly were

familiar with the partisan practice followed in Virginia, the mother

state of Kentucky.

It was to be expected that Virginia would be threatened with

partisan districts again, since party strife ran high in that state.

And the Virginians seem to have had surmises of dire things to hap-

pen whenever a redistricting was to occur. One of these unwar-

ranted instances arose in 1792. George Mason was fearful that a

gerrymander would be formed by the legislature in 1792, when con-

gressional districts were to be established. The census had been

recently taken and Virginia's representation in the federal House

was to be doubled less one. He believed an attempt would be

made to divide the old fourth district. The districts should be

made, he said, "not with a view of serving any temporary, local

party-job whatever." Loudoun and Fauquier counties had belonged

to the same senatorial district in 1776 and the same electoral dis-

trict in 1792. Mr. Mason was of the opinion that they would now
be separated. He said it was feared that Richard Bland Lee could not

be elected if these two counties were joined and, therefore, to make
his election sure a small county, as Fairfax, was to be united with

Loudoun. He was not particularly opposed to Mr. Lee, but thought

that no citizen of Fairfax could ever be elected when Fairfax was

united to a larger county. He further considered that the dis-

trict so formed would be too small when land from it should be

ceded to the District of Columbia. 3 As the districts were formed

the last of that year, Prince William and Fairfax counties were

1 Journal of the Proceedings of a Convention begun and held at Knoxville, January

11, 1796, p. 26, Article I, section 4.

2Poore's Charters and Constitutions, I, 658.
3Kate Mason Rowland's George Mason, II, 454-6, appendix V; Paper on Congressional

Districts.
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united to Loudoun. 1 Thus Mr. Mason's prediction was not entirely

fulfilled.

A very common practice in early politics was to district a state

for an election when an election by general ticket was unfavorable

to the party in control of the legislature. A famous instance of

this is found in the history of New York in 1800. The prospects

that the old Federalist legislature would be replaced by an Anti-

federalist were bright. Alexander Hamilton therefore wrote to

Governor Jay and advocated the assembling of the legislature for

the avowed purpose of changing the mode of choosing electors of

president and vice-president. Previously they had been chosen

by the legislature. Hamilton suggested the formation of districts

for that purpose and he would have Governor Jay frankly state

the motive to the legislature. But Governor Jay indignantly repu-

diated the suggestion as a party measure unworthy of him. 2

A similar plan was carried into successful execution in the state

of New Jersey in 1798. From 1790 a law enacted every two years

arranged for the election of congressmen by a general ticket. 3 The

state had never been districted before 1798. The Federalists in

that year were in control of the legislature and introduced a bill

which became a law March 1, 1798. This act of the legislature

divided the state into five districts. This case of party districting

seems to have been entirely overlooked by historians/ although it

appears to be an exact model for again districting that state in

1812.

Undoubtedly the opposition was not fully alert to its possibilities.

They failed to realize the true condition existing in the state and

their likelihood of electing all five congressmen had the vote been

taken by a general ticket. , In the debate upon the bill February

27th, Mr. Campbell is reported thus: "Whether this bill was

brought forward with a view to hear what could be said against it,

or whether it was urged by the friends of it with a design to carry

it, he could not say. From the manner in which they argued it,

iHening's Statutes, XIII, 331-2.
2Henry P. Johnston's John Jay, IV, 270-2; The Aurora, May 6, 1800.
3Laws of New Jersey, November 24, 1790; May 29, 1792; November 17, 1794;

November 14, 1796; November 7, 1800; October 29, 1803; March 3, 1806.
4Matthew Carey in the Olive Branch, 10th edition, June 1, 1818, 386, says: "From

the organization of the general government till the year 1800, the members of the house
of representatives, of the United States, had been elected in that state (New Jersey) by
districts." Equally incorrect statements have been made by others.
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he was inclined to believe the latter was their intention. Where,

he asked, did this business originate?" 1

Since it was the first apportionment of that state into districts,

the debate upon the bill discussed the general merits of districts

over other methods. The friends of the measure gave for their

reason for advocating the bill the advantage of districts over a

general ticket. This particular bill itself also received a general

discussion. Mr. Stewart, on February 24th, said 2 a great disparity

existed among the districts; that some contained fifteen thousand

more citizens than others and one district numbered fourteen thou-

sand more than was necessary for one congressman. Mr. Penning-

ton favored districts, but was opposed to "the division specified in

the bill." Mr. Wade thought the districts unequal, as one con-

tained 46,342 people, another 32,449. He had understood that the

bill was proposed to promote a more equal representation, but it

disfranchised 12,000 people in the counties of Middlesex and Bergen

and vast numbers in other parts of the state. Mr. Morgan was of

the opinion that the eastern district should be given the right to vote

for two representatives. One district outnumbered another by

13,120 inhabitants. Mr. Campbell observed that it was a new plan

and asked for reasons for its adoption. No inconvenience had been

experienced from the old method. The eastern district outnum-

bered the required ratio by from 15,000 to 17,000 citizens. Mr.

Edgar thought that even if the measure was proper the time was

inopportune, as a new census would soon be taken, requiring a new
division of districts.

The debate was continued on the 26th. 3 Mr. Pennington would

divide counties in order to equalize districts, but his motion to that

effect was lost. He then moved that, the portion of Middlesex

county south of the Raritan river be taken from the eastern dis-

trict and be joined to the western. The river furnished a natural

division. This motion was also lost. He then grouped the counties

in a manner more equitable than that proposed in the bill, but the

amendment failed to pass.

Mr. Cox said the smallest district contained 29,338 freemen, with

[The State Gazette and New Jersey Advertiser, March 20, 1798.

2The State Gazette and New Jersey Advertiser, March 6, 1798.

3Ibid., March 13. This report of the debate upon the District Election Bill is also

printed in the New Jersey Journal of Elizabethtown, March 13-27, 1798; also in the Centinel

of Freedom, March 13-27, 1798.
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negroes added it numbered 32,449, whereas the required ratio was

33,000. He would amend by cutting Middlesex in two. The

section of the bill which divided the state into districts 1 was then

passed by the committee of the whole by a vote of twenty-one in

the affirmative.

Mr. Burrowes voted for the section in committee "in full expec-

tation that it would be ameliorated and more proportioned." Wade
said the districts as divided were not just; that if 32,000 people

could elect a representative, 10,000 could. He referred to the rotten

boroughs of England, as producing similar political injustice.

The final vote on the first section of the bill stood twenty-six

for and sixteen against. 2 The political campaign was bitterly fought.

One editor printed his prayer that the state be preserved from "all

Jacobins, Democrats and Frenchified Tories." 3 The legal voters

in New Jersey at that period included unmarried women, in a way
similar to the rights for taking up homesteads at the present time.

Cases arose where a wedding day was postponed until after election,

that two votes might be cast for one or the other party. 4

The result of the election was favorable to the Democrats in the

eastern and northern districts, to the Federalists in the middle and

southern. The successful candidate in the western district had been

supporting the Democratic party, but was reported to have been

favored by many Federalists. It was said he had decided strongly

to oppose France. 5 He was, however, probably a Democrat or

Republican. 6

There would seem to be no doubt that the state was gerryman-

dered by this apportionment. The bill was passed by the Federal-

ists. The summary of the voters given in a foot-note below shows

!The eastern district consisted of Bergen, Essex, Middlesex; the northern, of Morris

and Sussex; the western, of Hunterdon and Somerset; the middle, of Monmouth and
Burlington; the southern, of Gloucester, Salem, Cumberland, and Cape-May. Law of

New Jersey enacted March 1, 1798.
2The State Gazette and New Jersey Advertiser, March 6, 1798.
3The Federalist and New Jersey Gazette, Extraordinary, October 8. 1798.
4The Federalist and New Jersey Gazette, October 28, 1800; also New Jersey Journal,

October 18, 1797.

5The Federalist and New Jersey Gazette, October 22, 1798. The result of the vote

as given in that paper of November 19th stood: Eastern district, John Condict, Dem.,
3,378, James Schureman, Fed., 3,054; Northern district, Aaron Kitchell, Dem., 3,399,

Mark Thompson, Fed., 1,287; Western district, James Linn, Dem., 1,613, Samuel R.
Stewart, Fed., 979; Middle district, James H. Imlay, Fed., 1,614, Thomas Henderson,
Dem., 379; Southern district, Franklin Davenport, Fed., 1,644, Jonathan Elmer, Dem..
1,266. See also New Jersey Journal, October 16, 1798.

6New Jersey Journal, October 16, 1798.
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that the Democrats would have carried the state had the congress-

men been elected by general ticket as had been the custom, the vote

being 10,035 for Democrats to 8,578 for Federalists, while the dis-

cussion in the legislature herein reported showed inequalities in

population and territory, an insistence on the part of the Federal-

ists to keep the districts as they had outlined them in preference

to more equitable divisions, and various pronounced suspicions on

the part of the minority. The Federalists repealed this, their own
measure, in 1800, immediately preceding a general election. 1

The districts were extremely uneven in population, ranging

from 55,315 to 34,076. 2 A much fairer apportionment would have

been to form Sussex and Hunterdon into one district; Bergen,

Morris, and Somerset into another; and Essex and Middlesex into

a third, retaining the middle and southern as given in the act. The
population would then have varied from 45,721 to 40,159 and the

districts would have been compact. Other and more equitable

arrangements of the counties than those named in the law were

suggested in the legislature, but the measures were defeated.

The votes usually given in these counties clearly indicate a par-

tisan grouping of counties. Essex was overwhelmingly Democratic,

almost unanimously so. Its vote in 1798 stood 907 to 2,371; in

1800 it was 12 to 1,666. To offset this heavy vote, Bergen and

Middlesex, two counties with very heavy Federal majorities, were

added. Morris3 and Sussex cast large votes and were hopelessly

Democratic. They illustrate the practice of throwing counties

together which vote solidly for the opposition. Hunterdon was

usually close and so Somerset was annexed, for it was Federalist

by a large majority. The returns of Monmouth were as a rule

uncertain, but, when it was added to Burlington, the result should

easily favor the Federalists. 4 Had the counties been grouped into

!The True American, November 16, 1812.
2Census of 1800. Perhaps the figures given in the debate, as reported above, are more

accurate for 1798.
3Morris voted 1754 to 302. Newark Gazette and New Jersey Advertiser, October 16,

1798. Two years later the Democratic majority of Essex was 2,435; of Morris 2,418;

of Sussex 807. The Centinel of Freedom, January 6, 1801.
4Records of votes previous to 1800 are not numerous. Those before and for 1800

are to be found in The Federalist and New Jersey Gazette, October 21, 28; Guardian or

New Brunswick Advertiser, October 22; American Daily Advertiser, October 20, 21, 22,

November 1, 1800; Newark Gazette and New Jersey Advertiser, October 16, 1798: The
Centinel of Freedom, January 18, 1797, October 21, 1800, January 6, 1801; The State

Gazette and New Jersey Advertiser, January 10, 1797; The New Jersey Journal, January

18, 1797, December 30, 1800, October 26, 1796, October 16, 1798.
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districts as proposed in a preceding paragraph an overwhelmingly

Democratic county would have been placed in each of three dis-

tricts, resulting undoubtedly in sending three Democrats to Con-

gress. As arranged by law only the northern district could be

said to be safely Democratic. To assure the result in the eastern

district it was made unwarrantably large.

The next year a writer presented the possibilities accruing from

"the incessant efforts of party.'
7 He supposed a case in which

designing members of the legislature might annex "to a particular

division of the state, three or four additional members to enable

them to succeed in some favorite object, as the choice of a senator." 1

But the congressional gerrymander of the preceding year does not

seem to have been understood or suspected by him, although when

the law was made it was objected to by the Democrats as being

unfair in its provisions.

Before the eighteenth century closed, Pennsylvania was to see

an attempt to form a second gerrymander within that state. In

the year 1800 the House was Democratic and the Senate was Federal.

For the three preceding presidential elections electors Had been

chosen by a general ticket, 2 and the House proceeded to frame a

bill in accord with precedent. The result undoubtedly would have

been that Democratic electors would solidly represent the state

in the electoral college, as the state had, the year before, elected

McKean, a Democrat, as governor by a majority of five thousand. 3

The tables, however, had meanwhile been turned. In each of the

three preceding elections the Democrats, or Anti-federalists, had
opposed an election by general ticket and had favored districting. 4

That party had always declared it unconstitutional for the legisla-

ture to appoint electors. 4 In 1800 the Senate contained fifteen

Federalists and nine Anti-federalists or Democrats. 4

The Senate took the initiative, as the majority of that body
belonged to the party whose interest it was to district the state

and dispense with election by general ticket. December 12, 1799,

1 Porcupine's Works by William Cobbett, X, 407-8, quoted from the testimony of William
Griffiths, June, 1799.

2The Aurora, September 25, 1800.
3Vote by counties is given in the Aurora, December 24, 1799. Fourteen counties

returned majorities for James Ross of Pittsburg and the remaining twelve for Thomas
McKean. This large number of Federal counties would make it possible to gerrymander
the state easily. Journal of the Senate, 1799-1800, X, 29.

4The Philadelphia Gazette, October 1, 1800.
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the first steps looking to the mode of selection of electors were taken

when a committee was appointed to report a bill for that purpose.

The bill was reported and read the following day, and for several

successive days was debated in the committee of the whole and in

the Senate. This bill provided for districts. A motion to amend
the bill was lost by a vote of 14 to 9—a party vote. The twenty-

eighth day of December the clerk of the Senate reported the bill

to the House. 1

The last day of the year 1799 the House in committee of the

whole, Mr. Preston in the chair, considered the Senate bill entitled

"An Act to provide for the Choice of Electors of a President and

Vice-president of the United States." The first section of the bill

providing for a choice by districts was negatived. The report thus

modifying the bill was read and adopted by a vote of 39 to 33. 2

Later in the year it was announced that had this bill become a law

it would have resulted in the electing of seven Federalists and eight

Anti-federalists. 3

It is possible that districts might have been arranged without

partisan 'spirit dominating the divisions. But in this particular

incident they seem to have been proposed for the unfair advantage

of the Federalists. The charge was made at the time that there had

been an attempt to gerrymander the state. It was said that the

Federalists " pertinaciously insisted on an election by districts, and

those so modified and arranged, as totally to preclude a true mani-

festation of the will of the state." 4 The same writer characterized

the mode of appointment as unfair. He said it was "a project

contrived to produce a false statement of the public will."

The assembly consequently failed to provide a method for the

choice of electors and the time was too limited for an election by

districts when that body next convened. The Democrats wished

a joint session of the two legislative bodies. The Federalists would

in that combination be outnumbered. Accordingly the Senate

insisted upon the selection of a number of electors by each body.

And finally it was agreed that the House nominate eight and the

Journal of Senate, 1799-1800, X, 28, 30, 33-36, 65.

2The Philadelphia Gazette and Universal Daily Advertiser, Brown and Reef editors,

January 9, 1800.

3The Philadelphia Gazette, October 1, 1800.
4The Aurora, September 25, 1800. This paper referred to its rivals as Anglo-federal

editors, and Anglo-federalists and Royalists. Ibid., October 4, 24.
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Senate seven. 1 This divided the vote of the state and gave the

Democrats eight electors and the Federalists seven. The fact that

the Democrats allowed this division of the vote of the state and

had rejected the districts as proposed some months previously by

the Senate, may seem to indicate that the districts as proposed by

the bill were deemed unfair by them. It had been foreseen in 1799

and again at the beginning of the year 1800 that the Senate must

remain Federal after the annual election of that year. 2 For this

reason the Democrats would not hope in opposing the districting

bill to delay action until both houses were of their party. A care-

ful research into this attempted legislation leads to the conclusion

that the bill would have gerrymandered the state. 3

Within two years this state was districted for representatives

to Congress by the Democrats, and the Federalists in turn could

accuse their opponents of a party measure. The state was divided

into eleven districts April 2, 1802. Eighteen members of Con-

gress were to be elected. Since the year 1794 the state had con-

sisted of twelve districts, electing thirteen representatives. By the

election of 1800 ten Democrats and three Federalists were elected. 4

The third, seventh, and tenth districts chose Federalist representa-

tives. 5 Before the next election these districts were gerrymandered.

The election of 1802 resulted in the choice of eighteen Democrats,

the entire representation, elected by new districts. And from

Massachusetts comes the accusation of partisan division into dis-

tricts: "The people of Pennsylvania are about one-third Federal-

ist, yet all their new members of Congress are Democrats; the legis-

lature took great care in laying out the districts, to make the elec-

tions as sure for the Democrats as if they had voted by a ticket at

large." 6

When the new apportionment was made in 1802 the three Feder-

alist districts of .1800 were rearranged. Delaware county was

united with the city and county of Philadelphia into a district to

iBoston Patriot, August 12, 1812; it quotes from the Columbian Centinel of 1800.
2The Aurora, September 25, 1800.
3" Early Political Machinery in the United States," by Dr. George D. Luetscher, treats

of the conditions of this period.
4Poulson's American Daily Advertiser, November 1, 1800. C. P. Wayne's Gazette

of the United States and Daily Advertiser, October 15, 1800. Aurora, November 4, 1800.
5The third district consisted of the counties of Chester and Delaware; the seventh,

of Lancaster; the tenth, of Bedford, Franklin, and Huntingdon.
6The Salem Gazette, November 19, 1802.
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elect three representatives. The city and county of Philadelphia

had each elected a member in 1800. The vote in 1800 stood: 1

City of Philadelphia 1,698 Democratic; 1,684 Federalist.

County of Philadelphia 2,742 " 765 /
Delaware County 546 " 752

4,986 " 3,201

In 1800 the city might properly be called doubtful and Delaware

was Federalist. By uniting these into a district with the county

of Philadelphia included, the election would be sure for the Demo-
crats.

Chester county, which in 1800 had constituted with Delaware

the third district, and Lancaster, then the seventh, were united in

1802 with Berks into one district electing three congressmen. The

vote in these counties was as follows in 1800

:

2

Chester county « 1,843 Democratic; 1,980 Federalist.

Berks county 2,662 " 44

Lancaster county 1,926 " 2,275

6,431 " 4,299

Thus one district formerly Federal and half of another with a major-

ity belonging to the same party were united with a county over-

whelmingly Democratic and the result was that the new district

became Democratic and elected three representatives. In the

old tenth district Huntingdon had been very strongly Federalist. 3

It was separated from Franklin and Bedford in 1802 and left them

Democratic. 4

Not one of the districts of 1802 was distorted or disconnected,

but the population was somewhat disproportionate. The first

district, electing three representatives, numbered less than 94,000

people; the third, with the same representation, contained nearly

108,000 inhabitants. The sixth, a single-member district, con-

tained nearly 39,000 people, and the tenth but 28,298. There seems

to be no doubt that the Democrats successfully gerrymandered

Gazette of the United States and Daily Advertiser, October 15, 16, 1800. Poulson's

American Daily Advertiser, October 16, 1800.
2The Philadelphia Gazette, October 22, 23, 25, 1800. Gazette of the United States

and Daily Advertiser, October 23, 1800.
3Gazette of the United States and Daily Advertiser, October 22, 1800.

"The vote of 1802 is printed in the Aurora, October 30.
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Pennsylvania at this time and succeeded in electing a full quota

of all the congressmen for their party.

In Massachusetts the Federalist legislature districted the state

anew, after the second census, on March 10, 1802, for the election

of national representatives. Counties were divided in this appor-

tionment and some of the districts were formed for partisan advan-

tage. In the examination of this apportionment act the votes cast

for the candidates for governor in 1801 are most consulted, 1 since

that was the preceding state election. Caleb Strong and Elbridge

Gerry were the candidates supported by the Federal and Demo-
cratic parties respectively. The districts were not distorted in

outline. Many were left with overwhelmingly Federalist major-

ities; such was the Essex North district. In that district but two

towns had returned a Democratic vote which outnumbered the

Federalist; and the majority of those towns was but 41. The
Hampshire South district, as now apportioned, had polled a vote

of 2,637 for Strong and but 187 for Gerry. So the principle of the

gerrymander did not operate throughout the entire apportionment.

In the spring election of 1801 Bristol county had returned a

Democratic majority. The town of New Bedford, of that county,

had voted 200 strong for the Federal candidate and 46 for Gerry;

Barnstable county had voted 440 and 559 for the nominees respec-

tively; and Dukes and Nantucket together cast a vote of 197 and

198.

The Barnstable district for the election of senator in 1802 was

composed of the three counties last named, together with the town

of New Bedford. Bristol county would promise a Democratic vote

either with or without New Bedford, an expectation that was fully

realized. 2 It might readily be expected that the district thus

formed would elect a Federal congressman and that hope would

seem to be the reason for annexing New Bedford to the district. 3

The result was a district characterized by lack of compactness.

Only its political aspect was considered. This is the second instance

after the Revolution which arose in this state of dividing counties

1 These votes are copied from the Massachusetts Archives, Boston. They are also

found in the Columbian Centinel and Massachusetts Federalist, April 8, 11, 15, 18, 22, 1801.
2Massachusetts Archives, vote for 1802.
3The same counties and town, with the town of Fairhaven in Bristol county added,

constituted the eleventh congressional district when the state was gerrymandered in 1833.

The Bristol district in the congressional election, 1802, returned a large majority for the

Democratic candidate, Bishop. New England Palladium, November 5, 1802.
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in the formation of election districts for senators, congressmen,

or electors.

The Congressional districts of New York, after the year 1800,

repeatedly suffered alteration. The mania for districting began

with the law of March 24, 1801, which divided the state into ten

districts. The apportionment was increased to seventeen represent-

atives by the new census and necessitated a reapportionment of

the state. The following year, 1802, new districts were again

formed. By this arrangement of districts the second election dis-

trict consisted of the first, second, third, and fifth wards of New
York City, with the counties of Kings and Richmond joined to

them. The third district consisted of the remaining three wards

of the city. By the vote of 1801 the second district would be Demo-
cratic by a majority of 20. 1 The election in 1802 was won by the

Federalist party by 63 votes. 2 Had the fourth ward of the city

been substituted for the fifth, the Federal majority would have

been increased and the Democratic chances of carrying the dis-

trict would have been reduced. 3

Two years later a new apportionment was made, although no

new federal census had been taken. This law differed from the

preceding in that it joined the second and third districts provided

for in the law of 1802 and gave the consolidated district two repre-

sentatives. The result of this action would be to secure two Demo-
cratic representatives where formerly the members had been evenly

divided between the parties. Had these districts been joined in

1802, two Democrats would have been elected. 4 There were no

other means of accounting for the new apportionment law of 1804. 5

The city was accustomed to being divided to form entire districts

iThe Spectator, May 6, 1801.

2The Spectator, June 12, 1802.

3The difference in the two wards by the vote of 1801 was the difference between the

two Democratic majorities of 152 in the fourth ward and 232 in the fifth. The Spectator,

May 6, 1801. New York Herald, April 30, 1803. The Albany Register, June 4, 1801.

The city's vote by wards for aldermen is given in the Manual of the Common Council of

New York, 1854, 446, 447, 449. The bill as it first passed the House formed the second

and third districts by joining the county of Kings with the 3d, 5th, and 7th wards of New
York City into one district, andJRichmond was united with the other wards. New York
Evening Post, March 15, 1802, and The Albany Gazette, March 11, 1802. This arrange-

ment would have promised Democratic success in the second, and Federal, by a majority

of 170, in the third. The bill as it finally passed was more favorable to the Democrats.
4Votes for the city are given in The Spectator of May 1, June 12, 1802: May 4, 1803;

May 2, 1804. The Albany Register, June 8, 1802; The Albany Gazette, June 7, 1802.

5New York Herald, April 27, 1808.
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or parts of districts. This was the only double-member district

made by the apportionment. Partisan advantage undoubtedly

prompted this legislation.

In 1808 another districting law was enacted by the legislature

of New York. 1 In support of these frequent districting laws it may
perhaps be said that the state was justified in rearranging the dis-

tricts as often as the population of the state varied. There had

been new district laws for the election of congressmen made in

1792, 1797, 1802, and 1804. 2 But the quota of Federal representa-

tion could not be changed. No new census had been taken by order

of the federal government since 1800. By this apportionment

districts were formed of counties which were not united in every

case. Districts more compact could have been devised. In the

previous law the counties of Suffolk and Queens formed the first

district. Their population entitled them to one member in Con-

gress. The law of 1808 increased the number of inhabitants of the

first district, unnecessarily, by adding the county of Kings. 3 Kings

had been united with Richmond and New York counties, including

the city of New York. This combination of counties would have

voted Federal in 1808, according to the vote of the year 1807, for

state senators. Kings gave at that election a majority of 52 for

Tompkins; and Richmond and New York 151 for Lewis. 4 To
make the second district Democratic, Kings was added to the first

district and a county with a larger Democratic majority had to be

substituted in the second. Rockland had in 1807 a Democratic

majority of 292, nearly twice the Federal majority of Richmond
and New York combined. 5 That consideration determined the

formation of district number two. Kings county, because of its

proximity to New York, should have been placed in the second

district in preference to Rockland, which was widely separated

from New York. The legislature was justly accused of having

joined a farming community, Rockland, with the commercial me-

tropolis, for the purpose of electing two representatives in accord

iLaws of New York. This bill became law on April 8, 1808.
2The Albany Gazette, March 24, 1808.
3Second Census of United States, 1800.
4New York Spectator, May 6, 30, 1807. The votes given under the later date are

printed from the Albany Register,

sibid.
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with the Democratic administration. 1 This arrangement of the

districts was made, it was said, "to preserve power in the hands

of those who at present possess and abuse it." Citizens of the me-

tropolis characterized the law as a violation of their rights, saying

they were disfranchised by Rockland county, by a people few in

numbers 2 and whose interests were different from those of the

commercial center of New York.

The third district of 1808 consisted of Westchester and Orange

counties, which were not connected, even by the Hudson river.

In 1804 the counties of Columbia, Rensselaer and Washington

each formed separate districts. Only the last named returned in

1807 a Democratic majority. 3 But it was sufficiently large to coun-

terbalance the Federal majorities of the other two counties. In

this apportionment now being considered these three counties were,

therefore, united into one district, the sixth, and were given two

representatives, although the population according to the federal

census would have allowed three. 4

There were some surprises in the election of 1808. The Federal-

ists succeeded in electing their candidates to the number of eight

and the dominant party secured nine. In the first three districts,

upon whose formation comment has been made in the preceding

pages, the Democrats were successful, owing entirely to their manip-

ulation of counties. District number ten, which was much dis-

torted in shape, they also secured, 5 and district eight, with counties

not contiguous, went Democratic; 6 whereas district number six,

which by the vote of 1807 promised a Democratic majority, although

it was assigned but two representatives instead of the three which

had been given those counties previously, as if fearful the district

iNew York Herald, April 27, 1808, "To the Electors of Members of Congress," signed

"Senex."
2Rockland county had a total population according to the federal census of 6,353. New

York included 60,489 inhabitants.
3New York Spectator, May 30, 1807. Official votes copied from the Albany Register.
4It was the Senate which had arranged this partisan grouping of counties in the second,

third and sixth districts. That body had amended the bill to such an extent and the House,

on April 7th, accepted the amendments by a large majority. Journal of the Assembly of

the State of New York, 1808, 406.
5This district consisted of the counties of Herkimer, Lewis, Jefferson, and St. Lawrence.
6The eighth district consisted of Saratoga, Essex, Clinton, and Franklin counties.

Washington county intervened between Saratoga and the balance of the district. See

Carey's General Atlas of 1814. This condition, however, had prevailed in the previous

apportionments.
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might vote Federalist, returned a majority for the minority in the

state. 1

An attempt was made in 1809 to gerrymander the state for

congressional elections. The first two districts were left intact.

Dutchess county was divided and part was joined to Westchester

to form the third. It was expected that that district would thus

continue Democratic. Orange was thus free to be united with

Ulster to form the fourth district, which would consequently become

Democratic instead of continuing Federal. It was proposed to

form Washington county into a separate district, thereby electing

a Democrat. Greene and Rensselaer, forming a strong Federalist

district, were not contiguous. This arrangement of a few districts

was calculated to add at least two congressmen to the ranks of

the Democrats. But this was altering the districts too often and

the bill failed to become a law. 2

One of the most interesting of the unsuccessful attempts to

gerrymander a state arose in 1809 in New York in the bill of March

14th. 3 An apportionment of the state senatorial districts had been

made April 1, 1808. The spring elections which followed, as

noted above, resulted in some surprises. An attempt was accord-

ingly made to redistrict the state for the election of senators in

1809. An act of such purport passed the Senate and was reported

to the House February 27th. 4 This bill entirely modified the dis-

tricts. By the last election the Middle and Eastern districts had

returned Federal senators. The Southern and Western districts were

Democratic. 5 The new measure so arranged the counties that, accord-

ing to the last vote, three districts would be safely Democratic and

the Middle would be overwhelmingly Federal and might elect a Quid.

The bill passed the House by a vote of 54 to 45. 6 But it was

not yet a law. The Council of Revision met at the State House

on the 13th day of March to consider this act of the legislature.

iNew York Herald, June 11, 1808, from Albany Register, June 7. Complete returns

for the election of April 28 for representatives to Congress are printed in the New York
Commercial Advertiser, June 14 1808. The Albany Register of June 7, 1808, gives the

vote for state senators by counties.
2L'Oracle and Daily Advertiser, New York, March 19, 1809, contains communication

from Albany under date of March 14th which outlines the districts proposed in the bill

then before the legislature.

3Reports of the Proceedings and Debates of the Convention of 1821, New York, Carter

and Stone edition, 1821, 80.
4Journal of the Assembly of the State of New York, 1808-9, 224.
5The Albany Register, June 7, 1808.
6Journal of the Assembly of New York, 1808-9, 265.
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The governor and six justices were present. Chief Justice Kent

reported objections to the districting bill. The consideration of

his report was postponed until the following day. The Council,

reassembling at the appointed time, considered the objections and

voted to sustain the position held by Chief Justice Kent. The
governor, and Justices Spencer and Yates, voted in the minority. 1

It appears to have been a party vote. 2

The Senate, however, passed the bill over the objections of the

Council of Revision 3 and reported it to the House. That branch

of the legislature proceeded on the eighteenth of March to a con-

sideration of the criticisms made by the Council. The findings of

the Council were 4 that the Senate had recently been apportioned,

but last April, 5 on the basis of the census of 1807; that the fourth

article of the amendments of the constitution said nothing about

new districts. It did "not say that the districts shall be appor-

tioned to the Senate, but that the Senators shall be apportioned

amongst the great districts," presumably as they stand.

The second consideration presented by the Council was that

districting the state had been introduced expressly for the con-

venience and advantage of the citizens. Some time was required

for the voters to acquire knowledge of the bounds of their districts.

This bill was intended to go into effect at the coming election. The

time intervening, but six or seven weeks, was so short that the bill

might operate as a surprise upon the voters. Special reference was

made to the Eastern district, which had been so arranged as to

elect a Democrat. 6 The counties of the district were distant from

iCouncil of Revision, IV, 1806-1814: Manuscript record in office of Secretary of State,

Albany. The Justices who voted the objections were: Kent, Thompson, Van Ness, and
Lansing.

2New York State Convention, 1821 Carter and Stone edition, 80, 87.

3Journal of Assembly of New York, 1808-9, 326.
4Ibid., 341-2.

Sessional Laws, 1808, New York, April 1st.

6The votes given by the counties of this proposed district in the election of 1808 were
follows:

Washington county
Saratoga county
Essex county
Montgomery county
Herkimer county
St. Lawrence county
Lewis county
Jefferson county
Oneida county
Clinton and Franklin counties

1,513 Federalist; 1,447 Democratic.
590 " 1,037
97 " 343

1,686 " 1,242
545 " 752
213 " 236
175 " 487
518 " 683

2,002 " 1,621
200 " 299

7,539 8,147
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each other and had separate and local interests. They had never been

united. The intimation was made by the Council concerning this

bill that "there are abuses to which such a precedent might here-

after be perverted." The House, having considered these objec-

tions, voted upon the bill and failed to pass it by a vote of 46 to 51.

Thus before the year 1812 several thoroughgoing gerrymanders

had been put into operation and others had been attempted. The

chief field of their operation had been New York, Pennsylvania,

Virginia and New Jersey. The principle of the gerrymander seems

to have been generally understood by law-makers and was fre-

quently practiced prior to the famous case of Massachusetts in

1812. We have also seen that provisions had been incorporated

into state constitutions thus early which would exert a restraining

influence upon the practice. Thus the surmise that the principles

of the gerrymander were well known and used earlier than has been

generally supposed heretofore has been fully substantiated.

These figures are taken from the Albany Register of June 7, 1808. Two counties which
had' been grouped formerly in this district, Albany and Rensselaer, are now omitted from
the district, since they had returned a Federal majority of nearly 1300. The counties

added, with the exception of one, gave Democratic majorities. The Eastern district as

established by law had voted Federalist in 1808 by 7526 as against 6639. But, as we have
seen, the new district would be Democratic.



CHAPTER V

THE GERRYMANDERS OF THE YEARS 1812 AND 1813

The events which immediately preceded the year 1812 were the

cause of violent party agitation. Such considerations as the impress-

ment of our seamen by England, the embargo, the question of

commerce, the threatened rupture of our peaceful relations with

England and the possible outbreak of war, an active interest in the

trend of affairs between the important countries of Europe during

the Napoleonic era, as well as other forces, kept party feeling at

its height. 1 The two parties were often nearly equal and the party

in power feared it would lose its prestige and sought to retain its

influence by the use of all possible means. 2 The dominant party

believed that the great importance of these questions fully justified

partisan measures. The condition of the times occasioned a gen-

eral outburst of partisan legislation embodied in laws for redis-

ricting the states.

The earliest and most unfair districting law passed during these

years was enacted by the legislature of Massachusetts, February

11, 1812. In 1811 the Democrats for the second time in the

history of the state gained control of all branches of the state gov-

ernment. 3 Massachusetts was normally Federalist and the party

now in the ascendency cast about for a way of retaining its unusual

power. The method determined upon was that of redisricting the

state to its own advantage. It was highly essential that the state

Senate remain Democratic, both for purposes of state legislation and

also to aid in electing Democratic senators to Congress, and for

choosing, perhaps, electors. To this end the state was divided into

eighteen districts, having the apportionment made for forty senators.

!View of Parties in the United States, MacCormack; the postscript, written April 15,

1812, presents rather a partisan view of conditions as seen by an Englishman.
2 Private citizens sometimes agreed to bear part of the expense of the salaries of their

legislators in case the full quota of their party ticket was elected. An instance of this

sort is cited in the Report of Contested Elections in the House of Representatives of

Massachusetts, 1812. This was in the nature of an appeal to the tax-payer.
3 Lossing's American Historical Record, I, 506.

62
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At that time Maine was a part of Massachusetts and the total num-
ber of counties to be represented was nineteen. To secure eighteen

districts, counties were divided in the most arbitrary and partisan

manner. This was the first instance in the state of the division of

counties in the formation of senatorial districts, but not of con-

gressional.

As has been shown in these pages, the congressional districts

which were established in Massachusetts in 1802 divided counties.

However, at that time the division lines in counties generally took

a straight direction and avoided all fantastic outlines and figures. 1

The only district of that year which was not compact was the Barn-

stable district, which we have already considered. In 1794 the

counties were also divided in forming fourteen congressional dis-

tricts. 2

In 1812 the Democrats intimated that their opponents had

gerrymandered the state in 1794 when the commonwealth had

been districted for state senators. 3 Their criticism was occasioned

by the fact that the counties of Dukes and Nantucket were joined

to Plymouth instead of to Barnstable. 4 But this arrangement

does not seem to have been suggested by partisan motives. At

that time, 1794, party considerations entered but little into the

affairs of the state. The first vice-president, a citizen of this state,

had just entered upon his second term of office. In the April elec-

tion, before the apportionment act was passed, out of a total vote

of 18,266, Hancock, the Federal nominee, received 16,428. And
out of 265 towns, 147 cast their total vote for Hancock. 5

In the apportionment of 1794 Barnstable was made a district

for the following reasons: According to the valuation lists Dukes

and Nantucket combined did not pay half enough taxes to entitle

them to one senator; while Plymouth paid a large fraction over

enough for two. These three were united and given three senators.

Barnstable was given one senator, although its assessment was

iLaws and Resolves of Massachusetts, 1800-1, 386, 387.

zibid., 1794-5, 60-63, June 27, 1794.

independent Chronicle, Boston, March 9, 1812, "Senatorial Districts"; J. S. Barry's

History of Massachusetts, III, 369, 370.
4Laws and Resolves of Massachusetts, 1792-3, 465, 466.
5In addition to the foregoing figures the votes of a few counties not included above

may be cited. The county of Washington had cast a majority of but one vote for Hancock's
opponent; the county of Hancock, a majority of but four votes; the county of Cumberland,
a majority of but seventeen votes out of a total of 816. Massachusetts Archives, votes

for 1793.
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below the regular ratio. Had Dukes county and Nantucket been

joined with it, large fractions in that instance, and in the case of

Plymouth, would have remained after the districts had been

assigned their portion of representation in the senate. 1 Prior to

the districting law new counties and towns had been formed by

dividing the old, but other reasons were assigned for this than

partisan advantage. 2 And Hancock's total vote in the state excludes

political imputations. Thus it would seem to have been equally

unnecessary and impossible to gerrymander the state when coun-

ties were divided in 1794 for the election of Federal representa-

tives.

The dominant party in 18811-12 went to the greatest extremes

in outlining districts. The basis of representation in the Senate

at that time was the amount of taxes paid in the various counties.

In earlier apportionments the state constitution was held to refer

to taxes which had actually been paid. By the valuation act of

this legislature representation was made in proportion to the taxes

to be assessed later and which might never be collected. 3 The
eight counties of Maine were assessed taxes amounting to $234.63

in every $1,000.00 collected in the state of Massachusetts. 4 The

new apportionment bill allowed Maine ten senators in place of seven,

thus raising their assessment. Each senator was supposed to

represent at least five million dollars' worth of property. To sim-

plify the matter, suppose that the forty senators represented a

thousand dollars; twenty-five dollars of that sum would then be

proportioned to each. If Maine was to be given ten senators her

taxes should have been raised to $250 in every thousand. The

increased taxation in Maine was to be provided by " dooming'
1

certain towns to pay the assessed sums. These towns were assigned

more polls than rightly belonged to them. "Any poll which was

doomed to a town more than such town actually had, obliged the

town to pay a tax on $366.66 of property which that town did

not possess." 5 A town doomed sixty polls would be assessed on

$22,000 of six per cent, property or three times that sum of two

iThe Weekly Messenger, April 3, 1812.
2The Independent Chronicle and Universal Advertiser, Boston, February 6, 1794,

"To the people of the late county of Suffolk."
3Columbian Centinel, February 26, 18L2, "Protest."
4The Weekly Messenger, February 14, 1812.
5Salem Gazette, March 6, 1812, reports a speech by Mr. Sullivan on "The High Road

to Despotism."
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per cent, unimproved land, which was not possessed by the town. 1

Mr. Sullivan estimated that Maine would pay within the next ten

years $61,000 in taxes in excess of the amount which should have

been levied upon the real valuation. 2

The entire commonwealth was doomed about three thousand

polls. A half of the number was assigned to Maine. The county

of Lincoln, in Maine, was doomed 572 polls. Maine was taxed so

excessively high and the prosperous county of Suffolk so underrated

that a committee was appointed by the House, at the urgent request

of the Federalists, to inquire into the cause of these inequalities.

The committee was given three days in which to examine the matter

and was then discharged one hour before the time to report had

arrived. 3

In this manner a very arbitrary scheme of assessment and

apportionment was resorted to by the Democrats. But even the

number of representatives based upon the amount of taxes to be

paid was arbitrarily apportioned. Maine was given ten senators,

one-fourth the total number, and was to pay $234.63 of every

thousand dollars of taxes paid within the state. Suffolk and Essex

counties were assigned the same number of senators and were to

pay $269.77. Hampshire and Franklin counties, together with

Boston, were allowed eight senators on the basis of $230.72 of taxes

paid in the thousand. Maine, paying $3.91 more, was given two

more senators. Middlesex and Boston would send eight and pay

$220.60, while Norfolk, Bristol, Plymouth, Barnstable, Nantucket,

and Dukes counties were represented by an equal number of sena-

tors and wquld pay but $180.95. Hampshire and Franklin coun-

ties, Boston and the smaller Essex district had ten senators with

taxes to pay amounting to $286.29, while the six counties south of

Boston, mentioned in the preceding group, together with Berkshire,

had equal representation in the Senate by paying $222.92, a sum
less than the preceding amount by $63.67, which was large enough

in itself to provide two senators, with over half enough for a third.

The counties of Hampshire and Franklin would send three senators

on a payment of $93.70, a sum within $6.30 of enough to provide

four senators. And Barnstable, Dukes, Nantucket, and Berkshire

iThe Weekly Messenger, February 14, 1812.

2Salem Gazette, March 6, 1812.
3Portland Gazette and Maine Advertiser, March 16, 1812. A list of the towns doomed,,

with the number of polls, for the county of Lincoln is given.
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counties would send four and pay but $81.97, thus sending senators

for $3,600,000 worth of property which they did not possess. And
Hampshire and Franklin were deprived of representation for $3,750,-

000 actually owned. 1

Franklin and Hampshire counties were now represented by

four senators, but the new bill, which would have assigned them

the same number if they remained in one district, divided them into

three districts with a small fraction in excess of the amount of

taxes required for each senator in each instance and thus reduced

the representation by one. 2

The county of Worcester was arbitrarily divided. The existing

congressional districts of that county, two in number, had differed

in valuation but sixty-five cents, while the new division gave a

difference of $6.63; an amount representing $825,000 capital. 3

The apportionment law of 1802 was much more just. Adding

together the variation in each district between the real amount of

taxes paid and the sum which was represented, a total of $64.00

is thereby secured; while a similar total for the districts of 1812

gives a sum of $107. 34. 4 If we accept the valuation made by the

legislation of 1811-12 and apply it to the districts as they previously

existed, the sum of the fractions in excess and wanting amounts

to $92.48, an amount less than that arising from the mode of dis-

tricting in 1812. 4 Thus it seems that on the basis of valuation the

apportionment was very unfair and unjust. And this inequality

would have been lessened had the new valuation been applied to

the old districts. The reasons for this arbitrary apportionment

will be sought.

Heretofore the boundaries of counties had been observed in

senatorial districts. 5 In this apportionment they were entirely dis-

regarded. The most distorted districts were in Essex and Worces-

ter counties. The accompanying maps represent the four districts

of these two counties. 6

iColumbian Centinel, February 26, 1812. A "Protest" signed by the minority mem-
bers of the House. The Weekly Messenger, February 14, 1812, presents similar com-
parisons, with figures furnished by Mr. Rantoul of Beverly.

2The Weekly Messenger, February 21, 1812, reporting the debate in the legislature

on February 5th.
3The Weekly Messenger, February 21, 1812.

4The Weekly Messenger, April 3, 1812.

5New England Palladium, February 7, 1812.

6The maps are taken from The Weekly Messenger of March 6, 1812. In the county

of Essex the double dotted line indicates the division of the districts. In Worcester the
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Were Chelsea of the county of Suffolk added to Boston of the

same county, that Federal stronghold would h^ve been entitled to

six senators; so the town of Chelsea was added to the distorted

Essex district. Were Essex to vote as one district
,
previous elec-

tion returns indicated/ as well as the fact that the county had been

Federal for many years, that the entire number of senators from

that county would have been Federalist. The county of Worcester,

as well, was strongly Federal and the irregular division line estab-

lished by this law was decided upon for party reasons. The town

of Southboro was districted with the north half of the county, with

which it was not connected geographically. Cumberland and

Oxford counties, in Maine, were united into one district, although

these were not contiguous. Oxford was strongly Democratic and

was needed to overbear the vote of Cumberland. 2

The Federalists were not unaware of the meaning of this dis-

tricting bill.
3 When the measure was before the legislature it met

with the ridicule and opposition of the minority. A week before

the bill became a law the discussion in the Senate endeavored to

prove the measure unconstitutional, since the apportionment did

not closely comply with the amount of taxes paid; it was thought

further that the people were content with the old districts. Various

amendments were offered. It was moved that Bristol and Nor-

folk constitute separate districts with two senators to each, that

Worcester county remain one district, that the existing congres-

sional districts of Worcester be made the senatorial districts, that

Franklin be united to Berkshire, or to Hampshire county. These

various amendments were proposed in turn as one after another

was voted upon and lost. The vote in each instance was eighteen

to nineteen. All the Democrats voted against the amendments

and all the Federalists supported them. This fact in itself would

dotted line shows the boundary between the two existing congressional districts and the

parallel lines indicate the boundary of the new senatorial districts. A map of Worcester

county with the boundaries of towns indicated is given in the History of the County of

Worcester, -Peter Whitney, 1793.

!The vote for governor in 1811 is given in full in the New England Palladium, April

7, 10, 14, 17, 1812. The outer district of Essex included every Democratic town in the

county, with a majority of about four hundred votes for that party. The balance of the

county had a Federal majority of over 1,500. The Weekly Messenger, February 21, 1812.

Essex and Worcester, with Federal majorities of over 2,800, would elect one more Democrat
than Federalist. Ibid., March 6, 1812.

2The Weekly Messenger, February 7, 1812.
3A full report of the debates in the legislature upon this bill is found in The Weekly

Messenger, February 7, 14, 21, 28, 1812.
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WORCESTER COUNTY.

FROM THE WEEKLY MESSENGER, BOSTON, MARCH 6, 1812.

Note—Dotted line indicates former division into Congressional Districts. Par-
allel lines the new Senatorial Districts.
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ESSEX COUNTY".

FROM THE WEEKLY MESSENGER, BOSTON, MARCH 6, 1812.

Note—Dotted line indicates former division into Congressional Districts. Par-

allel lines the new Senatorial Districts.
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prove the partisan aspect of the bill and a study of the votes sus-

tains this view. The bill was passed hy the Senate by a vote of

nineteen to eighteen. 1

The next day, February 5th, the House considered the bill.

The inequalities of the provisions were dwelt upon and amendments
were offered. Motions to make Suffolk county and Worcester two

separate and entire districts were lost.
2 Mr. Hooper of Newbury-

port said the only reason for the agitation of the bill was the u con-

sequences and results." 3 Before the bill was passed he predicted

that three-fourths of the Senate would belong to one party, although

the people were evenly divided in the state. And Mr. Sullivan in

the course of the debate foretold the exact proportion that would

exist between the parties in the Senate after the election. 4 Mr.

Sumner made the same guess. 5 It thus would appear that the

Federalists were thoroughly aware of the meaning of the bill. The
House passed the measure on the seventh of February, by a vote of

278 to 231. 6

That the intended results of this law were generally known is

further evident from the number of resolutions passed throughout

the state and the numerous protests sent to the legislature. The
minority in the House signed a protest against the law, February

20th; the number of their names amounted to 224. Remonstrances

from Northampton, Longmeadow and Deerfield were received by

the legislature in February. 7 Resolutions were drawn up by the

people in various counties, assembled in convention. The Southern

district of Worcester thus denounced the measure on March 11th. 8

Bristol county resolutions were passed ten days later and those of

Middlesex as well. 9 Petitions against the measure were circulated

in Maine. 10 Even after the new legislature met in 1812, remon-

•New England Palladium, February 7, 1812. The same issue contains an article upon

"Senatorial Districts," which predicted that the Democrats would certainly control the

next Senate because of the successful working of the gerrymander.

2Salem Gazette, February 7, 1812.

3Salem Gazette, March 3, 1812, from the Weekly Messenger.
4Ibid., March 6, 1812.

5The Weekly Messenger, February 28, 1812, reporting the debate of February 6.

esalem Gazette, February 11, 1812.

^Columbian Centinel, February 26, 1812. The Weekly Messenger, February 21,

March 6, 1812.

^Thomas' Massachusetts Spy or Worcester Gazette, March 18; Columbian Centinel,

February 29, 1812.

»Columbian Centinel, March 25, 1812.

i<>New England Palladium, May 19, 1812.
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strances were submitted to that body by many towns. 1 An inter-

esting petition was presented at that session of the General Court

by the town of Ipswich in Essex county. To-day when a party

measure provoking such universal discussion is passed by a legis-

lature it is generally understood that the opposing party will repeal

the obnoxious law at the first opportunity. The course of party

action was not so well understood in 1812 and so the good people

of Ipswich petitioned the new legislature on June 5th to "alter"

the law which they characterized as " unconstitutional, unequal,

and unjust." 2

The Federalists saw in the measure clangers to the republic.

They held that it was a blow at the constitution and a travesty

upon the Bill of Rights when it allowed the minority to govern. 3

Colonel Flint during the debate called attention to the fact that

"it was to free ourselves from taxation where we had no representa-

tion, that our country fought and bled." And now this unfair

government was our own. 4 Some went so far as to advocate vio-

lent means if need be, to remove the "gerrymander senators" from

the legislature. Pickering, writing to Edward Pennington, says:

' But these senatorial usurpers will be ousted next year, by extraor-

dinary measures, if milder prove ineffectual." 5 He may have

had in mind the possibility of legal action, as it was soon after sug-

gested that the governor and council declare the election of senators

null and void, after conferring with the judges of the Supreme

Court, on the ground of illegal elections. 6

The Federalists affirmed that the districts were the product of

a party caucus; that they were intentionally arranged so as to give

the Democratic party, which was usually the minority in the state,

control of the Senate by a large majority. They .said the practice

of defeating the will of the majority in the state in this arbitrary

manner threatened the safety of republican institutions, that it

was usurpation. 7 They called the measure unconstitutional, because

JColumbian Centinel, May 30, 1812. The House met on May 27th, and the remon-
strances were presented the following day.

2History of Ipswich, Essex and Hamilton, by Joseph B. Felt, Cambridge, 1834, 137.
3Otis in Boston Gazette, February 6, 1812.

'The Weekly Messenger, February 21, 1812.
5New England Federalism, 1800-1815, Henry Adams, 388; the letter was written

July 12, 1812.
6Salem Gazette, August 7, 1812.
7Boston Gazette, February 13, 1812.
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it was based on taxes to be assessed and not on those already col-

lected. And even based on the valuation list the districts were

clearly made with partisan intent, and were extremely unequal.

The Democrats had but little to say upon the subject of their

districts. One of their newspaper organs at the time affirmed that

"the last districting is fully as conformable to the rule of taxes as

any previously adopted." 1 But it has been shown in these pages

that it was otherwise. In the course of the debate in the legisla_

ture the Democrats were called upon to explain certain groupings

of towns into districts. Mr. Smith of West Springfield replied and

endeavored to justify the formation of the Essex districts. He
stated that a respectable minority in the county had long been

without representation. The new districts would allow each party

to be represented in the Senate. 2 This is a very early and interest,

ing plea for proportionate representation. In later years propor-

tionate representation has been advocated as a remedy for the

evils of the gerrymander. Indiscreet Democrats on the floor of

the House were called to order by the Speaker when they seemed

on the point of revealing any party causes for the bill.

Another writer sought to justify the legislature for having passed

such a law by citing a precedent of the Federalists in 1808. In that

year the choice of nineteen electors was taken from the people, that

the electors might be appointed by the legislature. The districting

law of 1812 was no more irregular than that, he argued. 3 One of

the party of the minority in the state was of the opinion that no

inconvenience would result from the districts "except that the

Republican interest will be greatly strengthened thereby/' thus

frankly admitting that the bill was intended to gerrymander the

state. And he was of the opinion that the Federalists would have

formed partisan districts had they been likewise situated. 4 One

paper of the time seemed to rise above questions of party and to

remember the people. It asked what advantage would be gained

by the commonwealth. 5 But that was a humorous and not a purely

political publication.

As a result of the election twenty-nine Democratic senators, as

independent Chronicle, March 9, 1812.
2The Weekly Messenger, February 14, 28, 1812.
3Boston Patriot and Morning Advertiser, March 19, 1817; "The Senatorial Districts."
4Boston Patriot, March 11, 1812.

5The Satirist, Boston, February 19, 1812.
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had been predicted, were elected and but eleven Federalists. The

total vote for senators was 101,930. Of this number the Federal-

ists received 51,766 and the Democrats 50,164/ Thus the twenty-

nine Democratic senators were elected by a smaller vote than the

eleven Federalist senators received. The vote for governor at the

same election was 52,696 for Strong, the Federal candidate, and

51,326 for Gerry. 2 The state was decidedly Federal. The Federal-

ists in the legislature now numbered 429 and the Democrats but

321. 3 This is one of the most successful instances of the gerry-

mander on record.

Not only had the senatorial districts been gerrymandered, but

towns had likewise been divided for the purpose of forming new
election districts for the election of members to the lower house

of the legislature. 4 A few examples of this division will illustrate

the method. By the vote of 1811 for governor the town of Read-

ing cast 231 votes for Gore, the Federalist, and 134 for Gerry. This

town was then divided and South Reading was formed, and the

new town in 1812 gave a vote of 19 for Gore and 173 for Gerry.

Likewise, Brookfield in 1811 cast 291 ballots for Gore and 159 for

Gerry. It was divided and North Brookfield was incorporated, and

that town voted, in 1812, 88 for Gore and 92 for Gerry. 5 These

few examples will suffice to indicate that the gerrymander practice

was followed in establishing election districts for the election of state

representatives in 1812.

The -House of Representatives passed a bill to repeal the dis-

tricting law for senators and congressmen October 19th, 6 but the

Senate was still Democratic. Then the gerrymander became one

of the issues of the succeeding political canvass. 7 The next April

election exactly reversed the record of the year previous and

returned twenty-nine Federalists and eleven Democrats. 8 The
result caused great rejoicing among the Federalists. The press

of that party indulged in an outburst of mock seriousness under

Columbian Centinel, May 20, 1812.
2Niles' Register, II, 239; June 6, 1812.
3Columbian Centinel, May 27, 1812.
4The Weekly Messenger, April 17. Salem Gazette, February 11, 1812.
5New England Palladium, April 10, 1812.
6Columbian Centinel, October 21, 1812.

?Salem Gazette, April 2, 1813.
8Massachusetts Spy or Worcester Gazette, May 12; Columbian Centinel, May 12,

1813. Constitutionalist and Weekly Magazine, Exeter, New Hampshire, April 27, 1813.

quotes from Connecticut Mirror.
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such captions as ''The Great Magician's Dead"; "Obituary Notice"

of the Gerrymander. The supposed skeleton of that monster was

portrayed and its gravestone appropriately designed. 1 This gerry-

mander law was repealed June 16, 1813.

Much has been written concerning the gerrymandered districts

for senators in February of 1812; so much, in fact, that the parti-

san division of the state into congressional districts within the

same months has been entirely overlooked. 2 A law was enacted

February 28th which divided the state into twenty districts. Many
of these districts were very similar to the senatorial districts and

were pronounced instances of the gerrymander.

The Essex districts, for example, in each case are so closely

identical that it is odd no hue and cry has been raised concerning

the congressional districts. The distorted outer Essex district of

the senatorial divisions included the towns of Salisbury and Chelsea,

which the congressional district omitted. In other respects these

two districts were identical. The remaining Essex district was

the same in each case, with the exception that the congressional

district included Salisbury. These two districts were, therefore,

as positively Democratic and Federal as were the corresponding

senatorial districts. In like manner the two Worcester dis-

tricts of the one law closely resembled those of the other act.

In the congressional districts two towns of Middlesex were

added to the Worcester South district of the senatorial ap-

portionment, and four towns from the same county to .the sen-

atorial district called Worcester North. The population and vote

of these six towns, as indicated in the election of 1811, would

not modify the election returns from those of the vote on sen-

ator. In these and other instances the districts were very sim-

ilar in the two bills. This might readily be expected when the

total number of districts in the one case was eighteen and in the

other twenty.
With the division of counties and the union of a few towns from

two or more counties it would be possible to form districts equal in

population. Those established, however, varied from' 30,733 to

iSalem Gazette, April 6, 13, 1813. Massachusetts Manual or Political and Historical

Register, William Burdick, 1814, 90.

2Columbian Centinel, July 22. Salem Gazette, July 17, 1812.
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nearly 38,000/ but still few newspapers at the time perceived that

the state was gerrymandered for the federal election. 2

The result of the congressional election was not as favorable

to the Democrats as had been the senatorial election. Many of

the voters had transferred their support to the Federalists because

of the war with England. The vote polled was not as large as in

April. The two Essex districts elected Federalists. 3 And in many
other cases the majority had changed. Niles reports the election

of sixteen Federalists and but four Democrats. 4

Further proof that the state was gerrymandered in the forma-

tion of the congressional districts is found in the action of the Demo-
cratic Senate in endeavoring to secure the acceptance of the same

districts as electoral districts. And by following that policy the

Senate was exerting its influence for gerrymandered districts for

the third election in the state within the same year. The Demo-
crats, as we have seen, had succeeded in seating twenty-nine mem-
bers of the Senate to their opponents' eleven. The House had a

large Federal majority. The composition of the legislature in

Massachusetts at this period was exactly the reverse of the com-

position of that body in Pennsylvania in the years 1801-2. The
Federal majority in the Senate of Pennsylvania refused to permit

the appointment of electors at a joint session of the legislature.

The Democratic Senators of Massachusetts insisted upon dictating

the manner of choosing the electors of their state. The Federalists,

however, refused to see any similarity in the situations in the two

states. 5 For no one had maintained that the Federal Senate of

Pennsylvania in the earlier year had been elected by partisan dis-

tricts, while assertions were made that the Massachusetts Senate

had been illegally selected. More than that, the Pennsylvania Senate

had proposed electoral districts which the legislature considered

partisan, whereupon the Senate stood ready to compromise. The
Democrats sought to justify or explain their conduct by a refer-

ence to a Federalist practice of 1808. It was stated by one of their

papers that "in 1808, the Federal legislators assumed to themselves

iSalem Gazette, February 21, 1812. The two Hampshire districts had a total popu-
lation of 76,115.

2Columbian Centinel, July 22, 1812. Boston Gazette, November 5, 1812.
3Boston Gazette, November 5; New England Palladium, November 6; Salem Gazette,

November 6, 10, 1812.
4Niles' Register, November 14, 1812.
5New England Palladium, October 9, 1812.
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the improper power of appointing the electors of president and

vice-president. In 1812 was to be another appointment of electors-

The Republicans foresaw in 1811 that if the Federalists should get

both branches of the legislature into their hands in 1812 they would

again usurp the same improper power. The only way to prevent

this was to ensure a Republican majority in one of the two branches.

This they did, and they thereby actually did prevent the usurpation

of that power." 1 This is an indirect acknowledgment that the

Senate would resort to partisan practices to elect the congressmen.

In Massachusetts the Senate continued to insist upon the use

of the twenty congressional districts for electoral districts, with the

additional two electors, to which the state was entitled, to be elected

in any other manner. 2 The House endeavored to adjust the matter

harmoniously. The committee in behalf of the House offered vari-

ous propositions, all of which were rejected by the Senate committee.

The report of the committee made to the House on June 26th, says:

"We then inquired of them, whether any other mode of districting

could be devised, which would be acceptable; and were answered

in the negative." 3 In April the senatorial districts returned a large

majority of Democrats, and it was supposed by both parties that

the similarly formed congressional districts would be as favorable

to the Democrats in the choice of congressmen, and also of electors

should those districts be accepted for that purpose.

A letter from Henry Warren, a custom-house officer in Plymouth,

addressed to the Honorable Nathan Willis, who was a senator from

the county of Plymouth, indicates the partisan view taken by the

Democrats at that time. He writes: "I hope and trust the Senate

will persevere in making the congressional districts electoral dis-

tricts; so sure as you depart from that mode, so certain is this

county lost." 4

All suggestions other than that the congressional districts be

kept for the choice of electors being unacceptable to the Senate, 4

the legislature adjourned without providing for the choice of electors

of president. During the summer various resolutions were drawn

iBoston Patriot and Morning Advertiser, March 19, 1817.
2Boston Patriot, September 19, 1812. It was said that in 1796 the fourteen congres-

sional districts were made electoral districts and the additional two electors were chosen

at large. Ibid., October 17.

3Columbian Centinel, July 22, 1812. The House committee consisted of Samuel
Thatcher, William H. Sumner, and N. Tillinghast.

Columbian Centinel, July 22, 1812.
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up denouncing the action of the Senate. Delegates from fifty-six

towns of the counties of Hampshire, Franklin, and Hampden assem-

bled to denounce the Senate and to protest against war. 1 Similar

conventions for the identical purposes were frequently held in both

Maine and Massachusetts. 2 It certainly began to look as though

the state would have no voice in the election of president. The

governor convened the legislature in special session on October 14th

for the purpose of providing for the choice of electors. 3 Finally,

on the twenty-second it was determined that the electors should be

chosen in the Common Pleas Circuits. The Senate's vote upon this

proposition stood 21 to 12 in its favor, prominent Democrats being

opposed to the measure. 4

The Federalists believed that by this device they would . elect

nineteen of the twenty-two electors. The entire peace ticket,

however, was elected by large majorities. 5 Thus the gerrymander

legislation, which had been so thoroughgoing and persistent, came

to an end in Massachusetts for the year 1812.

The next appearance of the gerrymander was in New York

state. New York, as we have seen, was already a past-master in

the art of gerrymandering and could learn little from Massachu-

setts. 6 On June 10th the state was divided into twenty-one dis-

tricts to elect twenty-seven congressmen. The measure would

have been a law much earlier had not the legislature been prorogued

from the last of March until the 21st of May, because of its threatened

action on the United States Bank measures. By this apportion-

ment act, to the counties of Suffolk, Queens, Kings, and Richmond

were added the first two wards of New York City to form the first

district. A double-member district of extended length was thus

formed. The most eastern point of the district was one hundred

fifty or more miles from the metropolis. The Democrats were

strong in the east. 7 The interests of the city were commercial and

Federal, while the counties were Democratic. In the vote 8 of that

iColumbian Centinel, July 25, 1812.
2Ibid., August 8, 12, 15; September 2, 12, 1812.
3Boston Patriot, October 17, 24, 1812.
4Salem Gazette, October 27; New England Palladium, November 23; Columbian

Centinel, October 24, 1812.
5Salem Gazette, November 17; Columbian Centinel, November 14; December 2, 9,

1812.

BMcMaster's History of the People of the United States, IV, 370.
7New York Herald, December 26, 1812.
8New York Evening Post, December 3, 1812.
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year there was no opposition in the first two wards to the Federalist

candidates, but the Democratic majority of the counties was expected

to offset the vote of the city wards.

When the bill was before the House on May 30th, Mr. Jones

moved to reconsider the clause establishing the first district. He
would have Suffolk and Queens form one district and Kings, Rich-

mond and the first three wards of the city united to form the second.

In his arrangement he took a very early stand for single-member

districts. He urged that the principle should not be departed from

except through necessity or because of strong reasons; neither of

which existed in this instance. But valid reasons could be assigned

in this particular case for dividing the double district, he said. His

motion to reconsider was lost by a vote of 47 to 49. 1

In his speech Mr. Jones referred to the action taken by Suffolk

county denouncing the bill. A Democratic meeting in that county

had expressed its disapproval of the measure on the ground that

distant points with opposite interests were joined together. So

large a district deprived the citizens of "an opportunity to acquire

that knowledge of the character of their candidates for office which

they deem important in a free government. 7 ' 2 It was feared the

city wards would control the election. That the workings of the

gerrymander were not generally understood by the masses at that

time is evident from the opposition displayed by this Democratic

meeting placing itself on record against a partisan measure of its

own party. Or this action may have been a political trick intended

to quiet the Federalists. That party was confident that Suffolk

would control the election and decide against the interests of the

city. 3 The remaining wards of the city were mainly Federal accord-

ing to the last election, 4 but for the past twelve years the city had

sent Democrats to Congress, 5 as it was joined with other counties.

At the election the first district voted Democratic by a small majority. 6

Another gerrymandered district was the seventeenth, consisting

of Herkimer and Madison counties. These counties were not con-

*New York Evening Post, June 3, 1812.
2New York Herald, February 18, 1812.
3New York Herald, February 25, 1812, from a correspondent at. Albany under date

of February 20.

4New York Herald, May 4, 1811.
5New York Herald, December 19, 1812.
6Ibid., December 26, 1812.
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tiguous. Madison was somewhat doubtful; but the district voted

Democratic.

The result of the election was favorable to nineteen Federalists,

six Democrats and two more who were of the latter party, but were

opposed to the war. 1 There were many causes for this result. But

five of the seventeen congressmen from New York were Federalists

at the time of the election. The chief causes undoubtedly were a

dislike for the war, the effect of the prorogation of the legislature,

and Gallatin's tax bill.
2 The gerrymander districting bill was also

assigned as a cause of the Democratic defeat. 3 It was said that

"the plan they pursued to ensure success has been one cause of

their defeat; the arbitrary division has assisted in opening the

eyes of the people." 4

The fifth instance of an attempted or successful gerrymander in

this year arose in a third state, in New Jersey. 5 The control of the

legislature of the state passed into the hands of the Federalist party

in the fall elections of 1812. That body at once took the choice

of electors from the people and proceeded themselves to appoint

them. It also substituted districts for the election of congressmen

in place of the general ticket. 6 The enactment of this law is very

similar to the history of the districting law of 1798 in New Jersey.

This new law was passed November 7, 1812. It was somewhat

anticipated by the Democrats that the Federalist legislature might

"alter the law respecting the choice of members of Congress . . . .

but which we think the hardihood of Federalism dare not put in

execution." 7 And it was forthwith predicted that an election of

congressmen by a general ticket would be favorable to the Demo-
crats. One paper threatened the Federalists with the prophecy

that Essex, Morris, and Sussex counties would outvote the balance

of the state and control the election for the Democrats. This was

presupposing that the election would be by general ticket. A
Federalist paper replied: "We trust that this threat will be duly

iNew York Herald, December 30, 1812.

zibid., May 9, 1812.
3New York Gazette and General Advertiser, December 19, 1812. New York Evening

Post, December 18, 1812.
4New York Herald, December 19, 1812. Quoted in the Salem Gazette, December 22.
5New Jersey as a Colony and as a State, Francis Bazley Lee, New York, 1902, III, 87, 88.

McMaster's History, IV, 194-5.
6Niles' Register, III, 160, November 7, 1812.
7The Centinel of Freedom, October 20, 1812. New England Palladium, October 27,

1812.
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attended to. We have been long enough overwhelmed by such

gentry." 1

The legislature met October 27th. On the 30th a committee of

three was appointed to report a bill for choosing members of Con-

gress. The report was made the next day. It was at first proposed

to divide the state into six districts. The county of Gloucester was

to be divided. The population in these districts was very unequal.

The second district contained nearly two-thirds as many inhabit-

ants as did the fifth and sixth districts combined. It was thought

the Federalists felt uncertain of the fourth district, which was com-

posed of Hunterdon and Somerset counties, and so determined to

establish three double-member districts. The Democrats sought to

amend the bill, for they saw the aim of the measure was to elect

four Federalists and two Democrats. 2 The amendments failed to

carry by a vote of 22 to 17.

Ten additional members were added to the committee appointed

to report the bill, and the measure was returned to the committee

November 4th. The bill finally passed by a vote of 23 to 17,
3 and

provided for three districts.

The formation of the districts was made in the following manner:

The counties of Bergen, Sussex, Essex, and Morris constituted the

first district; Middlesex, Monmouth, Somerset, and Hunterdon the

second. Burlington, Gloucester, Cape-May, Cumberland, and Salem

formed the third district. To each district were apportioned two

members. The population was widely different in these three sections.

The first district numbered 89,964 and the third 73,786 inhabitants.

It was generally conceded that the Democrats would elect two

of the six congressmen, for the first district was made overwhelm-

ingly Democratic. It afforded a conspicuous instance of the prac-

tice of consolidating vast numbers of the voters of the opposing

party in one district. In October of this year Essex county cast

2,000 ballots for the Democratic candidates and that, too, when

there was no opposition to the ticket in that county. It was a

county which could respond to the call of party. In the year 1806

a total vote of 15,000 polls was cast in the county, although it was

iTrenton Federalist, November 2, 1812. Its retort is to the Newark Centinel.

2The True American, Trenton, November 16, and the New Jersey Journal, November
17, 1812, print "An address from the Republican, or Democratic members of both houses

of the legislature to their constituents."

3Votes and Proceedings of the 37th General Assembly of New Jersey, 1812, 29, 31, 32,

67, 68.
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estimated that but 3,500 were legal voters. Reports of attempted

intimidation were common in this as well as in Morris county. 1

The October vote of the counties which in November were

arranged as the first district was as follows: Essex county's Demo-
cratic majority was 2,000 votes, Morris had a majority for the same

party of 1,800 and Sussex one of 1,000. The remaining county,

Bergen, gave the Federalist ticket a majority of 300.

In the second district the counties with Federal majorities were,

Middlesex with 300, Monmouth with 25, Somerset with 400, and

Hunterdon returned a divided vote. In the third district Gloucester

supported the Federal ticket with a majority of 400, Burlington

with about 1,000 and Cape-May with approximately 100. Cumber-

land was Democratic by 235 votes and Salem by 100. 2

The proximity of the election for congressmen permitted a close

estimate of the size of the vote for each party, based upon the

October elections. The results were as had been expected. The

first district gave an average Democratic majority of about 4,329.

The second district had an average Federalist majority of 1,338;

and in the third there was no Democratic opposition. 3 A paper of

the defeated party estimated that by a general ticket the Demo-
crats would have carried the election by more than 3,000 votes. 4

The law was recognized as being a party subterfuge and had in

a measure been expected. Similar practices in the state in 1798

and a few months prior, in both Massachusetts and New York, may
have somewhat prepared the people for such a bill. The Feder-

alists contented themselves with setting forth the advantage of

districts over an election by the state at large. 5 The Democrats

were of the opinion that the Federalists would find difficulty in

reconciling " their conduct with the duty to their country, or to

satisfy their own consciences." 6

As in the Massachusetts instance, this New Jersey law was also

short-lived. Dickerson presented a bill in the House on October

i Trenton Federalist, January 4, 1813; November 30, 1812.
2Votes are given in The True American, October 26, November 2; Trenton Federalist,

October 19, 26; November 30; New York Herald, October 17, 21; New England Palladium,

October 27; New Jersey Journal, October 27, 1812.
3The Centinel of Freedom, January 26, February 2, 1813. Trenton Federalist, January

18, 25, 1813.
4The Centinel of Freedom, February 2, 1813.
5Trenton Federalist, December 28, 1812, an address to the third district, made Decem-

ber 16.

«The True American, November 16, 1812.
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29, 1813, for the repeal of this law. During the discussion on the

next day some of the members favored districts. But a motion

against districts carried by a vote of 14 to 24/ and this law was

repealed November 3, 1813, and the election of Federal representa-

tives by a general ticket was ordered by law in its stead.

A partisan paper in New England asserted that Maryland was

gerrymandered during this year by the Democrats for the election

of presidential electors instead of electing them by a general ticket. 2

This accusation undoubtedly arose from ignorance of the county

representation then in vogue in Maryland. 3 The Federalists in the

lower House in the state legislature outnumbered the Democrats

two to one in 1812/ and it is difficult to believe that that majority

would have allowed the minority to control the formation of elec-

tion districts. Then the war entered into the consideration, so that

four counties which were Democratic the previous year were now
Federalist. 5

Although Virginia was furnishing a citizen to preside over the

nation, yet the state was not entirely and uniformly in accord with

the administration. When the state was districted for the election

of congressmen this rivalry between the parties manifested itself.

February 6, 1813, twenty-three new districts were formed.

This is an instance where the districts must be carefully scruti-

nized in order to establish the charge of partisan legislation. Janu-

ary 30, 1802, the state was divided into twenty-two districts. The
new census had increased the apportionment but one member.

Seventeen districts of each law were identical. The nineteenth

district of the new law, corresponding to the eighteenth of the old,

was not composed of contiguous counties. 6 These counties were

almost unanimously Democratic, as were also Brunswick, Lunen-

burg, and Mecklenburg, 7 which formed an adjacent district. Had
these seven counties been rearranged into two districts of contiguous

territory the success of the Democratic ticket could not have been

jeoparded. The outline of this severed district can not, therefore,

1 Trenton Federalist, November 15, 1813.

2Salem Gazette, November 20, 1812.
3Results of county representation which might suggest a gerrymander are discussed in

Niles' Weekly Register, XI, 146-7, November 2, 1816.

4Niles' Register, V, 111, October 16, 1813.
5New England Palladium, October 13, 1812.
eM. Carey & Son, Atlas, 1818. The counties composing this district were Dinwiddie,

Prince George, Greensville and Nottoway, with the town of Petersburg.
7The Enquirer, Richmond, November 6-27, 1812.
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be attributed to party legislation. It indicates rather an indiffer-

ence to the formation of districts in accordance with geographical

considerations.

Several districts, however, were altered for party reasons. We
shall notice first the second and fourth districts; the changes made
in them were for partisan purposes, as is evident from the vote of

one county. The law of 1802 formed the second district of the

counties of Berkeley, Jefferson, and Hampshire, and the fourth dis-

trict of Rockingham, Hardy, Pendleton, Augusta, and Bath coun-

ties. The law of 1813 left these two districts undisturbed with the

exception of one county. Hardy county was transferred to the

second district. The difference in population existing between the

two districts was less than four thousand in favor of the change,

but the lawmakers concerned themselves but little with the ques-

tion of ratio of population in the districts. In proof of this we
have but to recall that in the past years the population of the western

counties had greatly increased and yet not all of the western dis-

tricts had been changed.

Hardy county polled a majority of 190 votes for the Federalist

ticket in the presidential election of 1812. If it remained in the

fourth district it imperiled the success of the Democratic ticket.

The second district was already surely Federalist and more votes

of that party in the district could do no harm. Such seems to have

been the reason for the change in these two districts.

Another district that was gerrymandered was the old twelfth

or new thirteenth. The proof of this is largely developed from a

study of the size of that district and the adjoining districts; but the

party vote should be considered as well. The counties forming

the thirteenth district, with their population, were as follows: 1

Accomack 8,632 Free Persons 9,226 All Others than Free
Elizabeth City . . . 1,799 " " 1,734

"

Gloucester 4,183 " " 5,798
"

James City 1,354 " " 2,320 " " "
"

Middlesex 1,811 " " 2,476
"

Matthews 2,118 " " 2,068
"

Northampton.... 3,224 " " 3,350 " " "
"

Warwick 607 " " 1,120 " " "
"

York 1,789 " " 2,931 " " "
"

Ledger, February
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An adjacent district composed of Henrico, Charles City, Han-
over, New Kent counties and the city of Richmond contained 21,401

free persons and 24,370 other persons. A second adjacent district

consisted of King and Queen, King William, Essex, and Caroline

counties. It contained 17,845 free persons and 28,219 others.

The first district under consideration contained a total of free

persons and three-fifths of all others amounting to 44,131. The
second named district had a total of 36,023; and the third, 34.777.

The two counties of James City and Middlesex, included in the

first mentioned district, contained a population entitled to repre-

sentation of 2,746 and 3,297 respectively. These counties taken

from the district would leave 38,088 as the representative number
of that district. Should James City, the county adjacent to New
Kent, be added to the second district, the representative number
there would amount to 38,769. Add Middlesex to the third dis-

trict, as it adjoins the county of King and Queen, and that district

would contain 38,074 persons to be represented. This disposition

of the counties would very closely equalize the three districts. As

established by law the Accomack district exceeded the two adjacent

districts by eight and ten thousand persons. This inequality

undoubtedly was due to the desire to overcome the heavy Federalist

vote in Accomack and Northampton counties. Their vote was

to be offset by two counties which should not have been included

in the district, since the district thus formed was about a third

larger than any other in the state. 1

The counties of this gerrymandered district, in the previous fall,

had given a vote of 798 for the Democrats and 480 for the Federal-

ists. Middlesex and James City had swelled the number to those

totals by 204 and 7. Had those counties been out of the district

the vote would have stood 594 and 473. 2 In that election the

vote of Accomack had been light, it being 62 for the Democratic

ticket and 322 for the Federalist. In the congressional election that

followed, the vote of that county[was 61 and 735. The Democratic

vote was nearly identical in the two elections. Northampton cast

but seven Democratic votes in each election and increased its

Federal vote by 65. Two other political units of the district changed

their Democratic vote but three votes between them. 3 It is fair

i Norfolk Gazette and Publick Ledger, May 12, 1813.
2The Enquirer, November 6-27, 1812.

3Norfolk Gazette and Publick Ledger, May 12, 26, 1813.
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to presume, then, that the Accomack county vote polled in the

fall of 1812 was understood to be light and that the county was a

Federal stronghold. The Democrats were endeavoring to offset its

vote. In the congressional election, however, the vote of the dis-

trict stood 1072 to 1015 in favor of the Federalists. 1

In this same election John Randolph of Roanoke failed of re-

election and lost his seat in Congress to Jefferson's son-in-law, John

W. Eppes. Boston papers announced that his district had been

gerrymandered. 2 But the charge was unfounded. The district

remained identical with that of 1802. In the second election of

President Madison the majority for him in the district had been

over five hundred votes. 3 Randolph had a strong hold on the dis-

trict, but lost the election by 174 votes, and regained the office two

years later by a majority of 62 votes. 4 But there was nothing unfair

to him or the Federalists in the formation of the district.

The result of the election in the Accomack district, to the

advantage of the Federalists, was attributed largely to the gerry-

mander. The unequal arrangement of the counties of that and

other districts stimulated the citizens to greater exertions. 5 The

law was thought to do great injustice especially to the counties of

Accomack and Northampton by attempting to deprive them of

their just representation. 6 And the people of those counties by their

votes sought to discountenance such legislation.

Partisan legislation as shown in the formation of election dis-

tricts may be cleverly enacted or done clumsily. An instance of the

former sort occurred in New Hampshire on June 23, 1813. Twelve

senatorial districts were newly formed. The districts of the pre-

vious law of 1803 were but slightly modified. In several cases the

change was such as would not affect the result of the election. One
or two towns would be added to or taken from other districts appar-

ently for the purpose of concealing the real design of modification

elsewhere. The first two districts were gerrymandered in 1813 by

a change in the districts of 1803 of but four towns. In the last

election the old first district had voted nearly two to one for William

!For the votes of the congressional election of this district see Norfolk Gazette and
Publick Ledger, May 12, 26, 1813.

2Columbian Centinel, April 21; Boston Gazette, April 22, 1813.

3The Enquirer, November 6-27, 1812.
4The Weekly Messenger, May 5, 1815. Boston Gazette, April 24, June 1, 1815.

SNorfolk Gazette and Publick Ledger, February 22, 1813.

^Norfolk Gazette and Publick Ledger, May 12, 1813.
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Plummer for governor. The second district stood 1330 against

1189 in favor of John T. Oilman. The three towns of Hampton,
Hampton Falls, and Seabrook, the only towns of this district which

had returned a majority for Gilman, were taken from the first dis-

trict and given to the second, and Plaistow was omitted from the

second district. The transfer of these four towns would increase

the Federal majority close to two hundred votes and would promise

Federal success in the second district.

In the fifth district Gilman's vote had been 1,424 and Plummer's

1,395. The Federal majority was, therefore, but twenty-nine. To
increase that number was the motive for adding one town to the

district in 1813. Alton voted 144 to 68 in favor of Gilman and

was, therefore, added to the fifth district, and the probable Federal

majority in the district was thus increased to over a hundred.

Alton had been taken from the sixth district; the Federal majority

in the sixth district was lessened by the withdrawal of that town,

and to offset that disadvantage the Democratic towns of Adams,

Bartlett, and Chatham were omitted from the new district.

A similar shifting of five towns occurred in the tenth district.

The vote had stood 1,627 against 1,469 for Gilman. The towns of

Westmoreland, Stoddard, and Surry had voted 341 to 302 for Gilman.

The new law excluded them from the district and substituted the

two towns of Claremont and Croydon. These two towns had voted

351 to 157 for the Federalists. It is apparent that by these votes,

thus changed, the Federalists would gain 155 votes and make the

district stronger for that party. The withdrawal of Claremont and

Croydon from the eleventh district could not affect the decision

there, for that district had voted 1,878 against 1,063 in favor of the

Federal ticket. 1

It may not be clear from the foregoing facts that the state was

gerrymandered. The changes that were made in the districts were

few, and in no instance was the alteration such as to promise to

give a district to the Federalists when it had formerly voted for the

Democrats. But there is no doubt that the state was divided into

districts in a most pronouncedly partisan manner. In the last

election Gilman's majority had been 847 in the entire state, and still

iVotes for the last election under the old districts are given in the Constitutionalist

and Weekly Magazine, March 23, 30, 1813. They are also given in the Columbian Centinel,

March 24, 1813.
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the number of senators chosen from his party was nine out of the

twelve. The changes made in the boundary lines of the new dis-

tricts were calculated to secure a recurrence of that majority in

the Senate to the dominant party.

Moreover, the Democratic press denounced the legislature for

passing such a law and within three years it was exulting in the

defeat of every legislator who had voted for the measure. 1 After

the Democrats came into power they changed the districts, December

26, 1816.

Thus we have seen that the two years 1812 and 1813 were

particularly favorable for the operation of the gerrymander in

the eastern states.

iBoston Patriot and Morning Advertiser, May 25, 1816. The American, Hanover,
March 27 and May_22, 1816.



CHAPTER VI

THE GERRYMANDERS FROM 1814 TO 1840

Party and factional strife were undoubtedly more violent in the

two years just considered than at any other period from the adop-

tion of the federal constitution until these years. The Massachu-

setts Federalists felt aggrieved because of the districting law of

1812, and seemed to believe that its injustice was sufficiently great

to justify their own party in committing somewhat similar violence

to the claim of justice.

In 1813 the Federalists succeeded in electing the identical num-

ber of senators that their political opponents had secured in the

election of the previous year. With this overwhelming majority in

the legislature, they proceeded to district the commonwealth for

the election of state senators. The bill received the governor's

signature February 24, 1814. Sixteen districts were formed for

the election of forty senators. Maine was granted eight. In

Massachusetts proper, with but two exceptions, each county formed

a separate district. Dukes and Nantucket were equitably joined

to elect one senator. The second exception was justly open to the

attacks of the Democrats. The three counties of Hampshire,

Hampden, and Franklin were united to elect three senators.

In the first place, the union of several counties was severely

opposed by the Federalists two years before, when the Democrats

had united Norfolk and Bristol to form one district. And now
they carried through a provision which they, themselves, had char-

acterized as an injustice when it was enacted by another party. In

the next place, the Federalists joined these three counties for party

purposes. Hampden was a doubtful county; the parties there

were quite evenly divided and the Democrats, or Republicans, as

they were then called, might possibly have elected their ticket in

the county. 1 The other two counties were Federalist. There

existed no other reason than the foregoing for deviating from the

1Boston Patriot and Morning Advertiser, March 13, 1816.
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general rule and assigning three senators to three counties con-

jointly. By the valuation list each county paid taxes sufficient to

entitle it to one senator.

A few months later, June 14, 1814, the legislature of Massachu-

setts enacted a law dividing the state into congressional districts,

which were but little modified in general plan from those established

in 1812 by the Democrats. The towns of Middlesex county were

still scattered among six districts. One district was entirely com-

posed of Middlesex towns. Of the remaining sixteen towns which

were joined to five districts, twelve had returned a Democratic major-

ity in the spring election of 1814 for governor. 1 The Essex North

district consisted entirely of towns of Essex county plus South

Reading of Middlesex, whose vote had stood 21 to 158 against Gov-

ernor Strong, the Federalist. The district promised a strong vote

for the dominant party. Thus one by one the Democratic towns

of Middlesex were disposed of by the Federalist legislature.

Berkshire district was formed to consist of all the towns of that

county with the town of Middlefield of Hampshire added. The

vote of the county had been 2,744 to 2,708 for Strong, the Federalist

nominee, as against Dexter,' the Democratic candidate. Middlefield

would increase that majority on the basis of the last election 58

votes and make the district fairly certain for the Federal cause.

A newspaper 2 of the opposition depicted a monster serpent which

it called "The British Basilisk," represented as holding in its coils,

in the Suffolk district, several towns whose Democratic vote would

be offset by Boston. The writer said their votes were thus stifled.

The cartoon undoubtedly was designed to replace the now famous

gerrymander sketch of 1812, but it did not succeed in securing

much attention. After the election had been held the opposition

explained, and rightly, that the Federal increase in votes in Middle-

sex county was due especially to the " unconstitutional hackings

and hewings of the state." 3

Another pronouncedly partisan measure was enacted in Massa-

chusetts February 15, 1816, when the districting law for senators,

which had been passed two years before, was amended. It gave

*The Massachusetts Manual or Political and Historical Register, by William Burdick,

June, 1814.

2Boston Patriot, July 2, 1814.
3Boston Gazette, November 9, 1814.
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one senator to the counties of Barnstable, Dukes and Nantucket,

instead of allowing Barnstable to remain separate. The measure

of two years previous, passed by the same party, the Federalist,

assigned two senators to these three counties, arranged in two dis-

tricts. In 1816 the representation of this section was reduced by
one senator and the same was added to the district composed of

Hampshire, Hampden and Franklin counties, though that already

had three senators.

The law could be questioned by the Democrats for two reasons:

First, it modified a law made but two years earlier by the party

which was now altering it; second, it did injustice to the eastern

districts. The valuation list remained unchanged. The rate of

taxes paid by the three western counties was $89.75 of each $1,000

paid into the state treasury. The whole tax in the three eastern

counties was $38.19. Allowing twenty-five dollars out of each

thousand paid to represent the sum which entitled a district to

one senator, the western district could be allowed three and still

have a fraction of $14.75 unrepresented. The eastern counties by

the same rule were entitled to one senator, above which apportion-

ment remained a fraction of $13.19. It was then argued that to

the six counties could be apportioned five senators; that the frac-

tion, $14.75, was larger than $13.19, and, therefore, one senator

should be taken from the east and given to the west. But this

argument, if it were true now, must also have been true in 1814, as

the same valuation lists were used, but the apportionment was not

so made in 1814.

The injustice of this procedure was shown at the time. 1 The

difference in the fractions was but $1.56, a sum representing not

the fifteenth part of a senator, and yet it caused the loss of one

senator to the east. Attention was called to the fact that while

$14.75 was larger than $13.19, yet relatively it was smaller. The

larger sum belonged to a district electing three senators and the

smaller remained to a district which was to be allowed but one.

At the rate of $14.75 to a district electing three senators, the frac-

iBoston Patriot and Morning Advertiser, March 13, 1816. An article entitled "Censor

No. 1. A late unprincipled act of a Federal legislature." The same material appeared

as a broadside and was used as a campaign document in that year. The library of the

Wisconsin State Historical Society, at Madison, has a copy of this broadside bound with

the Patriot of the above date and another bound in the volume of "New England Local

Newspapers, 1811-20." The broadside is entitled: "Solemn Appeal to the Electors of

Massachusetts!"
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tion to a district assigned but one would be $4.91, and yet the Barn-

stable district had a fraction remaining of $13.19.

What was the reason for this modification of a law within two

years? The western district had remained Federal, but Barnstable

had " flopped." In 1814 Barnstable county gave a vote of 2,155

for Strong; and 1,662 for Dexter, the Democratic nominee for gov-

ernor. In 1815 the vote in that county, which was also a district,

had stood 1,312 to 1,546 for the two candidates respectively. 1

Dukes and Nantucket voted a Democratic majority as early as 1814. 2

The Democrats also charged the Federalists with breaking faith

when they passed the bill in the House. The time assigned for the

third reading was four o'clock. Instead, the bill was read fifteen or

twenty minutes earlier and passed before the full opposition arrived.

And in this manner the law was rushed through the House. 3 It

was predicted that had this districting law not been passed the new
Senate would have been composed of twenty members of each party. 3

And the result of the election nearly verified the guess. Twenty-one

of the newly elected senators were Federalists and eighteen were

Democrats. One vacancy arose in Berkshire. 4

It was charged that the districting law had produced this result.

The Democrats issued a circular, signed by three members of the

central committee, which announced the result of the election and

assigned the gerrymander as a cause. 5 They called the law the

introduction of the "rotten borough system." 6 And the next year

that party attempted to make votes by presenting the facts attend-

ant upon the passage of the law. 7 It was thought that the voters

would not endorse such partisan legislation.

While the Federalists were thus occupied in Massachusetts their

rivals in New Hampshire were following a similar program. The
last of this year, 1816, the Democrats altered the senatorial dis-

tricts of New Hampshire which had been established three years

earlier by the Federalists. The first district in the spring election

iWeekly Messenger, April 7, 14, 1815. Different figures are given, but with the same
party victory, in The Massachusetts Manual or Political and Historical Register, William
Burdick, Boston, June, 1814.

2Massachusetts Manual, William Burdick, June, 1814.
3Boston Patriot and Morning Advertiser, March 13, 1816.

Columbian Centinel, May 15, 1816. Massachusetts Spy, May 22, 1816.
5Columbian Centinel, May 1; the circular was dated April 20, 1816.
6Boston Patriot and Morning Advertiser, May 4, 1816.

?Ibid., March 19, 1817.
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had chosen a Democrat. The vote for governor that year was

largely in favor of the Democrats within the same district. The
alteration now made in 1816 removed three Democratic towns

from the district, Newmarket, Lee, and Durham, and three of the

opposing party were substituted, namely, Hampton, Hampton
Falls, and Seabrook. With these changes made, the district still

promised Democratic success and would offset the Federal majorities

of those three towns, and so prevent them from counting else-

where.

The second district had elected a Federal senator in the spring

election. To change this result the district of 1813 was modified

by omitting the three Federal towns which were added in 1816 to

the first district, and by adding three Democratic towns in their

place: Atkinson, Durham, and Newmarket. In the election for

governor the three Federal towns had given a majority of 152 for

the Federal candidate. The three Democratic towns cast 164 more

vote's for their candidate than for the opposition 1 party. This

exchange of towns meant a change of 316 votes on the basis of the

election for governor and it was supposed to be sufficient to elect

a Democrat.

Slight alterations were made in each of the other districts. In

some there appeared to be no party reason for the substitution of

a town or two. Other reasons may have existed, or those changes

perhaps were made with the intent to conceal the partisan designs

in such districts as the first and the second.

In the fall of 1816 the state of Maryland was most successfully

districted in a partisan manner for the choice of electors. Four

counties were divided in the formation of those districts. In the

election of the year previous the Federalists had carried twelve

counties by a majority of 3,363, and the Democrats had secured

seven by a majority of 8,798, which gave a party surplus of 5,435

in the state to the Democratic party. 2 In the election of 1816 the

Federalists secured increased gains in a number of counties and

succeeded in gaining the vote of two additional counties. 3

The state was now divided into nine districts to choose eleven

electors. According to the division of votes in the September

^he vote for governor in the spring of 1816 is given in The American, Hanover, N. H.,

March 20, 27.

2Maryland Republican, Annapolis, August 24, 1816; October 7, 14, 1815.
3Maryland Republican, September, 14, 1816.
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election the Federalists would be entitled to at least four of the

electors; whereas the districts were so formed as to promise but

two to that party. 1 With so large a number of counties containing

a Federal majority, this result could not be secured without

design.

It was accomplished by making two districts overwhelmingly

Federalist, the first and the ninth. The first contained St. Mary

and Charles counties, together with the fifth election district of

Prince George county. In the two counties there was usually no

Democratic opposition, and the district offered no opposition to

the Federal nominee in 1816. The ninth district was composed

of the counties of Somerset and Worcester, with two election dis-

tricts of Dorchester; each of these political units regularly returned

Federalist majorities. The Democrats did not present any oppo-

sition in this district. The remaining Federalist counties were

judiciously grouped with Democratic counties or parts thereof in

such a manner as to be overwhelmed by the Democratic vote. To
equalize the Federalist vote in the second district, the counties of

Prince George and Montgomery were divided. A part of Mont-

gomery, the first and second election districts, was joined with

Anne Arundel county and Baltimore city to carry the district for

the Democrats. The division of Montgomery was most unnatural.

It was joined to Baltimore by a strip which extended the length of

Anne Arundel county. 2

The Federal majorities of Frederick and Alleghany counties

were offset by Washington county. These three counties formed

the fourth district. Baltimore county, exclusive of the city, con-

stituted the fifth. Harford, in the sixth, with a large Democratic

majority, was joined with Cecil, which had a Federal vote of smaller

majority. Likewise, Federal Kent and Democratic Queen Anne
counties were united for the seventh district.

The formation of the eighth district was interesting. It con-

sisted of Talbot and Caroline counties and the first election district

of Dorchester. Talbot and Caroline in the September election had

given the Federal ticket a majority of 135. Dorchester county was

Federal by nearly two hundred votes. The only Democratic elec-

tion district of the county was the upper or first district. It had

Maryland Republican, November 2, 1816. •

2McMaster's History, IV, 370.
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returned at the last election 456 Democratic votes as against 161

Federalist ballots. 1 In forming the district, then, Dorchester was

divided and the first election district of that county was joined to

Talbot and Caroline counties for the purpose of nullifying their

Federal majorities.

The result of the election was nearly as favorable to the Demo-
crats as they themselves had expected. They had conceded these

two districts, the first and the ninth, to their rivals. Only one of

the others failed them; it was the eighth, which they had taken

such precautions to form by dividing Dorchester county. 2

The eight Democratic electors thus chosen met in Annapolis

December fourth to cast their ballots for president and vice-

president. As the three Federalists had not arrived, they adjourned

to meet that evening at six o'clock. At that hour the Federalists

had failed to arrive and the Democrats discharged the duty for which

they had been elected. 3 And thus it was that in 1816 the electoral

vote of Maryland was only eight, whereas it was eleven in the presi-

dential elections both preceding and following.

The principle of the gerrymander appeared in Maryland at about

the same time in another act of the legislature. 4 The city of Balti-

more was enlarged by the addition of the precincts and adjacent

territory. This gave the city a population of about sixteen thou-

sand five hundred people. It was then equal in population or property

to any one of seven or eight counties and to any two of several

other counties. But the counties had the power of sending four

members each to the legislature and the city was allowed but two.

It is estimated that about nine-tenths of the people of both the

precincts and the city objected to this combination. Baltimore

city prior to this had regularly returned a large Democratic vote,

while the balance of the county was Democratic by a smaller majority.

Niles accused the legislature of partisan motives when he wrote:

"Of the political motives that led to this procedure, it does not

belong to this work to say anything." 5 By joining the Federal

precincts to the city the county would become more certainly Demo-
cratic.

Maryland Republican, September 14, 1816.
2Maryland Republican, November 23, 1816.
3Maryland Republican, December 7, 1816.
4Maryland Laws of 1816-7. ThiS one was enacted February 3, 1817.

5Niles' Weekly Register, XII, 16, March 1, 1817.
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The rivalry between the national political parties began to dis-

appear towards the close of Monroe's first term of office. The "era

of good feeling" was marked by the absence of partisan activity.

The government was running smoothly, and there seemed no reason

or desire to oppose it. When Monroe was elected to his second term

of office he received every vote of the electoral college but one.

An elector of the state of New Hampshire voted for John Quincy

Adams for president. 1

In this utter absence of partisanship there was little incentive

to gerrymander a state. The dominant party seldom did political

violence to the rights of its rival. Instead, suggestions were made
with a view to prevent the partisan districting of particular states

• in the future.

The constitution of Alabama adopted in 1819 contained pro-

visions which would tend to restrict the possibilities of a gerry-

mander. Each county was to be the unit for the House, but sena-

torial districts might be formed of several counties. But, when so

formed, the counties "of which such district consists, shall not be

entirely separated by any county belonging to another district;

and no county shall be divided in forming a district." 2 Provision

was thus made for districts to be composed of contiguous counties,

but they were not required to be compact.

In the Massachusetts convention of 1820 resolutions were intro-

duced forbidding the division of counties when senatorial districts

were being formed. The county boundaries were generally well-

established and seldom altered, while on the other hand election

districts were temporary. It appeared that no inconvenience

would result from this restriction, whereas much inconvenience had

arisen from the divisions made by partisan legislatures. 3

In the committee of the whole during this convention a reso-

lution was reported by a select committee to the effect that every

county should constitute a separate senatorial district, with the

exceptions which had been made in the districting act of the Federal

legislature in 1816. According to this provision the counties of

Hampshire, Hampden, and Franklin were to constitute a district

and elect four senators, and the counties of Barnstable, Nantucket,

iStanwood's History of the Presidency, 118.
2Alabama Constitution, article referring to legislature, section 11.
3Report of Massachusetts Convention, 1820, 241. Boston, 1853.
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and Dukes should form another district to elect one senator. 1 By
so providing for districts the movers of the resolution sought to

establish the gerrymandered districts of 1816. Later a substitute

was offered giving the Barnstable district, as named above, two

senators. 2 The proposed constitution was submitted to the people,

and among the articles which failed to be supported was the fifth,

relating to the selection of senators and representatives. The vote

on the fifth article stood 9,904 to 20,729. 3

Amendments were then introduced into the legislature in 1822.

It was discovered that if districts were represented in the Senate

in proportion to the taxes they paid, Boston, which was assessed

for one-third the entire state taxes, was entitled to thirteen of the

forty senators. It was considered impossible to divide Boston in

forming a district, as "the inhabitants of every town must vote,

in a body, under one set of presiding officers." 4 The amendment
proposed restricted a district, however large, to six senators. The
constitution enjoined the legislature not to establish a district so

large as to be. entitled to six senators. While the amendment
limited the representation to six for a district, regardless of the

amount of taxes paid, it would materially modify the constitution.

Without the amendment the constitution disapproved of districts

having over five senators, but if such a district existed from necessity

or chance it should be entitled to its full quota of senators accord-

ing to the proportion of public taxes paid. Still it was considered

unwise to allow one town to have a third of all the senators. 5

The Senate bill for districting the state united but two counties

in forming a district for the election of senators, namely, Dukes and

Nantucket. In the House five resolutions were recommended.

One was allowed to be dropped later. The four remaining were:

1. That no town or city should be divided. 2. That the constitu-

tion be amended so that no county should be divided in the forma-

tion of senatorial districts, provided thirteen districts could other-

iAmerican Federal Columbian Centinel, December 20, 1820, reporting the Massa-

chusetts Convention on December 16. The gerrymandered districts of 1812 were not

entirely forgotten. The Columbian Centinel of March 24, 1821, exhorted the voters to

keep the gerrymander sympathizers out of power.
2Ibid., January 3, 1821.
3Ibid., May 26, 1821.
4The Massachusetts Spy, Worcester, January 16, 1822. It quotes from the Boston

Evening Gazette.

5The Massachusetts Spy, January 16, 1822.
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wise be arranged. 3. Counties were not to be joined except when
one of the two was not entitled to one senator. 4. No district

should be allowed over six senators. 1 The House desired that the

bill, having been concurred in by the Senate and two-thirds of the

next House, should be submitted to the people. 2

The Senate concurred in the bill in substance by making each

county a separate district excepting Bristol and Dukes, which were

to be joined and given three senators. 3 And the districting act as

it was passed by the Senate became a law February 21st of that

year, 1822.

In the New York constitutional convention of 1821 a proposition

was likewise made that tended to limit the field of possible opera-

tions of the gerrymander. To this end Mr. Bacon advocated single-

member districts. And in the formation of such districts as his

amendment proposed, the territory should be contiguous and

infringe as little as possible upon the integrity of the counties. His

argument for the single districts was that they were more likely to

be fairly laid off and did not present the temptations of districting

"for the purposes of party policy" that a few large districts presented;

and that they lessened the chances of gerrymandering the state.

With a few large districts one party might arrange the apportion-

ments so as to elect every senator. He disapproved of the policy

of preventing the minority from enjoying its proper representation. 4

But his measure failed to pass the convention. The constitution

of 1821 divided the state into eight districts, each electing four

senators. Still it is interesting to note a sentiment in a constitutional

convention in New York against gerrymandered districts.

Vermont was not acquainted with partisan districts as had

been her neighbors. Some of the members of the constitutional

convention of Vermont in 1822 were of the opinion that nearly all

the people would prefer to have the Council elected by districts

rather than by a general ticket. But they apprehended that some

minor inconvenience might arise from having counties divided and

subdivided. 5

iThe Massachusetts Spy, February 13, 1822, reporting the proceedings of the House
of Representatives of the Massachusetts Legislature of February 8th.

2Ibid., February 20; Proceedings in the House, February 13.

3Ibid., February 20; Proceedings in the Senate, February 15.

4New York Constitutional Convention Debates, Clarke edition, published by Seymour,
New York, 1821, 210.

5Journal of the Convention of Vermont, 1822. 28.
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The constitutional convention of Maine, convened during the

"era of good feeling/' sought to avoid the evils of partisan dis-

tricting. To do this it was proposed to dispense with districts

entirely. Districts, it was said, introduced the possibility of unfair-

ness and of political frauds. It was thought by some that the

people of the state, owing to their hostility to partisanship, would

reject the constitution should it provide for election districts. 1

It is a curious fact that at this period writers overlooked the

possibility that the states might be gerrymandered in the formation

of electoral districts. In preference to the choice of electors by the

legislatures or by a general ticket, districts established for that

purpose were favored. In Massachusetts the electors wTere chosen

by districts in 1820, when "there were no political parties." Such

an election was declared "the most natural and proper mode of

choosing the electors." 2

In New York the same method was declared to be the most

popular and the one which secured the best expression of the public

will. It was said that Congress had considered repeated proposi-

tions contemplating the establishment of districts as the uniform

mode of selecting electors in all the states. It was thought that

an amendment to the federal constitution alone would establish a

uniform custom. 3 As late as 1826 federal constitutional amend-

ments seeking to establish uniform districts for the choice of electors

were proposed in Congress. 4

The general absence during those years of the practice of the

gerrymander would be sufficient to account for such views. The
evils of the gerrymander seem possible only in case election dis-

tricts occur. Some years after this apathy of political parties the

states voluntarily established the reverse custom, as explained in

the early pages of this study, of choosing electors by a general ticket.

It seemed the most desirable and least subject to the machinations

of the gerrymander.

iThe Debates and Journal of the Constitutional Convention of the State of Maine,

1819-20. Augusta, 1894; 136-139.

2Bradford's Massachusetts, III, 268.
3On the mode of Constituting President's Electors; addressed to the people of the

State of New York, by "Senex." New York, 1823, 23 pp., 20.

4Eloquence of the United States, compiled by E. B. Williston, contains speeches of

George McDuffie and Henry R. Storrs upon this subject ; IV, 97-192. The Proposed Amend-
ments to the Constitution of the United States during the First century of its History, Dr.

Herman V. Ames, in Report of the American Historical Association, 1896, II, 80-93.
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During this period of political calm one instance of the gerry-

mander presents itself in the state of Massachusetts. Before the

year 1812 New York was especially active in partisan districting.

But after that date Massachusetts comes to the front with repeated

instances of gerrymandered districts.

In 1822, June 15th, the Federalists districted the state into

thirteen congressional districts. The bill was rushed through the

legislature. It sometimes seems that party leaders undoubtedly

have measures prepared long in advance of the session at which they

are introduced. In this instance the committee to report the dis-

tricting bill was appointed June 4th, and the legislature passed the

measure June 13th.

The law coincided precisely with the districting act of 1814 except

in the formation of districts, and in that respect the variation was

not considerable. 1 The vote in the Worcester South District was

close. The town of Hopkinton of Middlesex county had formerly

belonged to that district, and Northborough of Worcester county

had belonged to the Worcester North district. These two towns

contained about the same number of inhabitants. But while

Hopkinton gave a Democratic majority of over a hundred, North-

borough gave a Federal majority of nearly a hundred. 2 In the new

law Northborough was transferred into the Worcester South district

and Hopkinton was placed in the Middlesex district. This change

was to the advantage of the Federalists. 3

But the most inexcusable combinations were made in the eastern

districts—in the three districts of the Old Colony. 4 In forming the

Plymouth district the town of Raynham was taken from Bristol

county, Weymouth, Cohasset and Quincy were added from Norfolk

county, and three towns of Plymouth county itself, Wareham, Roches-

ter, and Carver, were omitted. The district thus formed was very

irregular in outline. The town of Quincy was not contiguous to

the balance of the district. Randolph and Braintree were contigu-

ous, but lacked the Federal majority. Quincy regularly returned

a majority of over seventy for the Federal ticket.

i National Aegis, Worcester, June 26, 1822.
2The votes in the election of governor in the years 1821 and 1822 are given by towns,

together with the population of 1820, in the Columbian Centinel, April 3, 7, 10, 13, 1822;

and also in the Boston Patriot.
3National Aegis, July 24, 1822.
401d Colony Memorial and Plymouth County Advertiser, June 22, 1822.
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The three towns omitted from Plymouth county were joined to

the Barnstable district. It would have left Plymouth more com-

pact had the towns of Wareham and Plymouth been separated from

the district of Plymouth in place of the three chosen, for the town

of Carver extended far up into the county. But Plymouth returned

a heavy Federal vote and was needed in the district. 1

The question whether the three towns should be set off from

Plymouth county, as provided^in the law, caused a heated discussion

in the legislature. An amendment was made to return them to

Plymouth. Messrs. Davis, Otis, and Cobb advocated the amend-

ment, while Strong, Dwight, and Rantoul opposed it. The amend-

ment, however, prevailed by the vote of the presiding officer, but

the motion was reconsidered and the measure was left as the com-

mittee reported it.
2 The districts were very nearly equal in point

of population. 3

The election failed to make a choice in the two Worcester and the

Essex South districts. In nine of the ten other districts the con-

gressmen were re-elected. The Suffolk district went for Daniel

Webster for the first time. 4

The Massachusetts gerrymander of 1822 is important because

of the discussion it provoked. The standard of political morality

had been changing. In cases examined heretofore the party in the

minority was invariably disposed to look with the greatest disfavor

upon a partisan districting law, and regularly denounced it and its

makers in unstinted terms. But political opinion had been passing

through a transition period. Members of the Democratic party by

1822, ten years only after the word gerrymander was coined, acknowl-

edged that the state was gerrymandered in 1812, in the formation

of senatorial and congressional districts. They also now aver that

gerrymandering is a fair game; that a party in power will resort

to various measures, not inconsistent with the constitution, to

retain its authority. The most honest politicians use measures not

always laudable in the endeavor to secure their election. The
gerrymander is not considered a practice that is justifiable, but

merely a political strategem which either party, since human nature

1 S>ee votes in Columbian Centinel, April 3-13, 1822; and in Boston Patriot.

2Columbian Centinel, June 12, 1822.
3Ibid., June 8; and Old Colony Memorial and Plymouth County Advertiser, June 22,

1822.
4Columbian Centinel, November 20.
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is always the same, does not hesitate to use whenever the oppor-

tunity presents itself. Self-interest of individual and of party

seemingly predominates in politics. It is difficult to give up a

practice when so doing would be detrimental to the interests of the

party in power. Such was the argument advanced at that time. 1

Still it is hardly surprising that at this time the minority was

unwilling to acknowledge that the conditions prevailing in 1812

and 1822 were identical. They said that in 1812 strong opposition

generally prevailed throughout the state and nation against the

policies of the national administration. But in 1822 the Federalists

had said " there was no longer any party." Yet their party sought

to shut out their opponents in the congressional election by resorting

to partisan districts. But if they should succeed, no change in the

national policies would follow; whereas, ten years earlier the gov-

ernment would have been seriously embarrassed had the minority

been able to block or delay legislation. The political exigency, we
are told, was much greater in 1812. 2

There were other instances during these generally tranquil years

when party spirit did not sleep. One of these was in New Hamp-
shire in 1823. The Federalists for several years had offered no

opposition in that state to the dominant party. But in 1822 fac-

tions arose in the Democratic ranks, and the Federalists, by allying

themselves with one of these, succeeded in electing Levi Woodbury
governor of the state. In the year 1824 the Democrats, or Repub-

licans as they were called, were in the majority, but the party was

not yet united. 3 On December 16th, of that year, a law for the

election of congressmen by a general ticket was repealed. This law

had been in force since June 21, 1792. A new law was enacted

which divided the seven counties into six districts, preserving intact

the county lines. In less than seven months, July 2, 1825, this

law was repealed, and the mode of electing congressmen by a gen-

eral ticket was again established by law. This latter law continued

in force until 1846. 4 Thus at a time when many states were endeav-

1 National Aegis, July 24, 1822.

2National Aegis, July 24, 1822. It also quotes an article from the Boston Patriot

which charges a gerrymander in 1822.

3Biography of Isaac Hill, published in 1835 by John F. Brown, 55-58, 61-63.
4New Hampshire disregarded the federal law of 1842 until 1846. House Journal,

first session, 29th Congress, 1845-6; 242. In 1844 three other states had also failed to

comply with this requirement. They were Georgia, Mississippi, and Missouri. Speech of

Mr. Barnard of New York on the Report and Resolutions of the Committee on Election
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oring to make provisions guarding against the practice of the gerry-

mander, New Hampshire enacted the only law providing for con-

gressional districts which that state knew in a period of over fifty years.

A slight disturbance of the political peace occurred in Massa-

chusetts in 1824. Representation in the lower branch of the leg-

islature was by towns. To increase the number of towns voting a

particular political majority and thereby add to the number of that

party's representatives, towns were occasionally divided. Such a

thing, as we have already noticed, had been done in that state in

1812. In 1824 two towns in the county of Bristol were involved

in such a piece of legislation. Against this procedure a remon-

strance of over thirty citizens was unavailing. A part of the town

of Dighton was joined to the town of Wellington. In this way it

was expected that the two towns thus altered would elect Democratic

legislators. 1 As the towns had been established Dighton voted

generally about ten votes for the Federalists and sixty-two for the

Democrats, while Wellington stood 99 to 68 for the two parties

respectively. 2 The number of voters and of inhabitants in Dighton

did not justify a division of that town, but it was the only way to

overcome Wellington's allegiance to the party of the opposition.

The inequalities in the senatorial districts of Virginia, explained

under date of 1776, had grown in magnitude until the state was

threatened with disunion. 3 It was supposed previous to 1816 that

the constitution prevented a reapportionment of the Senate. 4 But

a law establishing new senatorial districts was enacted February

18, 1817, in preference to the calling of a constitutional convention.

By this apportionment the east was allowed fifteen in place of twenty

as formerly, and the west was given the balance of the twenty-four

senators. This was a great improvement over the inequalities

which had existed. 5

relative to the election by general ticket in the four recusant states of New Hampshire,

Georgia, Mississippi, and Missouri. House of Representatives of United States, February

13, 1844, p. 9.

iColumbian Centinel, March 17, 24, 31, 1824. "A Young Gerrymander." Reference

is made to Deuteronomy XIX, 14; XXVII, 17.

2Votes and population for 1821 and 1822 are published in the Columbian Centinel,

April 3-13, 1822, and in the Boston Patriot.

3The Virginia Herald, February 22, 1817.

^Chandler's Representation in Virginia, Johns Hopkins University Studies, 14th

series, 280.
5Ibid., 277-8. In 1815 the white population in the west numbered 233,469, and the

east but 342,781; while the west was represented by four senators and the east by fifteen.

The bill passed the House by a vote of 75 to 71. The Virginia Herald, February 15, 1817.
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As this districting bill equalized to some extent the representa-

tion in the Senate, it delayed the demand for a constitutional con-

vention. But after repeated petitions from various counties a

convention was finally called to meet October 5, 1829.

This convention adopted a constitution January 14, 1830, which

divided the state into thirty-two senatorial districts. The west

maintained that this was a sectional or partisan districting. Thir-

teen of the districts were formed of counties west of the Blue Ridge

and nineteen east of those mountains. And on the basis of white

population the west was entitled to more senators.

When the convention met it became apparent that the state

was divided into two sections with various interests. The east

contained numerous slaves and paid the larger part of the taxes.

The west was desirous of having internal improvements. As was

stated at the time: "The basis of representation is unfortunately

a geographical problem, which is supposed to involve not only

various but opposite interests." 1

At first the west demanded that the white population constitute

the basis of representation in the senate. But in order to com-

promise, it later agreed upon Federal numbers as a basis; 2 this

would add three-fifths of all the slaves to the total white population.

During the convention the state was threatened with disunion;

sectional animosities were engendered, for the basis of representa-

tion was a geographical problem. It seemed as though no agree-

ment could be reached. A new constitution was at last agreed upon

and submitted to the people. It was ratified by a majority of

10,492 out of a total vote of over forty-one and a half thousand.

The western counties strongly opposed the adoption of the new
constitution. 3 They considered the apportionment unjust to them.

*New England Palladium and Commercial Advertiser, October 23, 1829; it quotes

from the Richmond Enquirer.
2Richmond Enquirer, December 5, 1829.
3The official vote of some of the western counties upon the adoption of the constitu-

tion was as follows (Richmond Enquirer, July 2, 1830):

Brooke For Ratification, 0 Against Ratification, 371
Harrison " " 8 " " 1,112
Ohio " " 3 " " 643
Randolph " " 4 " " 565
Tyler " " 5 " " 299
Wood " " 28 " " 410
Pocahontas " " 9 " " 228
Cabell " " 5 " " 334
Giles " " 21 " " 556
Lewis " " 10 " " 546
Logan " " 2 " " 255
Monroe " " 19 " " 451
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The west numbered 319,516 whites and had been assigned thirteen

senators. The east numbered 362,745 and was to be represented

by nineteen senators. 1

This constitution was entirely unsatisfactory to the west, as is

shown by the vote. Several western counties even threatened to

revolt from Virginia and join Maryland. The cause of this oppo-

sition was shown to be the inequality of representation existing in

the state. The western inhabitants argued that they were oppressed

by the lowlanders, who were granted undue power and influence in

the legislature. The counties that threatened to revolt were Brooke,

Ohio, Randolph, Tyler, Harrison, and part of Wood. 2 But it was

plainly shown that the inequalities of representation which existed

in Maryland, because of its county system, were more aggravated

than were those of Virginia.

Whether Virginia was gerrymandered or not at this time it would

be difficult to say. To decide the question one must determine a

basis for the apportionment. This was not done in establishing

the constitutional districts. But the west held that it was dis-

criminated against in the reapportionment. It argued that "all

power is vested in and consequently derived from the people,'' and

that, therefore, wealth and property could not be represented.

In support of their claims some of the wrestern counties continued

to threaten to withdraw from the state.

The unit of representation in Maryland for a long period of years

had been the county. Each county was given an equal number of

representatives, with two exceptions. Those were Baltimore and

Anne Arundel counties. In these two instances the counties exclu-

sive of the cities of Baltimore and Annapolis had equal representa-

tion with the other counties and the two cities were given separate

members. Such representation by counties admitted of gross

inequality. This can be illustrated by an example of two counties.

In 1820 Frederick county had a population of 40,459 people and

sent four representatives to the legislature. Calvert county num-

bered but 8,073 and had equal representation with Frederick. 3

One man in Calvert was worth in political values five men in Fred-

erick. This system of representation admitted of an anti-Jackson

1Richmond Enquirer, November 10, December 5, 8, 1829.
2Richmond Enquirer, November 30, 1830. It also quotes from the Baltimore Repub-

lican.

3Richmond Enquirer, November 30, 1830.
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majority by popular vote in the state in 1830 of about 1,000, while

the Clay ticket elected a majority of about >forty in the legislature. 1

By county representation nearly 200,000 people were represented

by eighteen members and less than 50,000 by twenty. 2 Popular

odium was working against the mode of choosing electors by coun-

ties, 3 and the general ticket was much in favor.

For the choice of electors in this state in 1832 an effort was made
to give the small counties undue influence. The large counties were

supporting Jackson's candidacy. The small counties were for Clay

and outnumbered the former. A bill passed the House providing

for the selection of a set of electors by the separate counties together

with Baltimore and Annapolis. The delegates thus chosen were

to assemble and elect the regular electors. By this method the state

would present a solid vote for Mr. Clay, since the first body of electors

would contain a majority favorable to him. Popular sentiment,

however, opposed the measure, some Clay sympathizers objected

to it and the Senate by one vote failed to pass the bill.
4

The legislature later enacted a law which divided the state into

four districts for the choice of electors for president. The city of

Baltimore was made the second district and was given two electors.

The remainder of the county formed the third district, with one

elector Harford and the counties on the eastern shore constituted

the fourth district, with three electors. To the remaining counties

there were assigned four.

This districting law plainly gerrymandered the state. Balti-

more county, exclusive of the city, was strongly Democratic. By
being placed in a separate district its overwhelming majority for

Jackson would do little harm to the Clay ticket. 5 Baltimore city

was separated from the county, since its vote was close and might

possibly be secured by the Clay men. 6 The remaining two districts

1Richmond Enquirer, October 11, 15, 1830.
2Baltimore Republican and Commercial Advertiser, October 2, 1832. By the county

system it was shown that "48,611 persons in one part of the state have ten per cent, more
influence than 158,213 in another." The Olive Branch (1818), 389.

3The Gazette, Baltimore, March 9, 1832. Richmond Enquirer, October 15, 1830.

Matthew Carey's Olive Branch, 10th edition, LXX, 383. Baltimore Republican and
Commercial Advertiser, October 2, 6, 1832.

*The Globe, Washington, D. C, March 17, 1832.
5The vote for this part of the county for electors in 1828 stood 2,942 for Jackson and

1,602 for Adams. The Politician's Manual, by Edwin Williams, October, 1832, 16, 17. In
1830 the vote stood 2,220 and 1,087 respectively. Richmond Enquirer, October 15, 1830.

6The vote in 1830 was 4,369 for Jackson to 3,995 opposed to him. Richmond Enquirer,

October 15, 1830.
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promised good majorities for Clay. The result to be expected from

the districts, as they were established was that the Federalists or

Whigs would get at least seven of the ten electoral votes of the

state and possibly nine. 1

The election resulted as had been predicted. The two Baltimore

districts voted for Jackson. 2 The President's vote in Baltimore city

exceeded that of his rival by over four hundred. Clay's majority

in the state was about six hundred. 3

The press denounced this partisan districting bill as an act of

legerdemain and as an attempt to deprive the people of their rights.

It sought to arouse the voters by exposing the partisan principles

which prompted the measure. 4

The Antimasonic party was a political force to be reckoned with

in Massachusetts in the early thirties. That new party received

much encouragement, especially in the eastern part of the state.

Statesmen of prominence became affiliated with the party. The

personal influence of Daniel Webster was exerted in its behalf. 5

Edward Everett and John Quincy Adams also supported the party

in that state.

In the fall elections of the year 1832 the Antimasonic party

developed surprising strength in Massachusetts. Three tickets

were nominated. In 205 towns in the eastern part of the state the

votes cast for governor were as follows: For Morton on the Jackson

ticket, 10,665; for Lincoln of the Clay party, 26,780; and for the

Antimasonic candidate, Lathrop, 13,029. 6

Such pronounced opposition to the regular parties seemed to

require partisan legislation in self-defense. A reapportionment bill

for the election of congressmen was enacted March 5, 1833. It

divided the state into twelve districts with no regard for county

lines. The measure was under discussion in the legislature for about

four weeks. 7

Several counties were gerrymandered. Bristol county was an

Antimasonic stronghold. In the election of 1832 the ticket of that

iThe Globe, Washington, D. C, March 17, 1832.

2Eastern Shore Whig and People's Advocate, Easton, Md., November 20, 1832.

3The Politician's Manual, Edwin Williams, 1832, 17. Baltimore Republican, October

11, 1832. See also the Maryland Pocket Almanac, 1833, Annapolis, printed by J. Hughes.

4The Globe, Washington, D. C, March 17, 1832.

sThis subject is thoroughly treated in a work entitled The Antimasonic Party, by

Dr. Charles McCarthy, American Historical Association's Report for 1902, I, 365-574.

"The Boston Statesman, November 17, 1832.

7Daily Advertiser and Patriot, January 7, February 6, March 4, 1833.
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party prevailed over the other two parties in nearly every town of

the county. 1 It was the aim of the legislature to divide the county

in forming the tenth district in such a manner as to defeat the

Antimasonic party. As the bill was first reported in the Senate

the county of Bristol was left intact. But an amendment was passed

to separate the towns of New Bedford and Fairhaven from the

county and to add three towns from the county of Plymouth. 2

New Bedford had given a vote of 354 for the Antimasonic candidate

for governor and but 385 for the other two tickets, 102 of that number
being for the Jackson candidate. Fairhaven voted 103 for the

Antimasons, 143 for the Clay ticket and but 29 for the Jackson

nominee. 3 It was proposed to annex these two towns to the dis-

trict which included the counties of Barnstable, Nantucket, and

Dukes. The bill originally had joined to this district the three towns

of Wareham, Rochester, and Middleboro, of the county of Plymouth.

Strong objections to this dismemberment of Bristol were pre-

sented. The three Plymouth towns were nearer Barnstable than

were the two Bristol towns. The territory of the new Barnstable

district was not as contiguous as it might have been. The Anti-

masons admonished the legislature not to attempt "to break down
a political party by violent means like these." Such partisanship

would tend to create two Antimasonic districts where but one had

previously existed. It was said that the history of previous dis-

tricting acts favored the plan of leaving New Bedford and Fair-

haven within the Bristol district. They reminded the law-makers

of the gerrymander of 1812 and of its effects upon the party which

then districted the state. 4 The amendment, however, to dismember

Bristol county passed in the Senate by a vote of 22 to 13, and in the

House by a vote of 205 to 139. 4 The final vote in the Bristol dis-

trict was proof of the necessity the National Republicans or Demo-
crats were under to guard against an Antimasonic victory. For

out of a total of 5,699 votes cast, William Bayliss, the Jackson man
and National Republican, received 2,899, thus securing for himself

a slight majority. 5

JThe Boston Statesman, November 17, 1832, gives list of votes.
2Free Press and Boston Weekly Advocate, February 13, 1833, senate report for Feb-

ruary 8.

3The Boston Statesman, November 17, 1832.

"Free Press and Boston Weekly Advocate, February 13, 20, 27, 1833.
5Daily Advocate, April 17, 1833.
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Another district which was gerrymandered was the ninth; it

included part of Norfolk county and part of Worcester. The towns

with large Antimasonic majorities, as Braintree, Randolph, Quincy,

Stoughton, Milton, and Dorchester, were detached from this dis-

trict 1 and were given to the twelfth or Plymouth district. In their

place Mendon, Milford, Uxbridge, Northbridge, Upton, Douglas,

Southboro', and Westboro', distant thirty or fifty miles, were incor-

porated with the remaining towns of Norfolk. The towns in this

last list were taken from Worcester county and were not Antima-

sonic towns. This combination of towns was made in order to

reelect General H. A. S. Dearborn. The towns separated by the

new law from the former district had cast a vote in 1830 of 565 for

Thatcher, the Antimasonic candidate, 440 for Dearborn, and 102

were scattering. 2 The election returns gave a total vote of

3,557, of which number Dearborn received but 1728 on the first

ballot. 3

The counties of Worcester and Franklin were separated and cut

up to be joined with various other counties for political effect. 4 The

twelfth district consisted of Plymouth county, with the towns which

had been joined to Bristol omitted, together with the Norfolk towns

which had been excluded from the ninth district. This made a

district of wide extent. It reached from Rochester, the southern-

most town of Plymouth, to Dorchester, of Norfolk, or from the

vicinity of Buzzard's Bay to near Boston. In this district the

Antimasons nominated John Quincy Adams, whose popularity and

eminent services caused him to receive 2,592 votes of the 3,432

cast, regardless of the gerrymander in his district. 5 Not long after

this election the Antimasonic party in Massachusetts began to be

merged in other parties and gradually it lost its identity. 6 The

gerrymander had its immediate and desired effect.

The state of Connecticut has had the fewest changes in its con-

stitution of any of the original thirteen states. A convention for

-31

1 Quincy 's vote in 1832 was 108 for the Antimasonic candidate and 92 for the other

two together. Braintree voted 214 to 52 in favor of Antimasonry and Randolph 179 as

against 90 in favor of the same ticket. The Boston Statesman, November 17, 1832.
2Daily Advocate, April 24, 1833.
3Ibid., April 17, 1833.
4Free Press and Boston Weekly Advocate, February 20, 27, 1833.

SDaily Advocate, April 17, 1833.
6John B. Derby's Political Reminiscences, including a Sketch of the Origin and History

of the Statesman Party of Boston. 2 volumes, 1835, I, 143-148. "The Union of the

Statesman party with the Infidel and Antimasonic parties."
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the purpose of proposing a new constitution for the state met in

the early part of 1902 and finally agreed upon a compromise plan.

The old constitution which the convention desired to replace with

a new frame of government had been in force since 1818. One of

the two most serious defects of the old constitution was its failure

to provide against partisan districting laws. 1 Most of the instances

of gerrymandering in this state occurred at a later period than that

now under discussion. The first senatorial districts were not formed

until June 4, 1829, and the first congressional districts, at a still

later date, June 5, 1833. Prior to those dates the elections had

been by a general ticket.

The history of the districting legislation of Connecticut, includ-

ing the political discussions and proposed measures, is as interesting

as that of any state in the Union. Earlier than 1791 an attempt

had been made to enact a law establishing congressional districts.

The opponents of the measure succeeded in defeating the bill on the

ground that the proposed legislation was premature. The first

federal census had not been completed and it was consequently

impossible to determine the number of representatives to which the

state would soon be entitled. Therefore the desire to enact a dis-

tricting law at that time, whatever the motive was which had

prompted the measure, was viewed with suspicion. Any presump-

tion which might have existed in favor of the act was at once

destroyed. The bill seems to have received the support of a party,

and the opposition expected that another attempt to enact such a

bill would soon be made. 2

When the constitution of 1818 was being drafted an amendment
was proposed by Mr. Fairchild, a clerk of the convention, providing

for senatorial districts. The minimum number of such districts

was to be limited to seven. This measure failed of support by a

iThe Outlook, January 11, 1902, 103.
2An Address to the Legislature and People of the State of Connecticut, on the Subject

of dividing the State into Districts for the election of Representatives in Congress, by a

citizen of Connecticut (Roger Sherman?), New Haven. Printed by T. & S. Green, 1791,

5, 6, 28, 30. The writer thought that congressmen should represent the whole state and
not sections; and he believed that rivalries and jealousies would arise between districts.

He wrote: "The distribution of the districts will probably be made in conformity to

some of these (agricultural, commercial or manufacturing interests) distinctions; and
thus the art of government itself will be calculated to promote their disunion and rival-

ship." And since it was impossible to represent all these interests, because "the general

interests of a state have little or no relation to geographical divisions, the districts must
be formed upon false or fanciful principles."
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vote of 45 to 136. 1 The constitution as adopted merely provided

for twelve senators, to be chosen by the qualified voters. 2

This attempt to provide for districts by incorporating a suitable

provision in the constitution seems to have been due to a desire to

keep party ante-election pledges. The Federalists had long been

in control of the state and had succeeded in carrying all elections by
a general ticket. The Democrats, being in the minority, had vigor-

ously advocated election districts. 3

The Democrats were constantly reminded of their promises to

district the state, and the question continued to receive much atten-

tion throughout the commonwealth. During the year 1822, when
the Democrats had been in power about four years, discussion on

this subject waxed strong. In the early twenties, also, this state,

as others previously noted, considered provisions designed to guard

against the gerrymander should a districting law be passed. It

was proposed that no town be divided in the formation of a district

and that the towns composing the . districts should be contiguous. 4

All attempts to district the state were, for the present, successfully

opposed by the Democratic office-holder; 5 and by those who feared

that the Federalists might carry one or more districts. A member
of the dominant party was reported to have declared in the con-

vention—" that all things were lawful, but all things were not

expedient, and that this would not be expedient for the party in

power." 6

The ruling party endeavored to secure a part of the advantage

of districts without sacrificing its control over the elections and at

the same time keep its pledges. To allow each section of the state

to be represented by a senator,'districts were laid out within the state

and a resident of each district was appointed by a caucus, but the

candidates were to be elected by the entire state. 7 We find a Repub-

lican paper in 1824 taking the following view of the situation:

1Proceedings of the Constitutional Convention of Connecticut, 33.
2Poore's Charters and Constitutions, I, 260.

Columbian Register, New Haven, August 10, 1822, quotes from a Democratic address

of 1803. Ibid., May 18, 1822. "State Districting," Connecticut Courant, June 4, 1822.

Some Democrats were reported to have refused their vote in the convention to the con-

stitution because it failed to provide for districts. Middlesex Gazette, March 22, 1826.

Columbian Register, May 18, 1822.

Connecticut Journal, New Haven, June 4, 1822.

Connecticut Courant, June 4, 1822.

Connecticut Journal, May 11, 1824. Middlesex Gazette, Middleton, March 16, 1825.

Columbian Register, August 3, 1822.
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" Every part of the state is now decidedly Republican It is

too late to say that districting would endanger the Republican

party in the state. It is highly probable that every district would

return Republicans, but if now and then a Federalist should be

elected from one or more districts let it teach the Republicans in

those districts to put their own shoulders to the wheel with more

firmness and energy." 1 By 1826 separate tickets were proposed

by the friends of election districts in order that men friendly to

this measure might be elected. 2

In 1825 bills to district the state for the election of state senators

and of representatives to Congress passed the House by large

majorities, but they were lost in the Senate of the following year. 3

The Federalists were all in favor of districts and they were active

in seeking to win over their more numerous opponents to the support

of the scheme. If they succeeded in persuading the Democratic

party to district the state it would be safe to predict that the state

would be gerrymandered, in order to prevent that party from losing-

power through the alteration of the election system. The domi-

nant party seemed to be aware of this and feared the evils of gerry-

mandering would follow should they district the commonwealth. 4

They charged that the bills proposed in the legislatures and supported

chiefly by Federalists formed districts which were grossly unequal. 5

A law was enacted, June 4, 1828, was ratified in November
and became the first two articles of the amendments to the consti-

tution. 6 It provided for senatorial districts composed of contigu-

ous territory, with towns undivided, and it further required that all

towns forming a district belong to the same county. Redistricting

bills were to be passed only by the legislature next after the comple-

tion of a census of the United States. Thus several safeguards

against the gerrymander were provided. Still the legislature

delayed to district the state, being uncertain of the results. Single-

member districts were at last decided upon as being a method which

would permit the Republican party to retain its ascendency. 7 June

4, 1829, the senatorial districts were .established.

Columbian Register, November 13, 1824.

2Middlesex Gazette, March 22, 1826.
3Columbian Register, January 21, 1826.

*Ibid., March 4, 1826.
5American Sentinel, Middleton, June 14, 1826.
6Poore's Charters and Constitutions, I, 266.

^Hartford Times, April 20, May 18, 1829.
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Congressional districts were not established until the National

Republicans had succeded in electing all the Federal representatives.

Then the dominant party in the state legislature, the Democratic,

decided it was preferable to establish districts and secure half of

the offices. 1 Six districts were accordingly formed by the law of

June 5, 1833. 2

But before this measure could be effective the anti-administration

party, the National Republicans or Whigs, had carried the elections

of the state by about 5,000 majority, 3 and had rejected the dis-

tricting bill, which needed the endorsement of that legislature to

become a law. It is probable that the Federal party, or Whigs,

believed they could carry the state again and thus elect all the

congressmen by a general ticket, which they could not hope to

accomplish by districts. The reason they advanced for defeating

the bill was that Middlesex county was divided. 4 However, they

offered no districting bill of their own as a substitute for the Dem-
ocratic measure.

In 1835 the Jacksonian party regained its control of the com-

monwealth and from self-interest, as a safeguard in the future, they

districted the state, June 5, 1835. It was claimed that the failure

of the Whigs to support a districting measure had cost them the

election. 5 Each of four counties was designated a congressional

district. But the second district was formed so as to include the

counties of New Haven and Middlesex. And the sixth district

included Windham and Tolland counties.

Undoubtedly the second district was gerrymandered. New
Haven, Middlesex, and New London counties are contiguous. Let

us see, if we can, a reason for the inclusion of New Haven in the

district instead of New London. The population of Middlesex

was 24,844. New Haven contained 43,848, or 1,647 more people

than did New London. Equity would favor the joining of Middle-

sex and New London as a district in place of Middlesex and New
Haven. Then New Haven, being the largest county of the three,

would be a separate district. .
Such would have been the conclusion

of the law-makers, had population alone been considered. Since

iThe Times and Hartford Advertiser, May 31, 1833.

Columbian Register, June 8, 22, 29, 1833, discusses size of districts.

3The Daily Herald, New Haven, May 1, 1835.

Columbian Register, July 18, 1835.

scolumbian Register, May 23, 1835.
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the natural groupings of counties were disregarded, the conclusion

is safely reached that other considerations influenced the legislative

deliberations. That influence must have been the political affilia-

tions of the various counties, as was asserted at the time. 1

Immediately preceding the enactment of the districting law the

state elections had given Democratic majorities from each county.

But the vote of New Haven county stood 3,704 for the Jackson

ticket and 3,690 for the Whig or Federal candidate. The Demo-
cratic majority of New London was 481 and of Middlesex 666. 2

By such data New Haven was considered a doubtful county and

it might return a Federalist majority at the next election. To pre-

vent this party calamity, Middlesex was joined with it. Seemingly

New London was safely Democratic without the majority of Middle-

sex. And if the vote in the congressional election of 1834 be con-

sidered it is found that New Haven had returned at that time a

Federal majority, while both Middlesex and New London were

Democratic. 3 This, then, explains the reason for uniting New Haven
and Middlesex—to secure two Jacksonian districts instead of one

for each party. In 1836 New Haven was Whig and gave a majority

for Harrison. 4

The gerrymander of 1835 aroused the Whigs to their best exer-

tions to rebuke by the election of their congressional candidate

what they called
u an attempt to legislate New Haven county out

of its due weight in the republic," 5 but they were unsuccessful.

As additional states were admitted to the Union they usually,

by 1835, incorporated in their first constitutions a definite specifi-

cation as to the formation of districts. This was done with a view

to eliminate the gerrymander from their politics. To ascertain

how guarded they were in their phrases one needs but turn to

the history of the constitution of Michigan. Provision was made
in 1835, when the draft of the constitution was being debated, to

establish senatorial districts composed of adjacent and undivided

counties. The law-makers hesitated on the word " adjacent," lest

designing politicians should interpret the language freely and form

!The Daily Herald, New Haven, June 8, 1835.
2The Daily Herald, New Haven, April 25, 1835.
3The Connecticut Annual Register, 1835, 71, gives votes by towns and counties, together

with the population.
4Whig Almanac and Politician's Register for 1838, published by H. Greeley, New

York, 1838. The Connecticut Annual Register for 1837.

&The Daily Herald, New Haven, March 16, 1837; see also issue of June 8, 1835.
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districts of counties not always connected. Thereupon Mr. Lyon,

of Kalamazoo, proposed the substitution of the term "contiguous"

for "adjacent." 1 Thus the first constitution of the state of Michi-

gan in 1835 contains a designedly direct provision against the prac-

tice of the gerrymander.

In Pennsylvania the Antimasonic party, which did not appear

as early there as in New York, continued its definite organization

to a later period. In 1829, the Antimasonic nominee for governor,

Joseph Ritner, polled 49,000 votes, although Wolf of the Demo-
cratic party was elected. In 1832 the votes for these candidates

were about 91,000 to 88,000 in favor of Wolf. 2 Thaddeus Stevens

had become prominent in the Antimasonic party and had assumed

the dictatorship of the Antimasons in the state. However, his leader-

ship was unavailing for a time because of his party's attitude on

the question of canals.

But in the election of 1835 the Democrats were divided. The
regular nominee was Wolf. A minority faction supported a Van
Buren sympathizer for the governorship, Reverend Henry Van Muhl-

enberg. This split in the Democratic ranks was fatal to that party

in the following election. The Antimasonic nominee, Ritner, polled

94,023 votes, Wolf 65,804, and Van Muhlenberg 40,586, 3 and the

state passed into the control of the Antimasons and Whigs.

One of the chief acts of legislation of the party with its newly

acquired power was an apportionment bill establishing legislative

districts for both houses. At an extra session of the legislature in

1836 they passed a partisan districting law. The proposed measure

met with much opposition in legislative discussion. The principal

advocate of the bill was Stevens, and he won support for the meas-

ure by only a small majority. 4

It was intimated that the county commissioners in making the

enumeration of taxables were influenced by party reasons. 5 The

bill was reported to the Senate from the House. It was examined

and reported favorably by a committee appointed by the Senate.

But a minority reported a bill radically different from the House

measure. It proposed to divide the state into twenty-seven sena-

Uournal of Proceedings of the Constitutional Convention of Michigan, 1835, 154.
2Albany Argus, October 24, 1832.

Pennsylvania Reporter, October 30, 1835.

"United States Gazette, June 3, 1836.
5National Gazette and Literary Register, June 7, 1836.
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torial districts in place of twenty-three. As the bill finally passed

it coincided with the measure first reported except in five districts. 1

In the following discussion we shall consider a county Democratic

when the total vote of the two factions of that party exceeded the

Antimasonic strength, although the Antimasons may have been

successful. On many questions the two wings of the Democratic

party voted together and the split in the party was but temporary.

In the act of 1829 Montgomery had constituted one district to

elect one senator, and Delaware and Chester counties had formed

one to elect two. The new apportionment joined these three counties

into the third district, with power to elect three senators. This

became a notorious case of party districting. 2

Amendments were passed in the Senate to retain these three

counties as they had been districted in 1829. 3 The union of the

three was brought about in the hope that the Antimasonic majorities

of Chester and Delaware would overwhelm the Democratic vote of

Montgomery. 4 The two Democratic counties of Columbia and

Schuylkill were united to form the ninth district, for they had returned

combined majorities for the party of Jackson of 2,143 votes. 4 This

majority was one hundred thirty-three per cent, of the entire Anti-

masonic vote of those counties. As has been earlier pointed out,

this combination of vast majorities of the opposition in one district

is a phase of the gerrymander. It reduces the relative numerical

strength of the opposition.

Districts of such disproportionate majorities were not in keeping

with the total vote of the two parties in the state. For the votes

for the two Democratic tickets had been 106,390 and for Ritner

94,023. If the districts were not formed from partisan intent they

would have contained a nearly equal party vote. Another district

of this sort was the twelfth, composed of Lycoming, Centre, and

Northumberland counties. In this district the Democratic was

about twice the Antimasonic vote. 5 The territory was not contiguous.

iThe Pennsylvanian, June 20, 1836.

Proceedings and Debates of PennsylvanialConvention of 1837, VIII, 244.
3The Pennsylvanian, June 16, 1836.
4In 1835 for governor, Chester county gave 3,376 votes for the two Democratic can-

didates and 4,051 for the Antimasonic. Delaware voted for the same tickets 1,102 and
1,240, respectively. And Montgomery stood 3,346 Democratic and 3,014 Antimasonic;
cf. The Political Register, containing the Results of the Elections which have taken place

during the years 1835-40, second edition, Baltimore, October 1, 1840; in the Lenox
Library, N. Y.

5The Political Register of October 1, 1840.
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Alleghany and Butler in the nineteenth district were joined to

secure two Antimasons, Butler being Democratic. One district

was formed of overwhelming Antimasonic majorities. But that

was inevitable. It was the fifteenth, consisting of Bedford and

Somerset counties. The adjacent counties had been districted to

the best advantage of the dominant party and these two remained

in the southern part of the state. The Antimasonic party was

especially strong in that section. Counties in the southern part

of the state containing 28,000 taxables would send by the appor-

tionment act ten senators to the legislature. But in the north-

eastern section of the state, where the Democratic vote was strong,

38,000 taxables were allowed but ten. The correct ratio would

have given that number of senators to 36,000 taxables. 1

This Antimasonic legislation was characterized as an effort to

sacrifice the rights of the people. It was pronounced an act of dis-

honesty. 2 Although the third district was grossly gerrymandered,

the next election returns for senator favored the Democrats. 2

The Antimasonic party had won the election in 1835 by a coali-

tion with the Whigs. The two parties were but loosely united,

and the Antimasonic party soon began to disintegrate. Chester

county returned a majority of nearly seven thousand for Ritner in

1835. But in 1838 the Whigs of that county met and resolved upon,

a distinct and separate organization for their party. 3 With parallel

action in other parts of the state, the Antimasons were forced to

recede from any position of influence.

Districting with a view to reduce the legitimate representation

of a populous city or county is frequently practiced. 4 Such an appor-

tionment is a political division. It partakes of the methods and

purposes of other gerrymanders. It closely resembles the principle

followed in the tide-water districts of Virginia.

Such an instance of a gerrymandered state arose in Pennsylvania

in 1837-8, when the new constitution was being formed. In that

iHarrisburg Chronicle, June 8, 1836.

Proceedings and Debates of Pennsylvania Convention of 1837, VIII, 244.

Proceedings of the Whigs of Chester county; favorable to a distinct organization

of the Whig Party. Published by order of the meeting held in West Chester, November
5, 1838; 23 pp. Library of Congress.

4The formation of the present congressional districts of Connecticut is an illustration

of such partisan methods. The largest district has a population of 310,923 and the smallest

of 129,619. The county of Middlesex of the former is adjacent to the latter and if incor-

porated in the smallest district would help materially to equalize the districts. This

inequality is maintained to keep the rural elements in power over the cities.
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convention it was proposed that each district be allowed to elect

the number of senators to which its taxable population entitled it.

An objection to this was offered, to the effect that Philadelphia

county and city might secure a large proportion of the senators

and control state legislation for party purposes. 1 But, on the

other hand, attention was called to the fact that representation was

necessarily based on a given amount of population. It was said

that if the right to abridge representation in this arbitrary manner

existed, then the oppression might be carried farther and the fran-

chise be entirely withheld. It would be impossible to make a rule

for one district and another for a second. Such discrimination

amounted to disfranchisement for a part of the voters. 2

Without regard to these constitutional and fundamental objec-

tions to this gerrymander, the clause limiting the number of senators

which a city or county might elect regardless of the maximum of

population was adopted and the number was limited to four. This

provision of the constitution of the state of Pennsylvania is clearly

intended to be a discrimination against Philadelphia. Were an

apportionment made which allowed a fixed number of senators to

each county considered as a district, however unjust the assignment

might be, it could not properly be termed a gerrymander. But in

the case under consideration a city.is separated from its county and

is limited to an inadequate number of senators. The intention

clearly was that the influence of the city in the Senate might be

curtailed. And by allowing for the separation of the city from the

county it was expected that the power of the city in legislation might

be still further restricted. It was thought the city would other-

wise have undue weight if it could control the entire delegation of

the county to the legislature.

In other respects this convention of Pennsylvania sought to

eliminate the gerrymander from all future legislation. It retained

the provisions of the constitution of 1790 which were effective in

limiting the operations of the gerrymander, namely, that no city

or county should be divided in forming districts, and that counties

included in an election district should be adjoining. The new
constitution added a further limitation which it was supposed would

favor the formation of nonpartisan districts. It required that no

Proceedings and Debates of Pennsylvania Convention of 1837, VIII,1210.

2Ibid., 212, 216, 220, 230.
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district be formed of more than one county or city in case such a

combination should entitle the district thus formed to more than

two senators. 1 This provision, we are told, was adopted by the

committee of the whole because it was expected that it would mini-

mize the possible number of gerrymanders. The attitude of the

convention towards this subject is well seen from its vote on the

provision for establishing double-member districts as the maximum
limit. That vote stood 83 for it to 33 against it.

2 Mr. Earle, in the

convention, stated that "he wanted something that would show
how strong was the sense of the convention against the practice of

carving out districts for political effect." Mr. Bell favored the pro-

vision that proposes that "no district composed of more than one

county shall elect more than two senators." 3 Thus the convention

sought to prevent by its adopted constitution the gerrymandered

district. But forbidding the formation of districts by the union

of counties when the district thus formed would be entitled to three

or more senators is not prohibition. Nor would it be if single-

member districts were insisted upon. 4

By the close of the period under discussion, the more western

states had trouble with partisan districting laws. In 1842 the

legislature of Ohio met in extraordinary session for the purpose of

districting the state for the congressional election, to consider the

question of banking and currency and other topics. Having accom-

plished those purposes, it adjourned August 12th. Party spirit ran

high and great excitement prevailed throughout the state. 5 A
measure had been proposed by this legislature which grouped counties

along the Ohio river in the coal region in a partisan manner. The
aim was to annul the vote of Washington county. This is an inter-

esting western case and became known through a clever cartoon

designed to portray a creature representing this proposed district. 8

Full detail concerning this attempted gerrymander is omitted here,

since it arose subsequent to 1840. Reference is made to the instance,

as it is an interesting case in a prominent state which has since been

very frequently and effectively gerrymandered.

jpoore's Charters and Constitutions, II, 1558.

Proceedings and Debates of the Pennsylvania Convention of 1837, VIII, 218.

3Ibid., VIII, 244.
4The defects of the Pennsylvania Constitution in failing to provide adequate restric-

tions to the gerrymander are discussed by Charles R. Buckalew in "An Examination of

the Constitution of Pennsylvania," 1883, 60.

5Ohio Statesmen and Annals of Progress, I, 203.
6Dayton Journal, Ohio, August 23, 1842.
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Provisions adequate to prevent a legislature from forming parti-

san districts have never been devised when the district system has

been in use. Election by a general ticket, as is the practice at

present for the selection of electors, necessarily eliminates the evil

of the gerrymander. A system providing for the election of mem-
bers of the state legislatures and for federal representatives of such

a nature as to make the gerrymander inoperative is much in favor

with certain students and scholars. It is a form of the general

ticket voted on by the entire state. This preventive of the gerry-

mander is proportionate representation. By this method each

state would elect to its legislature and to Congress such a number
from each party as that party's proportion of the total vote of the

state at the last presidential election entitled it to have. 1

There are others who hold the opinion that the number of gerry-

mandered districts would be materially reduced if a change were

made in the mode of certain elections in which districts are not

directly employed. Among the reasons advanced by those who
advocate the election of United States senators by a direct vote of

the people is the assertion that a popular vote would greatly reduce

the incentive to gerrymander the states for legislative elections.

About the only way the practice of the gerrymander, however, can

be successfully and completely prevented is to dispense with elec-

tion districts.

1 Proportional Representation, John R. Commons, 99-162.



CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY

Many eminent authorities hold the opinion that the gerrymander

first appeared in the year 1812, a few days prior to the coining of

the name. 1 The careful appointments of that redisricting bill, so

successfully put into practical operation, in themselves are sufficient

to raise a surmise that the famous Massachusetts law was the result

of many decades of development and evolution. It has been estab-

lished within these pages that the origin of the practice goes back

about a hundred years before that date. The gerrymander is

nearly as old as is the practice in America of popular election by
districts. In fact, we have noted in a number of instances that

parties have been adverse to the establishment of districts unless

the result would advance the interests of the party voting for the

apportionment. This party interest leads to the taking of undue

advantage when districts are formed. The gerrymander is a device

or stratagem which illustrates the ever present existence of human
nature and political cupidity. Nevertheless it has had a growth

and has developed with the increasing complexity of a republican

form of government.

The first known appearance of this political evil arose in Penn-

sylvania as a result of the formation of assembly districts which

were established in 1705. At that time there were political party

lines in the colony which were about as rigidly drawn as are the

party distinctions in that state at the present time. Strange as

it may at first appear, this unequal political division was based upon

Penn's Charter of 1701. When Penn arranged for the separation

of the city of Philadelphia from its county he doubtless sought to

give the rural districts in that county their own representation, free

from the political dictation of the city. But its effect was to restrict

unduly the political influence of the city of Philadelphia. The

iHart's Formation of the Union, 247. McMaster's Historyjof the People of the United
States, IV, 193. Lalor's Cyclopaedia of Political Science, II, 367-8, assigns the origin of

the gerrymander to the year 1814.
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gerrymander, then, had its origin in a probable effort to equalize

representation. Before the century had ended it had become a

means employed by the colonies and states for partisan purposes.

The second colonial case discovered appeared in North Carolina

in 1732, during a political struggle between the partisans of the crown,

headed by the governor, and the more republican opposition. In

these two colonial cases there exist the two occasions which gave

rise to parties: first, the difference of views produced by different

localities and resulting in gerrymanders favoring one section to

the disadvantage of another; and second, the conflicting opinions

supported by different men concerning the correct principles of

government for the state and the nation. One is more or less local

in its application, while the other as a rule is general in its principles

and workings. Both, however, arise from political causes.

As Pennsylvania is herein charged with having originated the

practice of the gerrymander, so it deserves the recognition of being

the first colony or state to attempt to restrict the evils of the par-

tisan practice. This it did by constitutional provision in 1790,

when it restricted the formation of senatorial districts to meet

specified requirements. The statesmen of that day had not had

sufficient opportunity to observe the effect the federal constitution

would have in increasing the number of election districts. With

the adoption of the constitution and the rise of congressional and

electoral districts, the field in which the gerrymander might be oper-

ated was greatly increased, perhaps even doubled. Thus from the

outbreak of the Revolutionary War to the year 1812 there were

twelve distinct cases of successful and attempted gerrymanders,

with two additional reputed cases. And three states had incor-

porated in their constitutions provisions which materially limited

and restricted the possible operation of the gerrymander in those

states.

One of the most clever of the gerrymanders of the early period

was the congressional districting law of New Jersey in 1798. The
Federalists so arranged the districts at that time that they succeeded

in carrying for their party four of the six districts. Had the elec-

tion been held by a vote of the state at large, the rival party would

have succeeded in electing its full ticket. The party with a popular

majority in the state, but with a minority in the legislature, did

not seem to understand the possibility of manipulating election

districts with partisan intent. Within eight years, from 1802 to
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1809, there were five gerrymanders, or attempts at gerrymandering,

made in the state of New York, and four of them were in congres-

sional districts.

Of the sixteen instances in which the gerrymander has appeared

(one, that of Patrick Henry, has been assumed by writers) prior

to 1812, the term gerrymander has been applied heretofore to but

one and that within recent years, while the constitutional provisions

seeking to restrict the practice, as made by Pennsylvania, Tennessee

and Kentucky, have been heretofore entirely overlooked. It has

been asserted that Madison's district for the congressional election

in Virginia in 1789 was gerrymandered. 1 This investigation has

shown that adequate proof is lacking to establish the assertion of

a gerrymander in that state at that time, but that possibly the

attempt was made by Henry to include such other counties in that

district as would have succeeded in excluding his rival from Con-

gress. Although the districts as finally established were equitable,

yet a study of the sources indicates that the principle of the gerry-

mander was well known to public men of that day. Washington,

Madison, and Jefferson were not unacquainted with the possible

results of a partisan districting law. Thus far, then, this investi-

gation deals with material which has never heretofore been pub-

lished. And of the cases which follow, only three have been treated

of elsewhere even briefly.

The year 1812 is an important date, not as marking the origin

of the gerrymander, but because it witnessed the enactment of a

number of partisan districting laws. It was a year when party

strife was at a white heat, and recourse was had to partisan methods.

Questions pertaining to the war caused parties to sacrifice equity

to their political aspirations. They had become familiar with the

workings of the gerrymander and were able to devise district bound-

aries with an accuracy that produced political success. The cases

of that year are conspicuous through their successful working and

by reason of their number. In the years 1812 and 1813 there were

eight gerrymandered districts apportioned by law or attempted,

and half of that number pertained to congressional districts. In

addition we examined one unwarranted charge of a gerrymander

and also found that assembly districts were divided in Massachusetts

in 1812.

^Tyler's Patrick Henry, 313. Fiske's Civil Government in the United States, 216-7.
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From 1814 the gerrymander nourished for a few years, but it

decreased in frequency during the "era of good feeling." It became

more frequent again after the first third party, the Antimasonic,

obtained some strength. By 1840 the gerrymander was a recog-

nized force in party politics and was generally attempted in all

legislation enacted for the formation of election districts. It was

generally conceded that each party would attempt to gain power

which was not proportionate to its numerical strength.

Various means were devised to prevent this political evil from

destroying the principles of representation. Different states sought

to exclude the gerrymander from their political practices by intro-

ducing in their constitutions provisions aimed to prohibit the forma-

tion of partisan districts. These provisions included the require-

ments that the districts be composed of contiguous territory, that

they be compact, that the number to be apportioned to a district

be limited to two; that no county be divided; that apportionment

be made for congressmen but once in ten years; and that districts

be dispensed with entirely. Moreover, the states by general practice

limited the operations of the gerrymander when they substituted

the general ticket for districts, in the choice for electors in 1832

and the years immediately following. Thus the states began to

eliminate part of the evil of the gerrymander which had been made
possible by the formation of the federal union and the adoption of

the constitution. A large number of the instances of partisan dis-

tricting considered in this study relate to districts established for

the election of congressmen. An attempt to destroy this, the

second part of the evil which was augmented by the constitution,

was made by Congress in 1842 when single-member districts for

the election of congressmen were required by a national law. 1 Public

sentiment does much to defeat the end attempted by a gerrymander.

The defeated party in the main seems to have been content to allow

the injustice to be rectified by the voters directly until the well-

known Wisconsin gerrymander of 1891, when that particular dis-

tricting law was declared unconstitutional by the courts. But
there are conspicuous exceptions to this general practice. In New
York in 1809 the Council of Revision, composed of the governor

and six justices, successfully objected to the bill passed by the legis-

1 Congressional districts have never been formed in South Dakota. Two congressmen
are elected at large, owing to inability to decide upon districts. The Nation, October 30,

1902, 343-4.
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lature for new gerrymandered senatorial districts. Their objections

were based on local conditions in the state and upon an interpreta-

tion of the constitution. However, this body seems to have possessed

the power of vetoing measures instead of sitting as a court of final

appeal; although the Council was composed of justices who might

aid in rendering decisions of a legal nature. And in the famous

year 1812, as given in the preceding pages, the suggestion was made
that the senatorial election of Massachusetts of that year be declared

illegal because of the gerrymander, the question to be referred to

the courts.

At the beginning of the practice the gerrymander was an undis-

guised effort to gain control of government by forming districts

which were recognized as being an unfair division of the state. At

a later period, as in the New Jersey case of 1798, districts grossly

partisan were formed in such a manner as to deceive the opposition

party as to their real purpose. At a still later period, when all

parties had learned to expect the gerrymander tactics, changes

were made in some previously existing districts for no other reason

than to help conceal the partisan motives which prompted a re-

arrangement of the other districts. Such an instance appears in

the senatorial districts of New Hampshire for the year 1816.

Furthermore, in the early years of this political practice the

enormity of the evil of the gerrymander was recognized by the

party in the minority in the legislature. The gerrymander was

considered a political, civil and moral injustice. But as early as

the year 1822 public opinion in Massachusetts was disposed to

recognize the practice of the gerrymander as a political stratagem

arising from the general elements of all human nature and, there-

fore, a fair game for either party. By the beginning of the fifth

decade of the last century the gerrymander was generally practiced

and had become thoroughly established in the operations of the

political parties. Notwithstanding the efforts which have been

made to minimize and destroy its effects, one of the political prac-

tices most threatening to a republican form of government continues

to be the gerrymander.














